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G E N E R A L I N T R O D U C T I O N
1.1 global warming
Fossil fuels are the most central energy sources humankind is de-
pendent upon because of their availability, usability and high en-
ergy density. Their exploitation enabled rapid and unprecedented
developments, boosting economical and technological growth. How-
ever, burning fossil fuels not only gives access to the precious energy
stored in their chemical bonds, but also releases harmful compounds,
like CO and NOx, and greenhouse gases (GHGs), like N2O and CO2.
Nowadays, the consequences of the exploitation of fossil fuels are
threatening the natural balance of the Earth’s ecosystem.
Modern atmospheric CO2 levels are estimated to be about 140%
of their pre–industrial levels, increasing from 280 ppm to 400 ppm
between the start of the industrial era (~1750) and 2014 [88]. Al-
though precise measurements have only begun in 1958 at Mauna
Loa (Hawaii) by means of an infrared gas analyser, experimental data
concerning earlier ages is available thanks to ice core measurements,
nevertheless. Atmospheric measurements show that CO2 concentra-
tion has been rising steadily since 1958. The overall increase of the
CO2 atmospheric concentration can be safely attributed to fossil fuel
exploitation. This thesis can be supported by:
• judicious analysis of the time frame over which the atmospheric
CO2 concentration has been rising;
• measurement of the 13CO2/12CO2 isotope ratio. In fact, CO2
emitted from the combustion of coal, gas and oil has a 13C/12C
isotopic ratio smaller than that of atmospheric CO2. It is shown
that the atmospheric CO2 isotopic ratio is decreasing at a rate
consistent with emissions of CO2 from fossil origin [81].
Alongside CO2, CH4 and N2O are other two GHGs the concentra-
tion of which is influenced by human activity. Especially CH4 plays
a major role in the atmosphere, since its ability to absorb, and then
re–radiate, infrared radiation is even larger than that of CO2 because
of its larger number of vibrational modes.
The role that GHGs play in increasing the world’s temperature is
very well understood. Acting as a gaseous blanket, they absorb in-
frared radiation preferentially emitted by the Earth towards the space
and homogeneously re–emit it. As a result, part of the infrared radi-




Chapter 2 Changes in Atmospheric Constituents and in Radiative Forcing
Frequently Asked Question 2.1
How do Human Activities Contribute to Climate Change 
and How do They Compare with Natural Influences?
Human activities contribute to climate change by causing 
changes in Earth’s atmosphere in the amounts of greenhouse gas-
es, aerosols (small particles), and cloudiness. The largest known 
contribution comes from the burning of fossil fuels, which releases 
carbon dioxide gas to the atmosphere. Greenhouse gases and aero-
sols affect climate by altering incoming solar radiation and out-
going infrared (thermal) radiation that are part of Earth’s energy 
balance. Changing the atmospheric abundance or properties of 
these gases and particles can lead to a warming or cooling of the 
climate system. Since the start of the industrial era (about 1750), 
the overall effect of human activities on climate has been a warm-
ing infl uence. The human impact on climate during this era greatly 
exceeds that due to known changes in natural processes, such as 
solar changes and volcanic eruptions.
Greenhouse Gases 
Human activities result in emissions of four principal green-
house gases: carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide 
(N2O) and the halocarbons (a group of gases containing fl uorine, 
chlorine and bromine). These gases accumulate in the atmosphere, 
causing concentrations to increase with time. Signifi cant increases 
in all of these gases have occurred in the industrial era (see Figure 
1). All of these increases are attributable to human activities.
• Carbon dioxide has increased from fossil fuel use in transpor-
tation, building heating and cooling and the manufacture of 
cement and other goods. Deforestation releases CO2 and re-
duces its uptake by plants. Carbon dioxide is also released in 
natural processes such as the decay of plant matter.
• Methane has increased as a result of human activities related 
to agriculture, natural gas distribution and landfi lls. Methane 
is also released from natural processes that occur, for example, 
in wetlands. Methane concentrations are not currently increas-
ing in the atmosphere because growth rates decreased over the 
last two decades.
• Nitrous oxide is also emitted by human activities such as fertil-
izer use and fossil fuel burning. Natural processes in soils and 
the oceans also release N2O. 
• Halocarbon gas concentrations have increased primarily due 
to human activities. Natural processes are also a small source. 
Principal halocarbons include the chlorofl uorocarbons (e.g., 
CFC-11 and CFC-12), which were used extensively as refrig-
eration agents and in other industrial processes before their 
presence in the atmosphere was found to cause stratospheric 
ozone depletion. The abundance of chlorofl uorocarbon gases is 
decreasing as a result of international regulations designed to 
protect the ozone layer.
• Ozone is a greenhouse gas that is continually produced and 
destroyed in the atmosphere by chemical reactions. In the tro-
posphere, human activities have increased ozone through the 
release of gases such as carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons and 
nitrogen oxide, which chemically react to produce ozone. As 
mentioned above, halocarbons released by human activities 
destroy ozone in the stratosphere and have caused the ozone 
hole over Antarctica. 
• Water vapour is the most abundant and important greenhouse 
gas in the atmosphere. However, human activities have only 
a small direct infl uence on the amount of atmospheric wa-
ter vapour. Indirectly, humans have the potential to affect 
 water  vapour substantially by changing climate. For example, 
a warmer atmosphere contains more water vapour. Human 
 activities also infl uence water vapour through CH4 emissions, 
because CH4 undergoes chemical destruction in the strato-
sphere, producing a small amount of water vapour.
• Aerosols are small particles present in the atmosphere with 
widely varying size, concentration and chemical composition. 
Some aerosols are emitted directly into the atmosphere while 
others are formed from emitted compounds. Aerosols contain 
both naturally occurring compounds and those emitted as a re-
sult of human activities. Fossil fuel and  biomass  burning have 
increased aerosols containing sulphur compounds,  organic 
compounds and black carbon (soot). Human activities such as 
FAQ 2.1, Figure 1. Atmospheric concentrations of important long-lived green-
house gases over the last 2,000 years. Increases since about 1750 are attributed to 
human activities in the industrial era. Concentration units are parts per million (ppm) 
or parts per billion (ppb), indicating the number of molecules of the greenhouse gas 
per million or billion air molecules, respectively, in an atmospheric sample. (Data 
combined and simplifi ed from Chapters 6 and 2 of this report.)
(continued)
Figure 1: Atmo pheric concentratio s of important long–lived greenhouse
gases o er the last 2,000 years. Increases sinc ab ut 1750 are at-
tributed to human activities in the industrial era. Concentration
units are parts per million (ppm) or parts per billion (ppb), indi-
cating the number of molecules of the greenhouse gas per million
or billion air molecules, respectively, in an atmospheric sample.
Figure 1, page 135 of [74]
increase. The influenc of GHGs to the global warming i crease is
usually measured by means of a parameter called radiative forcing.
Radiative forcing is defined as the difference between the energy re-
ceived from the sun and that amount that is radiated back to space,
measured at the top of the atmosphere. As shown in Figure 2, the
negative record for the highest radiative forcing pertains to CO2, even
though anthropogenic CO2 emissions are only a small fraction of the
total annual emission of CO2 [81]. However, the i troduction of CO2
from fossil resources is sufficient to put the delicate natural CO2 cycle
– where photosynthesis and absorption by the oceans are the major
inks for CO2 – out of balance. The Earth’s system, overloaded with
the additional introduction of CO2 from fossils, is not able to regulate
the atmospheric concentration of CO2, that accumulates in the atmo-
sphere. The radiative forcing has increased by about 1.5Wm−2 due
to human activities, the average global temperature is therefore rising
steadily.
Consequences of the global te erature increase are well known.
The most infamous o e is the melting of the polar ice caps. Melting
of solid water reservoirs found in the Arctic and Antarctic regions
results in a dangerous increase of the sea levels. The effects of the
increase in the open water levels will be particularly dramatic for
coastal regions that will experience, among others, a decrease of the
inhabitable space and an increase in floods and storms. But not only
coastal sites will be affected by the climate change, with the mainland
experiencing profound modifications as well. On one hand tropical
1.1 global warming 3
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Changes in Atmospheric Constituents and in Radiative Forcing Chapter 2
FAQ 2.1, Box 1:  What is Radiative Forcing? 
What is radiative forcing? The infl uence of a factor that can cause climate change, such as a greenhouse gas, is often evaluated in 
terms of its radiative forcing. Radiative forcing is a measure of how the energy balance of the Earth-atmosphere system is infl uenced 
when factors that aff ect climate are altered. The word radiative arises because these factors change the balance between incoming solar 
radiation and outgoing infrared radiation within the Earth’s atmosphere. This radiative balance controls the Earth’s surface temperature. 
The term forcing is used to indicate that Earth’s radiative balance is being pushed away from its normal state. 
Radiative forcing is usually quantifi ed as the ‘rate of energy change per unit area of the globe as measured at the top of the atmo-
sphere’, and is expressed in units of ‘Watts per square metre’ (see Figure 2). When radiative forcing from a factor or group of factors 
is evaluated as positive, the energy of the Earth-atmosphere system will ultimately increase, leading to a warming of the system. In 
contrast, for a negative radiative forcing, the energy will ultimately decrease, leading to a cooling of the system. Important challenges 
for climate scientists are to identify all the factors that aff ect climate and the mechanisms by which they exert a forcing, to quantify the 
radiative forcing of each factor and to evaluate the total radiative forcing from the group of factors. 
FAQ 2.1, Figure 2. Summary of the principal components of the radiative forcing of climate change. All these 
radiative forcings result from one or more factors that affect climate and are associated with human activities or 
natural processes as discussed in the text. The values represent the forcings in 2005 relative to the start of the 
industrial era (about 1750). Human activities cause signifi cant changes in long-lived gases, ozone, water vapour, 
surface albedo, aerosols and contrails. The only increase in natural forcing of any signifi cance between 1750 and 
2005 occurred in solar irradiance. Positive forcings lead to warming of climate and negative forcings lead to a 
cooling. The thin black line attached to each coloured bar represents the range of uncertainty for the respective 
value. (Figure adapted from Figure 2.20 of this report.)
surface mining and industrial processes 
have increased dust in the atmosphere. 
Natural aerosols include mineral dust re-
leased from the surface, sea salt aerosols, 
biogenic emissions from the land and 
oceans and sulphate and dust aerosols 
produced by volcanic eruptions. 
Radiative Forcing of Factors Affected by 
Human Activities
The contributions to radiative forcing 
from some of the factors infl uenced by hu-
man activities are shown in Figure 2. The 
values refl ect the total forcing relative to the 
start of the industrial era (about 1750). The 
forcings for all greenhouse gas increases, 
which are the best understood of those due 
to human activities, are positive because each 
gas absorbs outgoing infrared radiation in the 
atmosphere. Among the greenhouse gases, 
CO2 increases have caused the largest forcing 
over this period. Tropospheric ozone increas-
es have also contributed to warming, while 
stratospheric ozone decreases have contrib-
uted to cooling. 
Aerosol particles infl uence radiative forc-
ing directly through refl ection and absorption 
of solar and infrared radiation in the atmo-
sphere. Some aerosols cause a positive forcing 
while others cause a negative forcing. The di-
rect radiative forcing summed over all aerosol 
types is negative. Aerosols also cause a nega-
tive radiative forcing indirectly through the 
changes they cause in cloud properties. 
Human activities since the industrial era 
have altered the nature of land cover over 
the globe, principally through changes in 
(continued)
Figure 2: Summary of the principal components of the radiative forcing of
climate change. All h se radiative forcings resul from one or
more factors that affect climate and are associated with human
activities or natural processes as discusse in the text. The values
represent the forcings in 2005 relative to the start of the indus-
trial era (about 1750). Human activities cause signifi cant changes
in long-lived gases, ozone, water vapour, surface albedo, aerosols
and contrails. The only increase in natural forcing of any signifi
cance between 1750 and 2005 occurred in solar irradiance. Positive
forcings lead to warmi g f climate and negative for ings lead to
a cooling. The thin black line attached to each coloured bar rep-
resents the range of uncertainty for the respective value. Figure 2,
page 136 of [74]
deserts will expand while, on the other one, northern region so far
cov red in ice will tur green. Espe ially the effects that a global tem-
perature rise will have on the permafrost – a frozen layer of soil typi-
cally found in cold regions like Alaska, Scandinavia and Russia – are
of a major concern. In fact, since it stores natural reserves of methane,
the loss of this frozen layer will result in massive emission of natural
gas in the atmosphere. In the end, the release of large amounts of
GHGs from their natural storage sites to the atmosphere will trigger
a positive feedback behaviour.
Nowadays, there is a common understanding that the global warm-
ing is threatening for the Earth natural balance and, subsequently, for
our life therein. Many political efforts have been done in this sense by
trying to reach an agreement to lower the emission of GHGs. Negotia-
tions have recently gave birth to the Paris agreement, signed the 22nd
of April in New York, USA. The Paris agreement aims to hold “the
4 general introduction
increase in the global average temperature to well below 2 ◦C above
pre–industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the temperature
increase to 1.5 ◦C above pre–industrial levels, recognizing that this
would significantly reduce the risks and impacts of climate change.”
The goal set by the agreement is certainly not trivial to reach. Accord-
ing to the current estimations1, in order to have at least 50% chance
of achieving this goal, current GHGs emissions should not continue
for more than ten years. Consequently, the massive use of fossil fuels
must therefore be addressed quickly with effective countermeasures,
and a transition from a carbon–based energy economy to a sustain-
able energy one, is essential.
1.2 the energy landscape of the future
Renewable energy sources have the potential to replace fossil fuels at
a global scale [84], and then to largely reduce the emission of GHGs.
However, this transition brings a multitude of challenges.
Although ultimately provided by the Sun, renewable energy is
available on the Earth in different forms. To name a few, we are now
exploiting 1) solar energy directly by means of solar panels, 2) wind
energy by means of windmills and 3) water energy (hydroelectric en-
ergy and tidal energy) mainly. The largest share of renewable energy
sources is in electricity generation [24]. Within this context, especially
the market of photovoltaic panels is experiencing a rapid growth [83].
Given this increased implementation of photovoltaic electricity gen-
eration, some limitations of renewable energy sources become appar-
ent:
• intermittency of solar energy within the diurnal cycle;
• dephasing between production and demand peaks;
• spatial inhomogeneity of the solar irradiation.
A solution that simultaneously tackles these issues is represented
by the utilization of CO2 by means of non–thermal plasma reactors.
When powered by renewable electric energy, these reactors can be
used to produce synthetic fuels – usually referred to as solar fuels
– for the storage of electric energy in chemical form. This approach
would solve intermittency and dephasing problems, as excess electric
energy can be used at a later stage by burning the solar fuel, and
the inhomogeneity as well, since the reactors could be run in regions
of maximum solar irradiation. The advantages are sizeable: directly
powered by renewable electricity, these reactors will use excess energy
to produce value added products from CO2 that would otherwise be
poured in the atmosphere. Additionally, synthetic fuels are especially
interesting because they allow the storage of energy in a stable and
1 http://bit.ly/carboncountdown
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dense form. The storage of electric energy is arguably the bottleneck
limiting the growth of an infrastructure for the production and uti-
lization of green electricity. Technological progress in the storage of
electrical energy will therefore enable a much larger exploitation of
renewable sources. Consequently, the use of fossil sources will be re-
duced with the direct consequence of containing the CO2 emission.
However, it is worth noting that carbon containing fuels will still be
required in the future for those sectors where energy density is piv-
otal, e.g hauling and aviation. As a term of comparison, the most ef-
ficient lithium–ion batteries can reach energy densities ranging from
0.9MJL−1 to 2.6MJL−1, definitely smaller than 36MJL−1 of diesel
or 16MJL−1 of methanol.
Besides the production of solar fuels as energy carriers, this process
is an example of Carbon Capture and Utilization (CCU), where the
carbon cycle is closed when CO2 is sourced from industrial exhausts
– which are convenient sources of CO2 in high purity. However, CO2
will ultimately have to be sequestered from the atmosphere if we are
to restore natural levels of radiative forcing.
In addition to their use as fuels for power generation, fossil hydro-
carbons are extensively used to produce synthetic compounds. The
chemical industry is playing a major role in modern society by syn-
thesizing plastics, pharmaceuticals, fertilizers etc. Because of global
development it will continue to grow. It is worth bearing in mind
that if it is possible to rely on carbon free energy, the same does not
hold for chemicals and materials that will always be carbon based.
Consequently, the abandonment of fossils as a source of energy and
chemical feedstock requires valid alternatives to be found. One of
such alternatives is the plasma synthesis of valuable chemical precur-
sors from abundant compounds like CO2, CH4, N2 and H2O.
An interesting application of non–thermal plasmas is the dry re-
forming of CO2 and CH4 to produce liquid fuels, like methanol. One
might argue that processing CH4, a gas coming from fossil resources,
into a liquid fuel is not helpful in reducing the emission of green-
house gases. This is only partially true since CO2 would be utilised
in the reaction, hence effectively reducing its emission into the atmo-
sphere. Moreover, the turning of natural gas into methanol yields an
energy vector with a much higher energy density, making the storage
and transportation of energy through the existing grid more efficient.
Furthermore, the continuously growing human population demands
increasing quantities of food to be produced. For this reason, the pro-
duction of synthetic fertilizers is essential for the intensive agriculture
our society relies on. As an example, the worldwide production of am-
monia is about 206 million tonnes in 2017. It is mainly produced by
means of the Haber–Bosch process, an industrial process that requires
high pressure ( 200 bar) and relatively high temperature ( 400 ◦C). It
consumes almost 2% of the world total energy production and emits
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300 million tons of CO2 per year [95]. In the context of the electrifica-
tion of the chemical industry, it is then natural to seek for alternative
reactors that are compact, efficient and can directly use green electric-
ity.
Given climate change and an ever growing chemical industry, the
quest for innovative sources able to convert abundant compounds,
like N2 and H2O, and GHGs, like CO2 and CH4, into value added
products, becomes of a paramount importance. Ultimately, new reac-
tors need to be efficient in driving endothermic2 chemical reactions
and have to be powered by renewable electric energy.
1.3 the electrification of the chemical industry
In this scenario of a modern chemistry powered by renewable electric
energy, it is clear that there is a strong need to modify those processes
that have insofar used high temperature, as obtained by the exploita-
tion of fossils, to activate chemical reactions. Therefore, novel reac-
tor concepts, able to directly use electrical energy to efficiently drive
chemical reactions, need to be found.
Electrochemical conversion and plasma conversion are, at the mo-
ment, the most promising technologies able to directly use green elec-
tric energy for the dissociation of CO2. Electrochemical conversion is
performed by supplying electrical energy to the stream of CO2 by
means of two electrodes. Although showing remarkable assets, low
performance is preventing this technology to lead the field of CO2
dissociation. It is indeed recognised that the biggest challenge is rep-
resented by low activity, selectivity and stability of the employed elec-
trocatalysts [100].
The plasma conversion approach uses plasma to transfer energy to
a molecular gas and then enable chemical reactions. Electrical energy
is directly used to sustain a plasma where free electrons, ions, neu-
tral and excited molecules coexist. In order for a chemical reaction to
happen, the reactants have to possess sufficient energy to overcome
the energy barrier that separates them from the products. In classical
high temperature chemistry, this energy is provided in the form of
heat and, consequently, all the molecule’s modes – rotational, transla-
tional and vibrational – are excited as predicted by equilibrium ther-
modynamics. However, the fraction of energy present in each mode
does not equally influence the faith of a chemical reaction. According
to Polanyi’s laws [31] – which are the standard to study chemical re-
actions from a microscopic stand point – the key driver to efficiently
enable endothermic reactions is the vibrational excitation. From this
point of view, vibrational excitation is considered to be essential to ob-
tain the transition state that leads to product formation in the case of
2 Reactions need to be endothermic if the goal is to efficiently store energy in chemical
bonds.
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endothermic reactions. Consequently, vibrational energy of reactants
becomes the control knob since it is required to overcome the energy
barrier and assist in achieving high energy efficiency [28].
In this regard, it would be ideal to develop a reactor able to selec-
tively load energy – in the form of electrical energy from renewable
sources – into the vibrational modes of the species of interest. If that
happens, the system will experience a deviation from thermal equilib-
rium and the distribution of energy among the available modes will
differ from what equilibrium thermodynamics predicts. This state of
vibrational non–equilibrium – where more energy is present in the
vibrational mode rather than in the rotational–translational ones – is
achievable in cold plasmas. Cold plasmas are plasmas for which the
electron temperature – a quantity related to the electron mean kinetic
energy – is lower than 10 eV . Such plasmas are suitable to activate
molecules because vibrational non–equilibrium can be enhanced at
low electron temperature.
1.4 this thesis
In the context of the electrification of the chemical industry, this the-
sis sets itself the goal of studying two promising plasma reactors:
a nanosecond repetitively pulsed (NRP) discharge and a microwave
discharge. The NRP reactor has been investigated for the dissociation
of CO2. The microwave discharge has been used for studies of vibra-
tional energy loading into N2, as a first step towards the non–thermal
synthesis of NO for fertilizer production.
The complicated system that a non–equilibrium plasma represents
requires sophisticated diagnostics. Such diagnostics have to be species
specific and provide spatial and time resolved information about the
quantities of interest, such as temperature (vibrational and rotational),
product concentration and energy deposition. Given these require-
ments, diagnostics based upon the use of pulsed lasers are usually
employed to study systems where fast kinetics are at play. The diag-
nostics of choice are Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) and vibrational
Raman scattering.
1.4.1 Studies of hydroxyl radical by LIF
The hydroxyl radical (OH) is one of the several reactive oxygen species
(ROS), together with O, O3, H2O2, HO2 and O2(a1∆g), contributing
to oxidation processes in a variety of environments. Concerning the
field of plasmas and discharges operating at atmospheric pressure,
the importance of OH as an oxidation agent is well known. For exam-
ple, its role in the chemical kinetics is considered important in plasma
assisted combustion [102][103][1] and plasma medicine [82][34].
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Additionally, ROS are also of interest in the research areas of biol-
ogy and life science. In fact, they are produced in the human body
during aerobic metabolism and through enzymatic reactions. They
are associated with various human diseases generated by the oxida-
tion of lipid membranes. As a first step to understand such a complex
mechanisms, the role of OH in the oxidation of Fatty Acid Methyl Es-
ters (FAME) has been recently demonstrated by a joint theoretical and
experimental work [63].
Besides the paramount importance of OH as an oxidation agent
in plasma medicine, pollutants removal and plasma assisted combus-
tion, recent studies suggest it may also play a critical role in the plas-
molysis CO2. In particular, in a CO2/H2O dielectric barrier discharge,
kinetic modelling indicates that OH can react with CO to form CO2
(see reaction R4 in Table 1) and then limit the CO2 dissociation [101].
In [101], it has been shown that a small percentage of H2O already
causes a steep drop in the CO2 conversion, slowly decreasing as the
H2O content increases. H2O is frequently found in CO2 plasma con-
version technology, either as a part of the initial mixture – when it is
used as a cheap hydrogen source – or as a process by–product. More-
over, H2O is naturally present in industrial waste gas or biogas. When
H2O is present in the mixture, the formation of OH is unavoidable
and its role as intermediate of reaction should be taken into account.
However, the presence OH is not limited to that of H2O in the mix-
ture. In fact, it has been reported that the formation of H2O – that can
be linked to OH by the reaction R5 in Table 1 – occurs also in the dry
reforming of CO2 and CH4 by a NRP discharge [91]. Therefore, the
formation of OH might be detrimental for the conversion CO2/CH4
although H2O is not added to the initial mixture. In an industrially
meaningful plasma CO2 conversion, the chemical kinetics must then
cope with the presence of water, and then of the OH radical.
However, whether OH is desired or not in CO2 containing mix-
tures is not completely clear yet. Indeed, a recent study suggests OH
to be an important species for oxygenates formation – mainly acetic
acid, methanol and ethanol – in the dry reforming of CO2 and CH4
by DBDs [116]. See the proposed reaction scheme [116] and the as-
sociated reactions Table 1. This is a case in which the kinetics of a
transient species can determine both process selectivity to different
products and conversion efficiency. Hence, it is clear that the experi-
mental investigation of OH in such discharges is essential to unveil
the true chemical mechanisms important for the CO2 plasmolysis and
the direct conversion of CO2 and CH4. Because of the relatively fast
rates reported in Table 1, OH can play a central role in CO2 and
CO2/CH4 discharges, provided it is present in sufficiently high con-
centration. Consequently, it is importance to quantify it and reveal its
kinetics in the aforementioned discharges. Experimental information
about its density and temporal evolution can be compared with rate
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(R1) CH4 +OH→ CH3 +H2O 6.68× 10−15 [116]
(R2) CH3CO+OH→ CH3COOH
(R3) CO+OH→ COOH 1.50× 10−12 [60]
(R4) CO+OH→ CO2 +H 1.57× 10−13 [6]
(R5) OH+OH→ H2O+O 2.5× 10−12 [2]
(R6) CH3 +OH→ CH3OH 9.84× 10−11 [116]
(R7) C2H6 +OH→ C2H5 +H2O 2.55× 10−13 [116]
(R8) C2H5 +OH→ C2H5OH 9.34× 10−11 [116]
Table 1: Possible reactions involving OH in the direct reforming of CO2 and
CH4.
To this end, LIF is an optimal candidate because of its high spatial
and temporal resolution. OH has already been the subject of several
studies where LIF has been employed to its investigation [22, 73, 78,
87, 109, 114, 115, 120]. However, work needs still to be done, especially
to optimize the use of LIF in molecular mixtures at high pressure
where fast variations of the mixture composition and temperature
occur.
When using LIF, the electronic ground state density of the target
species is inferred by measuring the fluorescence emission due to
radiative relaxation of the excited electronic state populated by res-
onant absorption of light. Consequently, any process that interferes
with such a fluorescence emission disturbs the measurement of the
ground state molecules. Therefore, knowledge concerning the colli-
sional rate coefficients – rates describing the non-radiative depopula-
tion of a molecule excited state – and the gas composition is required.
To this end, number density of collisional partners and their associ-
ated energy transfer rates (electronic quenching (Q) and vibrational
energy transfer (VET)) need to be known.
In the context of applying LIF to a collisional environment for the
measurement of OH number density in a NRP, the work presented
in this thesis is twofold. First, a fundamental study is done on a gas
cell with the goal of measuring Q and VET rate coefficients for col-
lisional partners found in CO2 plasmas. Specifically, Q and VET are
measured when OH radicals (produced by photo-fragmentation of
H2O2) are embedded in a gas mixtures singularly containing H2, D2,
O2, N2, H2O, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6, CO or CO2. In this way, ex-
isting literature is updated and enriched with new rate coefficients.
Additionally, a novel data reduction procedure is demonstrated. The
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obtained spectroscopic information is subsequently used to quantify
CO in a NRP. By making the assumption of not having other gases
than CO, CO2 and O2 in the mixture, the temporal variation of the
CO concentration is inferred from OH LIF spectra.
1.4.2 Monitoring vibrational energy loading by Raman scattering
The second part of the thesis describes the use of Raman scattering for
the investigation of a microwave discharge for the processing of N2.
As compared with LIF, Raman scattering allows the direct measure-
ment of the ground state density of the target species, because colli-
sional processes do not interfere with the measurement. However, LIF
and Raman cross sections differ by about three orders of magnitude,
making Raman signals much fainter than LIF ones. As a result, the
need for long exposure times is the main drawback in using Raman
scattering. Nevertheless, the developed setup allowed measurements
of rotational (Tr) and vibrational (Tv) temperatures from 500K to
7000K, at pressure from 17mbar to 800mbar.
The microwave N2 plasma has been mapped both radially and ax-
ially to calculate the ratio Tv/Tr which is indicative of the deviation
from thermal equilibrium. The closer Tv/Tr to unity, the closer the
gas to thermal equilibrium. Values of Tv/Tr close to four have been
measured provided suitable conditions of pressure, flow and input
power are met. This is a strong indication that an appreciable amount
of energy can be loaded in the vibrational mode.
The investigation is further extended to calculate profiles of energy
deposition, both in the rotational/translational modes and in the vi-
brational one. The energy deposition profile due to the microwave
field is larger than the spatial coverage of the diagnostics. Therefore,
the diagnostics would not yield correct results if molecules are gain-
ing energy while flowing through the plasma. Hence, measurements
performed downstream of the plasma are better at quantifying the
overall energy efficiency of the reactor. Such measurements show se-
lective deposition of energy into the vibrational mode (Tv = 2400K)
at a relatively low rotational temperature (Tr = 600K).
It is calculated that the microwave discharge is able to selectively
couple about 23% of the specific energy input (SEI) into the vibra-
tional mode. It is therefore clear that such a microwave flowing re-
actor is capable of creating conditions favourable for driving vibra-
tionally enhanced chemistry.
2
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abstract
Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF) is intensively used for the detection
of hydroxyl radical (OH) in several discharge reactors operating at
atmospheric pressure . At this pressure, a quantitative knowledge of
the collisional phenomena occurring at the OH excited state is crucial.
This chapter reports measurements of rate coefficients of electronic
quenching (Q) and vibrational energy transfer (VET) of OH A2Σ+
(v ′ = 0, 1). The investigation is executed at a constant temperature
equal to T = 300K and in condition of complete rotational thermaliza-
tion.
The collisional partners are those relevant in the fields of plasma
chemistry – the reforming of light hydrocarbons and remedation of
CO2 are two well known examples – and plasma medicine: N2, O2,
H2O, CO2, CO, H2, D2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6.
The experimental data is obtained by means of a novel data reduc-
tion method – able to solve some drawbacks related to the usual way
of measuring rate coefficients. Results of this work are critically com-
pared with published data obtained in condition of partial, or absent,
rotational thermalization.
In the end, a large dataset of rate coefficients for the non–radiative
de–excitation of OH by means of molecular collisions is given. Princi-
pally the knowledge concerning Q and VET of OH A2Σ+ (v ′ = 0, 1)
is enriched.
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2.1 introduction
When using Laser Induced Fluorescence (LIF), the density of a species
electronic ground state is inferred by measuring the fluorescence emis-
sion. Such emission is the result of radiative relaxation of the elec-
tronic state resonantly excited by absorption of laser photons. Conse-
quently, it can be naïvely said that any process interfering with such a
fluorescence emission disturbs the measurement of the ground state
molecules. Therefore, knowledge concerning the collisional rate coef-
ficients – second order rates with units s−1 cm3 describing the non–
radiative depopulation of a molecules excited state – and the number
density of collisional partners composing the mixture is required.
The knowledge of the collisional rate coefficients is crucial when
LIF is performed at atmospheric pressure (ATP) in a quantitative
fashion. The reason relies on the fact that, at this pressure, collisional
quenching can be orders of magnitude faster than the radiative de-
cay. Hence, the fluorescence emission greatly depends upon collision
occurring at the excited state. Moreover, collisional processes are col-
lisional partner specific. In the end, the intensity and the spectral pat-
tern of the fluorescence emission varies as a function of composition,
temperature and pressure of the gaseous mixture. Collisional energy
transfer processes can be divided in three classes:
electronic quenching (q) : non–radiative relaxation from an ex-
cited electronic state to a lower one;
vibrational energy transfer (vet) : non–radiative relaxation
from a vibrational state to a lower one within the same elec-
tronic state;
rotational energy transfer (ret) : non–radiative relaxation
from a rotational state to a lower one within the same vibra-
tional state.
Although the outcomes of these three processes are intrinsically dif-
ferent, they share some common characteristics:
• they transfer population from one state to another without emis-
sion of light;
• they are species specific – depending on both collisional partner
and target molecule;
• they linearly depend on the collisional partner concentration;
• both RET [44, 45] and Q [16, 17] rates depend on the rotational
quantum number of the excited state;
• they have a temperature dependence.
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Recent studies show that quantitative LIF is a powerful tool to mea-
sure the gas composition with high spatial and temporal resolution,
provided the collisional energy transfer rates are known [20, 22, 87].
However, the current availability of collisional rate coefficients is in-
complete. Especially experimental data on VET is scarce.
The vast majority of the available data on OH comes from studies
performed in the field of atmospheric chemistry [16, 17, 118, 119]. For
this reason, the data is limited to collisional partners that are abun-
dant in the atmosphere. From this source, information concerning
species like CO2, CO and light hydrocarbons, that are of primary in-
terest in the field of plasma–chemistry, is not available. Experimental
data with these species as collisional partners is provided to some
extent by the field of combustion research. However, in this case ex-
periments were performed in flames, therefore at high temperatures
[107]. Consequently, this data is not suitable to be used in the field of
plasma–chemistry where there is a strong desire to maintain the tem-
perature of the system as low as possible. Additionally, these studies
were performed by making assumptions on the flame composition.
As a result, species specificity is not guaranteed.
This chapter presents the measurement of collisional rate coeffi-
cients at room temperature, at relatively high pressure (' 100mbar)
and in condition of complete rotational equilibrium. Specifically, elec-
tronic quenching and vibrational relaxation of the OH A2Σ+ (v ′ =
0, 1) manifold has been measured with the following species as col-
lisional partners: N2, O2, H2O, CO2, CO, H2, D2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4,
C2H6. As compared to the existing literature, a new technique is used
for the acquisition of the experimental data. This improvement solves
some issues related to the collection and analysis of the data when ei-
ther complete thermalization is not ensured, or strong VET is at play.
Additionally, a novel method for the data fitting is presented.
2.2 laser induced fluorescence
When light interacts with matter, energy can be exchanged. Among
many, and limited to the scope of this chapter, this energy exchange
can occur through absorption and emission of light. Both the pro-
cesses are bounded to the presence of a finite number of allowed
transitions. These transitions are species specific and all together they
form a spectrum, a unique fingerprint that any molecule, or atom,
possesses. Knowledge about these specific patterns allows the unam-
biguous identification of the species target of the investigation.
A range of spectroscopic techniques has been developed and are
known to date. LIF is a technique by which the target species is ex-
cited to an electronic state via resonant absorption. Fluorescence emis-
sion due to radiative decay of the excited state occurs subsequently
to the absorption. This fluorescence light is the physical observable.
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This section presents a brief overview of the physics of LIF. Given
the scope of the chapter, particular emphasis is devoted to the discus-
sion of the collisional energy transfer processes occurring at the elec-
tronic excited state. Most of the following material has been adapted
from [58], reference to which the reader is pointed to for a more de-
tailed treatment.
LIF has been selected because it shows some characteristics that are
desirable for the study of fast processes occurring in a nanosecond
pulsed discharges. Specifically:
• the time resolution is given by the temporal width of the laser
pulse, usually of the order of tens of ns;
• spatial resolution is high because the signal is collected in scat-
tering mode. The sampled volume is given by the intersection
of the pump beam with the collection cone.
• spectral selectivity is available on the detection of the fluores-
cence as well; Consequently, noise can be effectively reduced by
equipping the detectors with band pass filters;
• the signal is recorded directly, and not obtained as the difference
between two signals, as in the case of absorption spectroscopy.
Hence, sensitivity is greatly enhanced;
• the cross section is high, several orders of magnitude larger than
Rayleigh and Thomson scattering [69];
• because of resonant excitation it is not only species specific, but
rotational state specific also.
The quantities that can be measured by LIF are:
• the rotational temperature (Tr) that is often tantamount to the
gas temperature – since very few collisions are necessary to
equilibrate a molecule’s rotational distribution to the gas tem-
perature (Tgas);
• the population of the electronic ground state;
• when the target molecule is embedded in a collisional environ-
ment, it can be used as a probe to measure variations in the
concentration of the collisional partner – provided VET, Q and
the mixture composition are known. An example of the appli-
cation of this technique to the quantification of CO is given in
Chapter 3 .
While the rotational temperature can be obtained from a well estab-
lished fitting procedure, the quantification of the ground state popula-
tion is not a trivial task to complete. Indeed, quantitative knowledge
about the collisionality of the system is required when LIF is used for
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absolute density measurements. On the contrary, absolute quantifica-
tion of the ground state population can be more easily performed by
using a Raman scattering technique. In this case, the ground state is
probed directly. Consequently, the scattered light linearly depends on
the ground state population, see Chapter 5.
2.2.1 5–level model
The LIF process can be mathematically represented by a set of dif-
ferential equations describing the temporal variation of the relevant
states. In this work, five states are considered and the correspond-
ing equations are shown in Equation 1. The Jablonski diagram of the
developed 5–level system [22] is displayed in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Scheme of the 5–level taken from [22] and slightly modified to
adapt to the present terminology. See text for symbols explanation.
A1 and A0 are the Einstein coefficients.

dNXN [t]
dt = −BEL[t]ψ(NXN −NA1N) + (FXNNX −NXN)KXR
dNXL [t]
dt = (NXN − FXNNX)KXR
dNA1N [t]
dt = BEL[t]ψ(NXN −NA1N) −QA1NA1N
+ (FAPA1 −NA1N)KAR
dNA1L [t]
dt = (NA1N − FANA1)KAR −QA1NA1L
dNA0[t]
dt = R1→0NA1 −QA0NA0
(1)
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• NX = NXN +NXL and NA1 = NA1N +NA1L are the shorthand
notations for the populations in the ground and excited state,
respectively;
• XN is the (X,ν = 0,N) state absorbing the incident radiation;
• A1N is the (A,ν ′ = 1,N ′) state populated by optical absorption;
• XL is the sum of all the rotational levels of (X,ν = 0) but
N. In Equation 1, XN is depleted by absorption of the laser
light, populated by stimulated and spontaneous emission from
(A,ν = 1,N ′) and by RET collisions from XL. Refilling of XN
by RET occurs through redistribution of molecules from the
lumped state XL;
• A1L is the analogous of XL in the excited electronic state. It is
the sum of all the rotational levels of (A,ν ′ = 1) but N ′. A1L
is populated by rotational redistribution from the pumped A1N
state and depopulated by spontaneous and stimulated emission
and by non radiative decay. In Figure 3, QEA1 is the rate of de–
excitation (non–radiative) electronic quenching and A1 is the
Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission;
• A0 is the sum of all rotational states in the (A,ν = 0) state. It is
populated by vibrational relaxation from (A,ν = 1) state with
rate R1→0. It is depopulated by spontaneous emission with rate
equal to the Einstein coefficient A0 and by electronic quenching
with rate QEA0;
• B is the Einstein coefficient of absorption;
• EL(t) = W(t)/cS is the laser radiant energy density. Where c
is the speed of light, S the cross–section at the beam waist and
W(t) is the laser energy temporal profile. W(t) is calculated
by normalizing the laser temporal profile such that the time
integrated W(t) is equal to the pulse energy.




−∞ (ν− νl)b(ν− νl)dν,
where (ν) and b(ν) are the spectral profile of the laser and of
the absorption line, respectively.
It is worth pointing out that all the rates of energy redistribution
– may they be Q, VET or RET – are state dependent. Therefore, the
correct calculation should treat energy redistribution between indi-
vidual rotational levels by state–to–state energy transfer rates. How-
ever, there is poor knowledge of these state–to–state rates. Moreover,
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the large number of rotational states involved in the process – since
many are populated by rotational energy distribution after the reso-
nant energy transfer XN ← A1N – makes the definition of the system
Equation 1 in a state–to–state fashion a difficult task to achieve. Addi-
tionally, the applicability of such a system would be limited to a well
defined rotational state distribution. For these reasons, it is wiser to
use a system of equations as Equation 1 where two fictitious rota-
tional states are considered.
The states XL and A1L, called in this thesis “lumped” states, are
ensembles of rotational states in the ground and excited electronic
state, respectively. They are coupled to the two rotational states taking
part in the resonant transition, XN andA1N. An overall transfer rate is
applied to describe the rotational relaxation to and from the lumped
states. The effective rates KXR and KAR are defined as the average
of state–to–state rates describing the exchange of energy between the
lumped states and XN and A1N.
Consequently, such an average rate is meaningful only provided
the distribution of rotational states is well defined. It is clever to
choose a distribution that naturally occurs and the applicability of
which is broad. Such distribution is the Boltzmann distribution, de-
scribing the distribution of energy in condition of thermal equilib-
rium, see Section 4.3 for a thorough discussion. Experimental condi-
tions assuring complete thermalization of the excited state rotational
distribution are presented in detail in the next Section 2.4. Addition-
ally, the experimental verification of the rotational thermalization is
reported.
2.3 spectroscopic scheme
In this thesis, LIF is applied to the spectroscopic scheme presented in
Equation 2. The hydroxyl radical (OH) has typical lifetime of few µs
at room temperature and at pressure of the order of 100mbar. Con-
sequently, it needs to be produced on demand and to be readily avail-
able for excitation by the laser pulse. In this work, OH is produced
by photofragmentation of water peroxide (H2O2) in gas phase via UV
laser light at about 282nm. Therefore, the same laser pulse serves the
double purpose of producing and probing the OH molecules.
OH(X, v ′′ = 0) + hνL −→ OH(A, v ′ = 1) −→ OH(X, v ′′ = 1) + hν(1,1)
↓ VET (2)
−→ OH(A, v ′ = 0) −→ OH(X, v ′′ = 0) + hν(0,0)
The spectroscopic scheme used in the present work is the typical
excitation–detection one that involves transitions of the 3064Å system
[21]. It is presented in Equation 2.
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The laser is tuned to the Q1(1) transition of A2Σ+(ν = 1) ←
X2Π(ν = 0) branch at 281.913nm. The nomenclature is the same as
the one used by Luque and Crosley for the LIFBASE Spectroscopy
Tool [55] and by Brown and Carrington in their book [56]. The rele-
vant angular momenta required to describe the transition are:
s is the electronic spin angular momentum;
j is the total angular momentum;
n = j - s is the total angular momentum excluding the electron spin.
Angular momenta can be coupled in different ways, usually referred
to as the Hund’s coupling cases. The reader is invited to refer to [56]
for a detailed treatment of the subject. Specifically for the transition
A2Σ+(ν = 1) ↔ X2Π(ν = 0) of OH, the state 2Σ belongs to Hund’s
case (b) and 2Π as well for temperature from 300K to 500K [37]. Since
the measurements presented in this thesis have been performed at
room temperature, both electronic ground and excited states have




where ∆N = N ′ −N ′′ = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2 ≡ O,P,Q,R,S are the possible
rotational branches, F = 1 is the F1 sub–manifold such that J = N+
1/2 and F = 2 is the F2 sub–manifold such that J = N − 1/2. For
the special case F ′ = F ′′ only one value is reported. Primed (’) and
double primed (”) quantum numbers refer to the upper and lower
states, respectively.
2.4 excited state rotational thermalization
Collisional rates QEA0, Q
E
A1 and R1→0 have a marked dependence
upon the rotational state [16, 17]. In the LIF process, a single rotational
level of the OH(A) state is populated. Subsequently, this population
is redistributed over the rotational manifold by means of RET. Finally,
fluorescence emission occurs. Hence, the spectral pattern of the flu-
orescence light is defined by the rotational distribution obtained by
RET.
Thermalization of a distribution is achieved through collisions with
the surrounding. For the case of rotational distribution, very few col-
lisions are necessary to achieve a thermalized Boltzmann distribution
to the gas temperature Tgas [75]. The kinetic of the thermalization is
very important when counteracting processes are at play, as it is the
case with Q and RET. The former prevents thermalization to happen
while the latter drives it. Therefore, it is the balance between these
two processes that defines the thermalization of the rotational distri-
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bution. Specifically, the rotational distribution is always thermalized
during the fluorescence pulse provided
KAR  QA1,QA0, (4)
where QA0 = A0 +QE0 and QA1 = A1 +Q
E
1 + R1→0 are the total
quenching rates of the A0 and A1 states, respectively. This point is
key if the measurement of collisional energy transfer rates is to be
performed on a thermalized distribution of rotational states.
Figure 4: Sample measurement outcomes at total gas pressure of 100mbar.
a,b: fluorescence spectrum with model simulation; c,d: (0,0)+(1,1)
bands time resolved pulse with model simulation and individual
band contributions. a,c: O2 collisional partner; b,d: N2 collisional
partner. The two collisional partners represent cases with slow and
fast VET, respectively. The simulations are obtained by the fitting
procedure described in Section 2.6.
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2.4.1 Measurable quantities
The measurable quantity is the fluorescence light emitted by the ex-
cited OH(A) state. Two complementary measurements can be ob-
tained:
• a time–integrated spectrally–resolved fluorescence spectrum;
• a time–resolved spectrally–integrated fluorescence pulse.
Examples of such measurements are shown in Figure 4. In the pres-
ence of VET, fluorescence light is emitted from both the directly ex-
cited v ′ = 1 vibrational level, and from the v ′ = 0 one, see Figure 3
and Equation 2. These are the (1,1) and (0,0) bands of the 3064Å sys-
tem, respectively.
Both temporal variation and spectral components of the fluores-
cence signal strongly depend upon the collisional processes the ex-
cited OH molecules undergo. It is worth stressing that rotational ther-
malization is obtained provided Equation 4 is satisfied. The manifes-
tation of a non thermalized rotational distribution can be appreciated
in Figure 5.5220 Wysong, Jeffries, and Crosley: Quenching of OH 
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FIG. 2. Time resolved OH(A 2L +) fluorescence. Since CO2 quenching 
rates are known to depend on rotational level, these fluorescence decays, 
which reflect rotational redistribution during the initial few hundred ns, 
deviate from purely single exponential behavior. This deviation is mini-
mized by exciting N' 2, which is near the peak of a 300 K rotational 
distribution. 
The measured cross sections with their 2u uncertain-
ties are displayed in Table I. The cross section for CO2 has 
been measured using both a chemical (flow discharge) 
method of OH production and photolytic production; 
these two independent results are given in the table. The 
error limits represent 2u statistical uncertainties from the 
least squares fits added in quadrature with the estimated 
uncertainties from the partial pressure measurement. In 
the case of butane (isobutane), 4 (5) separate quenching 
measurements were made and a standard deviation about 
the mean can be obtained from the scatter of the results for 
the different experiments. When this uncertainty is com-
pared with the 2u value calculated as described above, the 
values are similar; the larger of the two is given in Table I. 
DISCUSSION 
Carbon dioxide 
The pressure and flow rates of CO2 could be easily 
regulated in our cell, and decay constant vs pressure plots 
for this quencher exhibited exceptionally low scatter. 
Therefore we adopted this gas as a check of proper exper-
imental method, including the transition from discharge to 
photolysis OH production methods. The results agreed 
well: uQ = 55 ± 4 A? using chemical production, and 
56 ± 3 A 2 for photolytic OH generation. CO2 quenching of 
OH at room temperature has been studied twice before in 
t~is laborat~ry. The first study3 produced a set of uQ spoe-
clfic to rotatIOnal level; from this a value uQ = 52 ± 4 A2 
can be calculated for a room temperature distribution. The 
second4 was a direct measurement for a distribution re-
laxed in an Ar buffer, like the present work- there uQ 02 ' , 
= 57 ± 2 A . Each of these four cross sections was ob-
tained using very different experimental cell and OH pro-
duction arrangements, so their agreement not only estab-
lishes the proper value but gives some measure of the 
reproducibility of all the OH quenching measurements. 
Water 
OH is often found in systems containing considerable 
amounts of water vapor. Because H20 is a rapid quencher, 
it is often of extreme importance in determining the overall 
quantum yield in practical applications of LIF detection of 
OH. OH is also easily produced in the presence of H20. 
For both these reasons quenching by H20 has been the 
subject of a large number of studies.s For comparison with 
our results, we consider only time-decay LIF measure-
ments in which single rotational levels are excited. These 
results are free from two major concerns about other stud-
ies: the possibility of collisional cascade (electronic, vibra-
tional and/or rotational) from other levels which could be 
excited in a discharge, and a rotational distribution of the 
excited A 2l: + which may be poorly defined and is often 
nonthermal. Because the quenching of OH depends on ro-
tational level,3,6,7 these two effects can produce erroneous 
results. 
German6 performed the first LIF time decay experi-
ment on OHo quenching; in the case of H20 he found uQ 
= 75 ± 12 A2; the rotational level was not specified but it 
was likely N' = 1. The next investigation was by McDer-
mid and Laudenslager.' who determined uQ = 66 ± 1 A2 
for N' = 1, with a slight rotational level dependence. Mea-
surements in this laboratory3 indicated a cross section of 
93±3 A2, constant with rotational quantum number up to 
N' = 3. More recently, a value of 87±5 A2 for N' 3 has 
been measured by Cleveland and Wiesenfeld.8 Although 
the vapor pressure of water is notoriously difficult to con-
trol in a flow cell, there are no clear reasons for the dis-
crepancy between the results of Ref. 7 and those of Refs. 3 
and 8. The need for well determined cross sections for H20 
quenching in practical systems was the motivation for this 
remeasurement. 
As described in the experimental section, special care 
was taken to ensure control and knowledge of the H20 
partial pressure. The result is uQ = 80 ± 7 A2, overlapping 
TABLE I. Measured quenching rate constants and cross sections of OH 
A 21; + , v' =0.' 
O"Q(A2) kQ( X 1O- ll cm3/s) 
CO2 55.2=3.9b 
56.0=3.9" 
O2 17.8= 1.2 
H2O 79.8=7.1 
Isobutane 90.2=6.8 
n-Butane 94.2= 10.7 





"Estimated uncertainties reflect 2u. 
bResult obtained using chemical OH production. 









0.084 = 0.009 
17.8= 1.4 
5.54=0.44 
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Figure 5: Time resolved OH A2Σ+ (ν ′ = 0) fluorescence pulses. OH is em-
bedded in an argon gas bath to ensure (partial) rotational ther-
malization. The collisional partner is CO2. Pulses are fitted with a
single exponential function the slope of which changes while vary-
ing the fitting domain. This is due to the fact that the rotational
distribution varies in time since RET redistributes the population
during the first hundred of ns. Since Q significantly decreases with
increasing rotational level, the higher the excited rotational level
the more visible the effect. Reproduced from [119], with the per-
mission of AIP Publishing.
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That panel shows the results of a study performed by Wysong et
al. on the quenching of OH(A2Σ+) with CO2 as collisional partner.
They estimated that, when 5 Torr of argon is used as gas bath, initial
OH populations of N ′ = 2 and N ′ = 6 will be thermalized within
50ns and 300ns, respectively. By looking at Figure 5, a strong in-
dication that complete rotational thermalization was not achieved is
found. The effect of a non thermal rotational distribution manifests
itself when the collisional partner’s quenching rate depends upon the
rotational quantum number [13]. Figure 5 shows that the outcome of
a fit with a single exponential varies while changing the fitting do-
main. This is due to the fact that the rotational distribution varies in
time since RET redistributes the population during the first hundred
of ns. Consequently, the decay of the first part of the fluorescence
pulse is faster than that of the tail. The reason is the significant de-
crease of Q with increasing rotational level; the higher the excited
rotational level the more visible the effect. The difference in exciting
different rotational levels can be appreciated by comparing the top
and bottom panels. Excitation of the N ′ = 6 rotational level results in
a large deviation from a single exponential decay. On the other hand,
since Q for N ′ = 2 (when CO2 is the collisional partner) is about the
same as a thermal distribution, such effect is reduced when the N’=2
rotational level is excited.
Figure 5 its a clear example of how a non–thermal rotational distri-
bution reflects into a non–single exponential decay of the fluorescence
pulse. As explained before, the reason is the variation of the electronic
quenching coefficient as a function of the rotational quantum number.
When looking at time–resolved LIF pulses, one might argue that, al-
though present, the effect of a non–thermal rotational distribution
is not extreme in shaping the pulse. On the contrary, such an effect
can be clearly appreciated by investigating the spectrally dispersed
signals.
For the sake of presenting the influence that RET and VET have
in defining the shape of the fluorescence spectra, simulations are
shown in Figure 6. These simulations are obtained by using the LIF-
BASE Spectroscopy Tool [55] with an experimental resolution equal
to 0.2nm.
Figure 6a displays the nascent spectrum obtained for a condition of
absent rotational and vibrational energy transfer (KAR = R1→0 = 0).
The excited rotational line is the Q1(1). The emission lines are those
for which ∆N = N ′ −N ′′ = −2,−1, 0,+1,+2. They correspond to the
O,P,Q,R and S branches, respectively. Each branch is double degen-
erate because of the F = 1, 2 sub–manifold, see Equation 3. Among
these allowed transitions, only those satisfying
N ′′ = N ′ −∆N = 1−∆N > 0,
occur.
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Calculated without VET and RET, collisionless environment
Calculated without VET
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(c) Rotationally thermalized spectrum in the presence VET, KAR 6= 0, k1→0 6= 0.
Figure 6: Simulations of emission spectra of OH after excitation of theQ1(1)
rotational line at 281.913nm. The resolution is set to 0.2nm. Plots
show the contribution of KAR and R1→0 in shaping the spectrum.
Histograms show Boltzmann distributed populations obtained by
RET.
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The spectrum is then composed by five lines, see Table 2, the in-
tensity of which is given by the state–to–state emission coefficients.
N ′′ F ′′ J ′′ N ′ F ′ J ′ wl [nm]
O12(3) 3 2 5/2 1 1 1/2 316.261
P12(2) 2 2 3/2 1 1 3/2 315.294
P1(2) 2 1 5/2 1 1 1/2 314.253
Q1(1) 1 1 3/2 1 1 1/2 313.458
Q12(1) 1 2 1/2 1 1 3/2 314.709
Table 2: Allowed transitions after excitation of the Q1(1) line.
Figure 6b shows a spectrum for a population rotationally ther-
malized at 300K in condition of absent vibrational energy transfer
(KAR 6= 0, K1→0 = 0). Thermalization acts by redistributing the mol-
ecules promoted through the Q1(1) transition among the different
rotational levels. Emission then occurs from several rotational states
resulting in a larger number of allowed transitions. The rotational
distribution is thermalized if RET is faster than the rate at which the
excited state decays,
KAR  QA1 = AQ1(1) +QEA1 + R1→0, (5)
where the total quenching QA1 addresses both radiative and non–
radiative processes.
In this work, complete rotational thermalization is guaranteed by
performing the measurements at the constant pressure of 100mbar.
A conspicuous amount of He constitutes the gas bath with an addi-
tional variable concentration of collisional partner. He is chosen be-
cause it ensures a fast rotational relaxation with negligible contribu-
tion to the electronic quenching. The rate coefficients for electronic
quenching by He is in fact about 4× 10−14 cm3 s−1 [22]. Conversely,
with RET rate coefficients of the order of (1 to 2)× 10−10 cm3 s−1 (see
[42] and the discussion in [22]), RET frequencies of the order of (3 to
6)× 108 s−1 are obtained. As long as the total quenching frequency
remains lower than about (3 to 6)× 107 s−1, RET frequencies are at
least one order of magnitude larger than quenching ones. Therefore,
the population is rotationally thermalized at any time during the de-
cay of the fluorescence pulse.
With a rotational distribution thermalized at 300K, low J ′ are the
most populated states, see histograms in Figure 6 for a pictorial repre-
sentation. Consequently, the emission of the whole vibrational band
decays with an effective rate mostly determined by the fast–decaying
low J ′ states.
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Experimentally, rotational thermalization has been verified by fit-
ting the fluorescence spectra of a selected sample of measurements.
For this check–up, few spectra are measured at high resolution equal
to 0.2nm. Afterwards, since rotational resolution is not required to
calculate the vibrational band ratio, measurements are performed at
a lower resolution equal to 2nm to increase the signal intensity.
Figure 6c shows a simulation obtained with the addition of a source
of vibrational energy transfer, therefore R1→0 6= 0. The vibrational
level ν ′ = 0 is then populated through vibrational energy transfer.
Subsequently, light is emitted from the rotational manifold of this
second vibrational state to form the (0,0) band. The (0,0) band is ro-
tationally thermalized also, because the condition KAR  QA0 holds
as well.
2.5 experimental setup and design considerations
2.5.1 Gas handling
The schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 7.
Measurements are carried out in a quartz cell 400mm long and 40mm
in diameter. Three flows are mixed before entering the cell:
ΦcHe : a flow of He of about ' 700 sccm is used for the rotational
thermalization;
ΦbHe : a smaller amount of He, 10 sccm, flows through a bubbler
containing water peroxide 50wt%. H2O2 is added to the main
stream at its partial pressure in the bubbler;
Φcoll : a variable flow of collisional partner is directly added to the
cell.
The flows are controlled by MKS controller. A digitally implemented
feedback acting on the flow controllers ensures the partial pressure
of water peroxide mixture to be kept constant while changing the
concentration of the collisional partner. In order to maintain a con-
stant vapour pressure and avoid condensation on the pipe walls, the
bubbler is kept at a constant temperature of 15 ◦C by a Peltier device.
The pressure inside the gas cell is maintained at a constant value of
100mbar. The calculation of the collisional partner concentration is









where ntot is the total number density in the cell, Φcoll is the colli-
sional partner flow, ΦbHe is the flow of He through the bubbler and
ΦcHe is the carrier He flow.
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Figure 7: Scheme of the experimental apparatus. The laser is mildly fo-
cussed by a long focal length lens. Two dielectric bandpass filters
(Semrock 320-40 and Semrock 315-15), a bandpass coloured glass
filter (ThorLabs FGUV11) and a set of neutral metallic filters (Thor-
labs NDUV**B) are placed in front of the photomultiplier (PMT).
TP is a thermopile for laser energy monitoring.
Concerning the special case of H2O as collisional partner, few words
are worth spending on how its concentration is calculated. It is worth
remembering that H2O is sourced from a 50wt% mixture of H2O and
H2O2. The H2O concentration in the cell is then obtained from its
vapour pressure in the bubbler. However, the prevalence of hydrogen
bonding in both H2O and H2O2 leads to considerable deviation from
ideal behaviour in H2O/H2O2 mixtures [94]. Consequently, when di-
luted in such mixture, the vapour pressures of the pure components
change. The H2O vapour pressure PvH2O in the mixture is calculated





− 3.2418662 log10[T ]
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By using Equation 7, the H2O vapour pressure in the mixture at 15 ◦C
is calculated to be equal to 12.7927 Torr. Raoult’s law is then used to
calculate the partial pressure of H2O in the bubbler
PbH2O = P
v
H2O · χH2O · gH2O, (8)
where χH2O is the H2O mole fraction and gH2O is the H2O activity










where T = 288.15K is the mixture temperature, R = 8.3144 JK−1mol−1
is the gas constant, B0 = −737.4945, B1 = 85, B2 = 13 are constants
taken from [97]1.









Similar arguments can be made to calculate the partial pressure of
H2O2 in the cell – that is in the end the source of OH radicals. Its
vapour pressure in the mixture can be calculated by using again a
seven–parameters equation [59]:
log10(PH2O2 [Torr]) = 24.8436
− 3511.54T−1
− 4.61453 log10[T ]
− 3.602 45× 10−3T (11)
− 7.734 23× 10−6T2
+ 1.783 55× 10−8T3
− 2.270 08× 10−13T4.
Using Equation 11 the H2O2 vapour pressure in the mixture at
15 ◦C is equal to 1.1273 Torr. The H2O2 partial pressure in the bub-
bler can be calculated by using Equation 8 with new values for χ and
g. Given the very low vapour pressure of H2O2 as compared to H2O,





1 To be found online at: https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/001113603
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Hence, for a given ΦbHe the concentration of H2O in the cell greatly
exceeds that of H2O2.
When working with collisional partners different than H2O, it is
important to ensure that the concentration of H2O in the cell is much
lower than that of the collisional partner under investigation. This
is necessary to make Q and VET by H2O negligible. Consequently,
because of Equation 12, the concentration of H2O2 in the cell is always
minute. Hence, since the production of OH via photofragmentation
of H2O2 is not an efficient process, high laser fluence is required.
2.5.2 Laser source and optics
The UV source is a Quantel TDL50 dye laser pumped by a Quantel
YG580Q–switched Nd:YAG laser. The dye is Rhodamine 590 chloride.
The dye laser is operated without amplifier and the output energy of
the oscillator plus pre–amplifier is 11mJpulse−1. A KDP crystal gen-
erates the second harmonic at about 282nm. The UV energy is about
0.53mJpulse−1 and the spectral profile is almost lorentzian with a
FWHM of about 10−3 nm. With common dye laser bandwidths, of
the order of 0.2 cm−1, it is easy to tune the wavelength to a single
line – rotational lines have typical line widths of about 0.15 cm−1
at 760 Torr at 400K – such that light absorption causes overpopula-
tion of a single rotational level N ′, and a single spin–orbit sublevel
(F1 or F2). In this work, the laser is tuned to the Q1(1) transition of
A2Σ+(ν = 1) ← X2Π(ν = 0) branch at 281.913nm and with FWHM
= 10−4 nm single–line excitation is achieved.
The UV beam is separated from the fundamental one by means of a
Pellin–Broca prism. The number of lossy optic components has been
carefully chosen to be as low as possible to feed as much energy as
possible into the cell.
The beam travels axially through the cell, so that the LIF signal
mainly arises from the cell axis. A plano convex lens with f = 1m
has been chosen to focus the beam in the middle of the cell, where it
has a beam waist of about 0.7mm. The relatively large focal length is
meant to cure the intrinsic beam divergence in order to
• lower as much as possible the stray light;
• increase the power density to enhance the production of OH by
photofragmentation.
It is worth noting that none of the quenching reagents can be pho-
todissociated by the laser photons at 282nm [121]. For this reason,
the increase of laser power density does not affect the concentration
of collision partners nor generates new undesired species. Scattered
light is the major source of noise, therefore appropriate precautions
were taken against it. The beam is spatially filtered by using multiple
irises and the collection optics is carefully shielded.
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2.5.3 Fluorescence detection
For all the collisional partners investigated in this work, both vibra-
tional energy transfer and electronic quenching are at play. Conse-
quently, as displayed in Equation 2, fluorescence light coming from
two vibrational bands has to be recorded if both QA0 and QA1 are to
be measured.
The system of differential equations Equation 1 can be solved ana-
lytically for time t > t0 after the end of the excitation pulse. In this




dt = R1→0NA1[t] −QA0NA0[t]
(13)
where QA0 = A0 +QE0 and QA1 = A1 +Q
E
1 + R1→0 are the total
quenching rates of the A0 and A1 states, respectively. According to
this notation, NA0 and NA1 are the total populations of the ν ′ = 0














where the approximation in Equation 14 is obtained for the case of
negligible NA0(t0). It is then clear how the two bands decay at a dif-
ferent rate. The (1,1) band decays with a single exponential. The (0,0)
one shows a double exponential decay accounting for depopulation
through total quenching and refilling from the ν ′ = 1 state at rates
equal to QA0 and QA1, respectively. By time integrating equations in







Hence, R1→0 can be isolated provided QA0 and QA1 are known.
However, the two vibrational bands partially overlap in the spectram
region from 3120Å to 3125Å, see Figure 4(a,b). Therefore, two do-
mains where overlapping does not occur would have to be found if
QA0 and QA1 were to be measured directly. This method requires
the use of two photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) and dedicated spectral
filters in order to isolate two uncontaminated regions of the two vi-
brational bands. Moreover, it is also based on the assumption that
RET does not vary the fractional spectral area illuminating the PMTs.
In the end, a complicated system needs to be implemented to ensure
that QA0 and QA1 can be measured directly from the temporal decay
of each band, see [118].
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Given the challenges and uncertainties in the direct measurement
of QA0 and QA1, this thesis presents a novel method based on the fit
of the system of equations shown in Equation 1. The 5–level model
is simultaneously fitted to the time–resolved fluorescence pulse and
to the spectrally–dispersed spectrum. In this context, both (0,0) and
(1,1) bands are collected by the same PMT so as to remove the issue
of spectrally isolating the two bands. The signal yielded by the PMT
is then equal to:
S[t] = CVs(A(1,1)N1[t] +A(0,0)N0[t]), (16)
where C is a constant accounting for the collection efficiency of the
system, Vs is the sampled volume given by the intersection of the exci-
tation beam and the collection cone, (A(0,0),N0[t]) and (A(1,1),N1[t])
are the Einstein emission coefficients and the populations of the ν ′ =
0 and ν ′ = 1 vibrational bands, respectively.
Two sensors are used to collect the required experimental data. The
time–resolved pulse is recorded by a PMT. Two dielectric bandpass
filters (Semrock 320-40 and Semrock 315-15) and a bandpass coloured
glass filter (Thorlabs FGUV11) are placed in front of the PMT to de-
fine a spectral range tight around the (0,0) and (1,1) band emission.
A set of neutral metallic filters (Thorlabs NDUV**B) is additionally
used to avoid saturation of the PMT and to work within its linear
response region. The fluorescence light is collected via a short focal
length (f = 38mm) lens placed at a distance 2f from the cell axis.
A one–to–one image is projected on the PMT, placed at 2f from the
lens. To additionally suppress the scattered light contribution to the
PMT signal, a 1.5mm wide slit, oriented parallel to the cell axis, cov-
ers its entrance. In such a way, only light coming from a laser chord as
wide as the slit is projected on the PMT. The PMT signal is measured
as a voltage drop across a 50Ω resistance by an Agilent Infiniium
54831B oscilloscope, with 600MHz bandwidth and sampling at 8 bit
and 4Gs s−1.
The same gas volume is also sampled via a separate collection
optics illuminating a Shamrock 303i 300mm focal length spectro-
graph, where a 1200 grooves/mm reflective grating is used as dis-
persing element. The sensor is an Andor DH334T-18U-03, 1024× 1024
pixels iCCD operated at full vertical binning. The iCCD yields the
spectrally–dispersed LIF signal.
2.5.4 Calibration of LIF detectors
Both the detectors used for the acquisition of the LIF signals have
been characterized in order to check their linear behaviour and spec-
tral response.
The linearity of the PMT has been checked by using a UV LED
as source of illumination. Results are shown in Figure 8. During the
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Figure 8: Linearity check for the PMT Hamamatsu H10721-210. The illumi-
nation source is a UV LED (UVTOP305) with emission peak at
310nm and typical FWHM = 10nm. The intensity of the illumina-
tion is varied by using a combination of Thorlabs NDUV[0.1–0.3–
0.6–1.0]B neutral metallic filters.
measurements, the signal intensity varies by a large amount while
changing the collisional partner concentration. It is important to op-
erate the PMT well within its linear regime. Consequently, neutral
filters covering the PMT entrance are added or removed while vary-
ing the collisional partner concentration.
In addition to the linearity check, filters covering the PMT entrance
have been characterized also, see Figure 9. The combination of the
set of filters Semrock 320-40, Semrock 315-15 and ThorLabs FGUV11
covering the PMT entrance has a bandpass transfer function centred
at 317nm with FWHM = 14nm. This combination has been chosen
so as to illuminate the PMT with the spectral window corresponding
to the (0,0) and (1,1) bands only – extending from 306nm to 320nm.
However, the effective transmittance of the set of filters is not flat in
this region. Consequently, signals coming from the two fluorescence
bands are not presented with the same efficiency at the PMT. There-
fore, the total LIF pulse (see Figure 4(c,d)) is given by the combination
of two signals – those corresponding to the (0,0) and (1,1) bands – de-
tected with a different efficiency.
It is worth remembering that QE1 and Q
E
0 (see Figure 3) are calcu-
lated by fitting the (0,0) and (1,1) contributions to the total LIF pulse.
Hence, a correction that takes into account the non flat transmittance
of the filters is required. In this work, it has been chosen to rescale
the Einstein emission coefficient of the (0,0) band – that is equivalent
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Figure 9: Calibration of the set of filters, Semrock 320-40, Semrock 315-15
and ThorLabs FGUV11, used to filter the signal at the PMT. The ef-
fective transmittance has been experimentally measured by using
a UV–VIS spectrometer. Vibrational bands are overlaid as to indi-
cate how the measurement can be affected by the filter transfer
function.


















Figure 10: iCCD spectral response calibration. The source of illumination is
a UV LED (UVTOP305) with emission peak centred at 310nm
and typical FWHM = 10nm. Experimental point are obtained
by rotating the grating. The overlay with the measured (0,0) and
(1,1) indicates how such a non flat response can influence the
measurement.
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to rescale the collection efficiency for this band. The rescaling factor






where S(0,0)[ν] is the (0,0) band fitted function and Teff[ν] is the effec-
tive transfer function of the filters. Such a correction factor is used to
calculate a corrected Einstein emission coefficient Ac(0,0) as:
Ac(0,0) = A(0,0)t(0,0). (18)
Concerning the acquisition of the spectrally–dispersed LIF signal,
also in this case it is important to have knowledge of the efficiency by
which the (0,0) and (1,1) band are recorded. In fact, if the response of
the iCCD is not flat across its wavelength axis, signals from the two
bands might be acquired with different efficiencies. Consequently, er-
ror in the estimation of the band ratio – necessary for the calculation
of R1→0 – could be introduced. The characterization is obtained by
illuminating the spectrometer with the same UV LED used for the
PMT linearity check. The iCCD’s spectral response is obtained by il-
luminating different regions of the iCCD by rotating the grating.
The vibrational energy transfer rate R1→0 is calculated from the




S(1, 1)[ν]dν. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to take into account the non flat response of the iCCD in the
calculation. In the end, the band ratio is calculated as:
br =
∫
S(0, 0)[ν] · TiCCD[ν]−1 dν∫
S(1, 1)[ν] · TiCCD[ν]−1 dν , (19)
where TiCCD[ν] is the function describing the iCCD spectral response
as obtained from Figure 10.
2.6 data reduction
As explained in Section 2.4.1, results presented in this thesis have
been obtained by using an alternative approach to what is usually
done in the literature. The novel procedure is based upon the analysis
of:
• the fluorescence pulse including both the (0,0) and (1,1) bands,
see Figure 4(a) for an example;
• the fluorescence spectrum, see Figure 4(b) for an example;
to which the 5–level model is simultaneously fitted. The experimental
data is conditioned as follows:
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i) LIF signals are centred to their maxima and then averaged. Typ-
ically, about 1000 pulses are collected for each experimental con-
dition;
ii) in the simulation, the LIF pulse corresponding to the (0,0) band
is calculated by using the corrected Einstein emission coefficient
Ac(0,0), see Equation 18. This is necessary to account for the dif-
ferent efficiencies by which the (0,0) and (1,1) components of
the LIF pulse are detected by the PMT;
iii) the LIF spectra are rescaled by taking into account the spectral
response of the iCCD, see Equation 19;
iv) the band ratio is calculated by fitting a LIFBASE [54] simula-
tion to the spectrally–resolved experimental data. The synthetic
spectrum is convoluted with a Gaussian function representing
the experimental transfer function. A good match is obtained
with a rotational temperature of 300K. Small changes of the
rotational temperature do not affect appreciably the fit of the
vibrational bands;
v) the temporal evolution of the laser pulse used for the simulation
of the 5–level model is experimentally measured. It is obtained
by acquiring with the PMT, after removal of the spectral filters,
some scattered light at the pump wavelength. During this oper-
ation the cell is maintained at the vacuum limit.
2.6.1 Fitting routine
In order to obtain reliable results, a reasonably fine step was chosen
while varying the collisional partner concentration. Additionally, up
to 11 species have been investigated. Consequently, a large amount
of data needs to be processed in order to obtain the desired results.
Moreover, long computation time is required to simulate the 5–level
model. Consequently, the fitting routine, implemented in MATLAB,
has been developed with the concept of parallel programming. The
fitting routine works on the:
• LIF pulse signal including both (0,0) and (1,1) contributions;
• band ratio calculated from the conditioned LIF spectra;
• Einstein coefficients, conveniently modified to account for the
transmittance of the spectrometer;
• experimental profile of the laser pulse.
In order to reduce the computation time, the simulation of the 5–
level model is divided in two temporal domains. The complete set
of five differential equations is solved for time t < t0 = 4× 10−8 s
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with the time origin (t = 0) aligned to the laser peak. Afterwards,
the resulting N1[t0] = NA1N [t0] +NA1L [t0] and N0[t0] = NA0[t0]
populations are used as starting values to solve the simplified system
of differential equations shown in Equation 13. After 4× 10−8 s it is
possible to simplify the system of equations because the excitation
term due to the laser pumping vanishes. The simplified system is
numerically solved till 3× 10−6 s.
This procedure is embedded into a function whose outputs are the
time–resolved emission profiles f[t](0,0) and f[t](1,1) of the fitted (0,0)
and (1,1) bands, respectively. As soon as this function returns to the
caller, the integrals I(0,0) =
∫
f(0,0)(t)dt and I(1,1) =
∫
f(1,1)(t)dt are
calculated. Afterwards, a zero finding algorithm is fed with 1) the













drives the fitting routine.
Fit examples are shown in Figure 4, for two cases of slow (O2 colli-
sional partner) and fast (N2 collisional partner) vibrational relaxation.
2.6.2 Calculation of collisional rate coefficients
The fitting procedure explained in Section 2.6.1 is performed for each
collisional partner concentration and for all the 11 investigated species.
The outcomes are the rates QE0 , Q
E
0 and R1→0. These rates, with units
s−1, are function of collisional partner number density.
The next step is to draw what are usually referred to as Stern–
Volmer plots, the obtained ones are shown in Figure 11. These plots
display the rate of collisional relaxation versus the collisional partner
number density. Linear regression is performed on the data to yield
slope (k) and intercept (q) of the lines.
The slope is the desired value and it is called collision rate coef-
ficient. Collisional rate coefficients kQ0, kQ1 and k1→0, with units
cm3 s−1, are calculated from the Stern–Volmer plots of QE0 , Q
E
0 and
R1→0, respectively. They describe the variation of the rate coefficient
as a function of the collisional partner density.
The intercept is a value including contributions from the residual
pollutants and the Einstein emission coefficient. It is worth remember-
ing that the main pollutant in the cell is H2O, since it is sourced from
the bubbler, see Section 2.5.1. Measurements are performed in such a
way that the total pressure and the partial pressure of H2O and H2O2
in the cell are kept constant while varying the collisional partner con-
centration. In this way, the small contribution of H2O and H2O2 to Q
and VET is constant. Consequently, Q and VET due to residual H2O
and H2O2 contributes to q only. Hence, the measurement of the rate
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coefficients is not influenced by the residual concentration of H2O
and H2O2.
A least squares Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm is used to perform
the linear regression. Inverse square errors for both frequency and
concentration are used to weight each data point. Values such that
either QA0 or QA1 is larger than 5× 107 s−1 are excluded from the
fit in order to safely ensure the condition of rotational thermalization,
see Section 2.4. The errors on rate coefficients reported in the Table 3
are twice the standard deviation returned by the fitting procedure.
The uncertainty on the collisional partner concentration is deter-
mined by the accuracy with which flows, temperature and pressure
are known. For the flow, the nominal values given by the manufac-
turer have been used:
repeatability error : accounting for casual errors by an amount
equal to 0.3% of the set value, or 0.2% of the full scale value,
depending on the flow-controller type;
accuracy : equal to 1% and accounting for the systematic error.
Both the linearity and the absence of noticeable hysteresis effects –
that can indicate stagnation in the cell – have been experimentally
verified. A further source of error is the gas correction factor (GFC) of
the He flux measurement. Typically, for thermal mass flow controllers,
the GFC of He is not constant over the whole range of operation.
As shown in [38], the GFC of He increases up to 7% when the flow
rises to 50% of the full scale (f.s.). On the contrary, it remains almost
constant and equal to the nominal value at low flows, namely within
about 15% of the f.s. Given these limitations, the carrier flow of He,
equal to 700 sccm, has been regulated by a 7250 sccm f.s. device. This
precaution is taken to operate the flow controller safely within its
nominal GFC region. Nevertheless, an additional 2% uncertainty has
been introduced to account for inaccuracy in the determination of the
He GFC. Errors in the measurement of pressure and temperature are
set to a nominal 0.5% of the value read by the capacitive gauge and
to 1% of the measured room temperature, respectively.
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Figure 11: Stern–Volmer plots for the investigated collisional partners. Each
plot contains the data and the fitting of the three parameters QA1
(red), QA0 (blue) and R1→0 (green).
2.7 results and literature comparison
Rate coefficients obtained from the fitting of the Stern–Volmer plots,
shown in Figure 11, are reported in Table 3. The comparison with the
available literature is made with reference to five publications. The
data is presented in Table 4 to Table 11.
Copeland [16], Wysong [119] and Tamura [107] performed their in-
vestigations by pumping the ν ′ = 0 vibrational level. Consequently,
neither quenching of the ν ′ = 1 vibrational level nor vibrational relax-
ation could be measured. In that case, the only relevant parameter is
the quenching of the ν ′ = 0 vibrational level. In those works, a direct
measurement of the QA0 rate coefficient was performed by fitting an
exponential function to the time resolved fluorescence signal. On the
contrary, values of kQ0 obtained in this work by means of a three pa-
rameters fit. It is worth bearing in mind that such a fit is performed in
condition of non–negligible QA1 and R1→0. Therefore, convergence
of this data to that reported in [16, 107, 119] can be considered as a
robustness test for the method presented in this thesis.
Copeland [17] and Williams [118] performed studies with excita-
tion of the ν ′ = 1 vibrational level. LIF spectra were measured with
vibrational resolution. Additionally, (0,0) and (1,1) bands were spec-
trally isolated to directly measure their temporal evolution. Specifi-
cally, the (0,0) and (1,1) time resolved signals were fitted with single
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N2 3.78± 0.08 27.0± 0.7 21.09± 0.26
O2 13.50± 0.27 24.15± 0.48 2.32± 0.07
H2O 65.6± 1.3 60.6± 2.2 4.81± 0.28
CO2 45.5± 1.1 61.4± 3.5 26.7± 0.7
CO 38.9± 0.6 40.1± 1.5 7.09± 0.11
H2 20.8± 0.5 53.5± 1.8 23.05± 0.33
D2 14.89± 0.11 44.5± 1.2 21.88± 0.40
CH4 34.6± 0.5 71.3± 2.4 37.8± 0.6
C2H2 82.7± 4.1 84± 10 3.90± 0.46
C2H4 96± 6 77± 7 0.68± 0.49
C2H6 74.9± 0.9 84.3± 3.5 23.30± 0.31
Table 3: Rate coefficients of total quenching kQ0 and kQ1 of the two vibra-
tional states (A,ν = 0) and (A,ν = 1), respectively, and vibrational
relaxation k1→0. Data corresponds the slope of the Stern–Volmer
plots shown in Figure 11.
and double exponentials, respectively, to obtain the values of QA0
and QA1. R1→0 was calculated by means of Equation 15.
Issues related to the isolation of the partially overlapping vibra-
tional bands were evidenced. The ambiguous choice of the spectral
domains introduces errors in the calculation of the band integrals in
Equation 15. Consequently, the obtained results depend on the def-
inition of the spectral domains. Additionally, a double exponential
function with similar decay constants was fitted to the (0,0) band.
This is an extra weakness in the estimation of QA0 and QA1.
Concerning the condition of rotational thermalization, the investi-
gations of Copeland [16, 17] were performed in conditions of negli-
gible rotational relaxation. This was required in order to study the
dependence of the collisional rates on the rotational quantum num-
bers. Specifically, the He background pressure was intentionally kept
at 30mTorr and the collisional partner partial pressure did not ex-
ceed 200mTorr. These precautions were necessary to reduce the ro-
tational relaxation and then measure the rates of isolated N ′ levels.
Conversely, Williams did not performed such a rotational investiga-
tion and single excitation of the Q1(2) rotational line was reported
in [118]. However, poor rotational thermalization was achieved due
to the low partial pressure of He equal to 1 Torr. Consequently, indi-
cations that the OH rotational distribution was not thermal are fre-
quently found in the paper.
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It is worth mentioning that in the work of Tamura [107], both the
rotational state selected for excitation and the conditions of rotational
thermalization are not specified.
2.7.1 kQ0
In [16], Copeland investigated the rotational level dependence of the
quenching rates. He selectively excited rotational levels with quan-
tum numbers N ′ varying from 0 to 7. Given the goal of the investi-
gation, measurements were performed at low pressure in condition
of negligible rotational energy transfer. Consequently, this data is dif-
ficult to compare with the results presented in this thesis that are
obtained in condition of complete rotational thermalization. Never-
theless, some conclusions can still be drawn by looking at the com-
parative tables, from Table 4 to Table 11.
There is satisfactory agreement for the case of diatomic molecules,
CO, N2, O2, H2, D2, especially when low rotational levels are excited.
This is consistent with the qualitative picture that a rotational distri-
bution, thermalized at room temperature, would decay with a rate de-
fined by the low rotational states. By comparison with data reported
by Copeland [17], the indication that the kQ0 obtained in condition of
rotational thermalization is an average value over the low N ′ values
is found. For the case of O2, for example, value reported in this thesis,
and that of Wysong [119], are about 20% lower than the N ′ = 0− 2
values measured by Copeland. Conversely, a better match is found
when the N ′ = 3 rotaional level is excited.
The specific case of CO2 shows a strong dependence on the rota-
tional quantum number so comparison to data obtained for a ther-
malized distribution is not feasible.
For H2O, the value reported by Copeland is larger than that ob-
tained in this work. In this thesis, the concentration of H2O in the
cell was indirectly estimated from thermodynamic properties of the
H2O/H2O2 mixtures, see Section 2.5.1. Wysong performed direct mea-
surement of the humidity of the Ar carrier flowing through a H2O
bubbler [119]. Data reported in this work is in good agreement with
the results of Wysong. Consequently, there are indications that the
value reported by Copeland might suffer of errors in the estimation
of the H2O concentration.
A noticeable mismatch is found for values obtained for the light
hydrocarbons. In this case, the data reported in this thesis is generally
larger by 20–25% than the largest value measured by Copeland [17]
– corresponding to excitation of N ′ = 0. It is worth noting that, due
to the slow vibrational relaxation, QA0 is deduced from a weak (0,0)
band for the cases of C2H2 and C2H4. Moreover, because of the fast
QA0 and QA1, the investigation is limited to small concentration of
collisional partner. Consequently, Stern–Volmer plots are composed
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of a limited number of data points, see Figure 11. As a result, there is
a large uncertainty in the determination of kQ0.
The agreement is good with the data obtained by Wysong [119],
available for O2, H2O, CO2, although the 5 Torr Ar bath appears not
to be sufficient to ensure complete rotational thermalization.
In the end, the agreement of the kQ0 values with literature data is
generally satisfactory, confirming the validity of the procedure pre-
sented in this thesis.
2.7.2 kQ1
The comparison with literature of values of kQ1 is performed with
reference to [118], for a partially relaxed rotational distribution, and
to [17], for individual low N ′ levels. Considerations are analogous to
those drawn for kQ0. However, literature data for kQ1 is scarce, be-
ing available for N2, O2, H2O and CO2 only. The agreement with the
results reported in Table 3 is generally good and always within the
experimental error. Values reported in this work are usually larger
than those found in literature for conditions of partial rotational ther-
malization.
2.7.3 k1→0
Concerning vibrational relaxation, the data presented in this work is
generally in good agreement with the literature. This is true except
for the case of H2O. In this case, the value obtained in this work is
about 35% lower than the only one available in literature. It is worth
remembering that values obtained for H2O suffer from additional un-
certainties in the calculation of its concentration. This point was rec-
ognised and addressed by Wysong in [119] via direct measurement of
the relative humidity. However, because excitation of ν ′ = 0 level, no
vibrational relaxation was measured in [118]. Williams did not men-
tion in [118] how H2O concentration was estimated. He obtained a
value of k1→0 definitely larger than the one presented in this thesis.
However, it is reasonable to accept the latter as the more precise. This
conclusion can be made by noting the good agreement for the case of
kQ0 between the value reported in this thesis and the one calculated
by Williams – who performed direct measurement of H2O concentra-
tion. Consequently, it is reasonable to consider the indirect estimation
of the H2O performed in this work as reliable. Hence, this argument
can be extrapolated to validate the value of k1→0 reported in this
work.
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2.8 conclusions and outlook
Results obtained in this work are reliable, since satisfactory agree-
ment is found with the relevant literature. However, it is worth re-
membering how the majority of the data found in literature was ob-
tained in condition of poor or absent rotational thermalization. There-
fore, the condition of complete rotational thermalization – achieved
by using a conspicuous amount of He as gas bath – makes the data re-
ported in this data valuable. This is especially true when this dataset
is used for the investigation of atmospheric pressure discharges where
rotational thermalization is often found.
However, there are cases where complete thermalization is not a-
chieved even in atmospheric pressure discharges. For example, par-
tial rotational relaxation can be encountered at the borders of an
APPJ, where the air content is significant in comparison with the no-
ble gas used in the jet. Another example is found in molecular gas
discharges such as those obtained in air or in CO2/CH4 mixtures –
where KAR/QA0,A1  1 because of the fast quenching due to the
abundant molecular species. In these cases, a critical reading of the
literature indicates that the effective rate constants might be slightly
lower than the values reported in this thesis. Variations are found
to be of the order of 10–20%, This should be taken into account as
a possible source of error when data obtained in condition of com-
plete thermalization is used for the investigation of systems showing
partial thermalization.
2.8.1 Use of collisional rate coefficients
In the work presented in this chapter, the knowledge of the collisional
partner concentration allowed the measurement of the collisional rate
coefficients. Once the rate coefficients are known, they can be used to
solve two different problems:
oh quantification : in this case, two additional pieces are re-
quired to solve the puzzle. First, the collisional partner concen-
trations has to be determined. Second, the diagnostic appara-
tus need to be calibrated. The first point is necessary to deter-
mine the loss in fluorescence light caused by quenching. The
second, as any calibration, correlates the measured signal with
the concentration of the target species. If only one of the two
requirements is not met, the absolute quantification cannot be
performed.
measurement of collisional partner concentration : in
this case the knowledge of the collisional rate coefficients is
used to quantify the concentration of the collisional partners.
The problem can be solved only if the collisional partners com-
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posing the mixture are known. If such collisional partners are in-
dependent, i.e. their concentrations are not related, the problem
can be solved analytically only if they are not more than three,
see system of Equation 21. On the other hand, if the kinetics and
the stoichiometry are known, the problem can be solved analyt-
ically for more than three collisional partners also. An example
is a mixture of CO2/CO/O2/H2O where the stoichiometry of
the system can be assumed from the scheme CO2 → CO+ 12O2.
The second way of using the rate coefficient is particularly inter-
esting. In that case, the information is obtained from the temporal
decay of the pulses and from the band ratio of the fluorescence spec-
trum. Consequently, a calibration of the system is not required. This is
markedly relevant when the calibration has to be performed on tran-
sient species, as it is the case for OH. Such a calibration is a though
task, since it requires the use of source with well known characteris-
tics. For example, the setup used in this thesis has been calibrated on
a source of OH molecules based on the dissociation of H2O2 in a DBD.
The apparatus was carefully calibrated by using a broadband absorp-
tion spectroscopy technique [58, 62]. It is worth bearing in mind that
absorption coefficients are generally known with uncertainties of the
order of 20%. Hence, such calibration introduces systematic errors
when used for absolute quantification. However, if the apparatus is
calibrated, both the target molecule and the collisional partners can
be quantified simultaneously.
2.8.2 Quantification of the collisional partners
The combination of rate coefficients (kQ0, kQ1, k1→0) is a fingerprint
unique to each collisional partner, see Table 3. Therefore, when LIF is
applied to a mixture containing OH and a set of collisional partners,
it is possible to appreciate variations in the collisional partner concen-
trations. The problem can be solved for mixtures containing not more





















where X, Y and Z are the three collisional partners, n is the unknown
concentration of each of them and the LHS terms of the equations are
the measured rates. Such a procedure was demonstrated in [20] for
He/air/H2O and Ar/air/H2O mixtures. Additionally, the technique
was also applied for measuring the penetration of air and H2O in the
effluent of an APPJ for plasma medicine applications [22, 63, 87]. In
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this section a general remark on the applicability of such a method is
given.
Figure 12 shows histogram representations of the nominal data re-
ported in Table 3. With this representation it is possible to appreciate
how kQ0, kQ1 and k1→0 vary among the investigated collisional part-
ners. It is clear that the distributions of kQ0 and kQ1 are noticeably
different than that of k1→0. For the mixture CO/CO2/O2, k1→0 is
the best candidate to look at when it comes to measure variations in
the collisional partner concentrations. In fact, when comparing CO2
with CO, the relative variations of kQ0, kQ1 and k1→0 are 17%, 53%
and 376%, respectively. Clearly, the variation in the rate of vibrational
energy transfer is the largest.
There is an important caveat on the applicability of the spectro-
scopic method presented in this section. The system of equations
shown in Equation 21 can be solved only if QA0, QA1 and R1→0
can be measured. As presented in this chapter, the measurement of
QA0 andQA1 is intrinsically different than the measurement of R1→0.
Specifically, QA0 and QA1 are calculated from the time decay of the
fluorescence pulse, see Equation 14, while R1→0 is obtained from the
band ratio, see Equation 15. Consequently, the conditions for which
the two measurements can be performed are different.
The calculation of R1→0 requires the measurement of the (0,0) and
(1,1) bands with sufficient confidence, together with the measurement
of QA0. A reliable measurement of the two bands can be performed
provided the collisional partner is characterized by a sufficiently fast
VET. Conversely, the way QA0 is measured from the LIF pulse re-
quires the time decay of such a pulse to be much longer than that of
the excitation one. Therefore, a strict condition is posed to this last
measurement. If this condition were not met, the temporal decay of
the fluorescence would be dominated by the decay of the laser pulse.
Consequently, the measurement of both QA0 and QA1 cannot be per-
formed if such rates are comparable with the characteristic decay fre-
quency of the excitation pulse. This point poses important constraints
to the applicability of the technique.
For example, CO2 is characterized by a very fast kQ1 = 61.4 cm3 s−1.
As a result, it is found that the measurement could be performed only
with the addition of up to ' 4 Torr of CO2. This constraint clearly de-
pends upon the width of the excitation pulse. Hence, shorter pulses
of the order of few ps would definitely extend the range of applicabil-
ity of the technique. Nevertheless, information can be obtained also
when the only measurable quantity is the band ratio.
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(a) Histogram representation of the total quenching rate co-
efficients kQ0.


























(b) Histogram representation of the total quenching rate co-
efficients kQ1.
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(c) Histogram representation of the vibrational relaxation
coefficient k1→0.
Figure 12: Histogram representations calculated by using the nominal data
for kQ0, kQ1 and k1→0 reported in Table 3. Collisional partners
are order for increasing rate coefficient. A two step behaviour
distinguishes the k1→0
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In that case, Q is too fast to be measured, but the two (0,0) and
(1,1) can still be appreciated in the fluorescence spectrum. Therefore,
their ratio can be calculated to yield values of k1→0/kQ0. Such infor-
mation is relevant if the collisional partners show different values of


















Hence, a variation in the band ratio can be unambiguously associated
to the variation of the CO2 concentration. Such a method is demon-
strated in Chapter 3.
2.8.3 Temperature dependence
This investigation was performed at room temperature. Consequently,
the use of this data at higher temperatures requires the application
of correction factors. Unfortunately, there is poor knowledge on the
temperature dependence of both Q and VET.
Both Q and VET exhibit large cross sections and substantial depen-
dence upon temperature and rotational level. These characteristics
indicate that both processes are the result of the formation of a tran-
sitory complex governed by attractive forces [18]. Different models
involving attractive forces have therefore been developed [104]. How-
ever, their experimental verification is limited to temperatures from
200K to 400K and from 1000K to 2000K only [77]. Generally, the tem-
perature dependence of the cross section – of both Q and VET – can
be described by the empirical expression




where σ[∞] is the value of the cross section at very high temperature,
kb is the Boltzmann constant and  is a quantity related to the well–
depth of the attractive potential [77, 104, 107].
In [107], the validity of Equation 23 has been tested for N2, O2,
H2O, H2, CO2, CO, CH4, H and OH for temperature from 200K to
3000K. However, data is available for kQ0 only. Moreover, there are
some caveats. In fact, 1) Tamura does not indicate which rotational
level was excited and 2) all the measurements at high temperature
were performed in flames – with the associate issue of not having
complete control over the mixture composition.
In [104], values for kQ0, kQ1 and k1→0 are reported for N2, O2 and
CO2 only. Moreover, the dataset was obtained at low temperature,
from 195K to 294K.
In [77], measurements are performed from 300K to 1200K for N2O,
NO, CH4, C2H2, C2H4 and C2H6. The obtained values of kQ0 are
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found to be in agreement with predictions based on an harpooned
model.
In conclusion, the general understanding is that the cross section
for the electronic quenching of OH(A,ν ′ = 0) does not vary signifi-
cantly for temperature from 1900K to 2300K [76, 77]. There are theo-
retical indications [104], but yet no experimental verification, that Q











would be constant as a function of temperature. Consequently, data
obtained in this work at room temperature could be used to calcu-
late ratios shown in Equation 24 at temperatures higher than 1900K
without introducing unbearable errors.
However, a thorough investigation of the temperature variation of
kQ, kQ1 and k1→0 in condition of complete rotational thermalization,
and for a large set of collisional partners, is missing to date. This ex-
perimental data would be especially relevant in the context of apply-
ing LIF to the investigation of fast and important energy depositions
occurring in nanosecond discharges. Indications that this is the case
are reported in Chapter 3. For these reasons, a similar study as the
one presented in this chapter will be performed at high temperature.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I N V E S T I G AT I O N O F N A N O S E C O N D
P U L S E D D I S C H A R G E S B Y L I F
abstract
Nanosecond repetitively pulsed (NRP) discharges used to dissociate
CO2 are harsh environments for the application of LIF. In fact, such
systems are characterized by fast variations of gas composition, pres-
sure and temperature. Additionally, when the discharge is operated
with a fully molecular mixture, i.e. without the use of a noble gas
bath, quenching rates are so fast to limit the use of LIF.
The use of LIF becomes challenging when rotational distributions
are not thermalized and quenching rates can be faster than the charac-
teristic decay frequency of the laser pulse. In this context, this chapter
presents the main caveats to the use of LIF for the diagnostics of sys-
tems characterized by a overwhelming collisionality. A spectroscopic
framework is provided to highlight how LIF measurable quantities
are changed by the collisional environment.
The application of LIF to two different NRP discharge configura-
tions is shown. Firstly, a CO2/H2O mixture is diluted in He to create
a more favourable environment and demonstrate the absolute quan-
tification of OH. Secondly, He is removed from the mixture and the
discharge is run in a configuration relevant for practical applications.
In the second case, the OH density cannot be measured anymore
with laser pulses and detector time resolution in the ns time scale.
Nevertheless, it is shown that, provided a proper knowledge of the
collisional rate coefficients, a Collisional Energy Transfer LIF (CET–
LIF) methodology is still applicable to deduce the gas composition
from the analysis of LIF spectra.
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3.1 introduction
The conversion of CO2 by non–thermal plasmas is gaining increasing
interest due to a number of potential advantages:
• the possibility of driving endothermic reactions at room temper-
ature is a big step towards high energy efficiency;
• the virtually absent switch–on inertia permits to follow the avail-
ability of electric energy from renewable sources;
• when a source of hydrogen is added, it is possible to perform
the direct conversion of CO2 to obtain light hydrocarbons. For
example, common sources of hydrogen are H2O [14], H2 [23, 30,
43, 122], CH4 [60, 93, 99, 111] or other hydrocarbons [123] as
well.
These characteristics make non–thermal plasma a promising technol-
ogy for the storage of electrical energy in chemical form. This is es-
pecially relevant when the intermittency of the availability of electric
energy from renewable sources is to be mitigated. However, this tech-
nology is not mature enough and its utilization in the industry is still
limited. A great deal of research is required to develop non–thermal
plasma reactors that are attractive for industrial application on a large
scale. In particular, research efforts are required to substantially in-
crease the energy efficiency and to shift the selectivity towards the
synthesis of value–added products.
A plethora of different reactor concepts, mostly working at atmo-
spheric pressure, have been tested so far: dielectric barrier discharge
[23, 60, 93, 99, 122], microwave flowing reactor [8, 14, 30, 35, 89], glid-
ing arc [111] and corona [51, 123]. Not to mention the nanosecond
pulsed discharges that are gaining increasing interest in the commu-
nity. In fact, they permit fast and intense energy depositions, usually
of the order of 10mJpulse−1 for pulses of the duration of about 6ns.
Additionally, thanks to the construction geometry, the discharge re-
gion can be easily accessed by optical diagnostics.
Recently, a nanosecond repetitively pulsed discharge (NRP) has
been tested for the processing of CO2/CH4 mixtures [91]. The investi-
gation showed encouraging energy efficiency and selectivity towards
syngas formation. The reactor was a first pilot and the discharge de-
sign was not optimized. Specifically, the discharge geometry was not
designed so as to process the largest portion of the gas flow. Nev-
ertheless, the obtained conversion efficiencies are among the highest
found in the literature for any kind of discharge. Consequently, there
are strong indications that the NRP might be a good candidate for
the processing of CO2 and CH4 in the context of the electrification of
the chemical industry.
The current approach for the investigation of non–thermal plasma
reactors is multidisciplinary and includes:
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• technological efforts devoted to discharge design and, eventu-
ally, to the development of heterogeneous catalysis systems;
• measurement of stable products in the effluent is performed by
chemical analytical techniques such as chromatography, mass
spectrometry and FTIR spectroscopy [79];
• reactor modelling including the set of reactions belonging to
plasma–chemistry [101];
• critical comparison of experimental results to model predictions
to improve the reactor design [99].
In order to investigate the chemical kinetics of the discharge, the
experimental investigation needs to be performed by using time–
resolved diagnostics. Such diagnostics allow the study of both tran-
sient and stable species. For the case of transient species, time–resolved
diagnostics are essential because of the very short lifetime of the mol-
ecule, usually of the order of few µs. The study of stable species by
means of time–resolved diagnostics is also relevant in the context of
monitoring their kinetics. Such a knowledge is useful to understand
the mechanism itself but also to optimize the discharge energy ex-
penditure. In fact, build up effects can also be studied and tailored to
maximize the overall efficiency of the process.
Nanosecond repetitively pulsed (NRP) discharges have been the
subject of several investigations in the context of plasma assisted com-
bustion during the last two decades. However, they have only been
recently applied to the conversion of CO2. The most recent investiga-
tions of a pin–to–pin NRP at atmospheric pressure [12, 52] depict a
hostile environment for the use of LIF. When streamer like discharges
are formed between the two electrodes, hot cores where the gas tem-
perature can be higher than 2000K have been observed. Very high
temperature gradients induce extremely fast expansions in the tens
of µs time scale. Fast cooling obtained though gas recirculation is
also observed.
In the discharge, the gaseous mixture is subject to dramatic change
of its physical characteristics like density and temperature. Addition-
ally, the composition of the mixture changes rapidly. At first, disso-
ciation is the result of the large amount of energy loaded in the sys-
tem by the electric discharge. Afterwards, fast chemical reactions take
place among the components of the original mixture, stable products
of dissociation and a number of radicals.
In this inhomogeneous and fast changing scenario, it is not possi-
ble to determine a priori the effective Q and VET rates. However, an
alternative way is represented by the determination of Q and VET
rates by fitting the fluorescence spectrum and pulse [22], as shown
in Chapter 2. The species composing the mixture need to be known,
as well as their rate coefficients. With this information it is possible
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to measure – with high temporal and spatial resolution – the con-
centration of each component of the mixture. Such a procedure was
demonstrated in [20] for He/air/H2O and Ar/air/H2O mixtures. Ad-
ditionally, the technique was also applied for measuring the penetra-
tion of air and H2O in the effluent of an APPJ for plasma medicine
applications [22, 63, 87]. As highlighted in Section 2.8, this method
is efficient provided sharp variations in VET and Q exist among the
different species composing the mixture. Section 3.3 discusses the ap-
plicability of this procedure to the specific case of He/CO2/H2O and
CO2/H2O mixtures treated by NRP.
A kinetic study of the gas composition is especially relevant when
back reactions consume the desired products. For example, this is ex-
pected to be the case when CO2 is dissociated in the presence of an
hydrogen source for the direct synthesis of light hydrocarbons. In fact,
if OH is formed in the discharge, it can react with the product of disso-
ciation CO through the following reaction CO+OH→ CO2+H with
rate k(400K) = 1.57× 10−13 cm3 s−1 [6]. It is clear how such reaction
will lower the dissociation efficiency by consuming CO. Therefore, in
order to maximize the efficiency of the process, the understanding of
the kinetic of these mechanisms is required. Consequently, it is of a
paramount importance to monitor the temporal evolution of both CO
and its partners of reaction, as for example OH.
CO can be monitored in a time–resolved fashion by means of Two–
photon Absorption Laser Induced Fluorescence (TALIF) [68]. How-
ever, a complete set of collisional rate constants that suffices for the
quantification of CO by TALIF in a NRP is not available in the litera-
ture. An alternative way is to perform LIF on OH that is embedded
in a mixture where CO plays the role of the collisional partner. The
main advantage of using this approach is that both the OH and the
CO concentrations can be measured simultaneously with the same
diagnostics, see Section 2.8.
This chapter reports the experimental investigation of a NRP used
for the dissociation of CO2 when H2O is used as hydrogen source.
The experimental application of the rate coefficients presented in Chap-
ter 2 is displayed. An incremental approach to the investigation is
taken in order to demonstrate how the collisionality of the system de-
fines the measurement. The two following scenarios are investigated:
• a mild NRP discharge is run in a mixture containing CO2/H2O
in a He gas bath. Because of the large amount of He, all the three
rates QA0, QA1 and R1→0 can be measured. In this conditions
LIF can be applied to quantify both OH and CO;
• the same reactor is used to process a mixture of CO2/H2O. Be-
cause of the high quenching frequency, only the ratio between
the (0,0) and (1,1) bands of OH can be measured and LIF can-
not be used for its quantification. Nevertheless, the CO concen-
tration can be measured by using a Collision Energy Transfer
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Laser Induced Fluorescence (CET–LIF) methodology. CET–LIF
is conceptually different from the classical LIF since the mol-
ecule excited by the laser becomes the probe rather than the
target.
3.2 experimental setup
The LIF setup used for the study of collisional processes described
in Chapter 2 is also used for the investigation of the NRP discharges,
see Figure 13.
An oval quartz chamber with major dimensions of about 50mm×
30mm constitutes the reactor. Two parallel arms allows to shine the
laser beam through the center of the reactor. The two arms are equipped
with sapphire windows mounted at the Brewster angle for maximum
transmittance of the UV beam. Similarly, LIF signals are collected
from an orthogonal arm.
1mm in diameter tapered tungsten rods constitute high voltage
and ground electrodes. The high voltage electrode is covered by a
quartz cylinder with 2mm inner diameter. The use of the quartz cylin-
der helps in confining the gas flow around the electrode. A dielectric
layer is also used in some configuration to obtain a more diffused dis-
charge, more on this in the next Section 3.3. When that is the case, the
grounded electrode is covered with 8mm diameter Macor rod with a
thickness of 1.5mm.
Figure 13: Schematics of the experimental setup. The laser and the gas sys-
tem are the same as those described in Chapter 2. The reactor is
an egg–shaped quartz cell with three perpendicular arms. LIF sig-
nal is collected perpendicularly to the laser beam. The nanosec-
ond pulse generator (NPG) generate the discharge between the
two electrodes. A waveform generator (WFG) is used to trigger
the NRP. Voltage and current are measured at the high voltage
electrode by means of the HV probe and the I/V converter, re-
spectively. The gas chromatographer (micro GC) is used for the
effluent analysis (data are not reported in this work).
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Figure 14: Temporal pattern of the signal driving the high voltage generator.
Each pulse has a voltage of about 2× 104 V and temporal width
of 6ns. The discharge is ignited at the first pulse of each burst and
sustained within the burst. The LIF trigger can be conveniently
shifted in time to probe the discharge at different times after the
burst.
The discharge is driven by a Megaimpulse NPG 18/3500 high volt-
age (HV) pulse generator. The HV pulse generator is triggered by a
waveform generator. A particular voltage pattern is chosen, see Fig-
ure 14. It contains bursts repeated at a frequency of 10Hz and each
burst is composed by 10 pulses repeated at a frequency of 3 kHz. This
is the fastest repetition rate achievable with the HV generator. Bursts
are repeated at a frequency of 10Hz that is the maximum operating
frequency of the laser. A continuous 3 kHz pattern would not give
any advantage from a spectroscopic point of view. Moreover, the elec-
trodes would be damaged at a higher pace. It is worth remember-
ing that the goal of this study is to show the applicability of LIF on
a NRP discharge and not to assess the reactor overall performance.
Consequently, the discharge repetition rate is lowered to the laser fre-
quency.
The laser is triggered by the waveform generator and the laser
pulse can be conveniently delayed to probe the discharge at differ-
ent times. This is necessary for the assessment of possible build–up
effects between subsequent pulses. Specifically, this means that subse-
quent discharge events would increase the local dissociation rate by
interacting with the same volume of gas. However, such an effect has
not been observed. All the data presented in this chapter has been
obtained by probing the discharge at the end of the burst.
Discharge current (I) and voltage (V) are measured by a Magnelab
CT-D-1.0 I/V converter (Band width = 500MHz) and a Tektronics
P6015A probe (Band width = 75MHz), respectively. V/I traces are
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recorded by a LeCroy HDO9104 digital oscilloscope to calculate the
energy deposited by the discharge.
3.3 quantification of oh by lif
This section illustrates the use of LIF in a nanosecond repetitively
pulsed discharge. The challenges posed by such a collisional envi-
ronment are demanding. Therefore, the reactor is operated in three
different configurations of increasing severity:
• the NRP is first run with a He/CO2/H2O mixture. The dielec-
tric cap is used to cover the ground electrode. In this config-
uration the discharge volume is large and fills a cone extend-
ing from the HV electrode to the dielectric layer. Such a large
and homogeneous discharge region can be easily probed by LIF.
Moreover, the large amount of He lowers the total quenching
rate of the mixture allowing for the measurement of both LIF
pulses and spectra.
• the NRP is run on the same He/CO2/H2O mixture but now
with naked electrodes. A cylindrical discharge is formed in be-
tween of the HV electrode and the ground one. The discharge
region is large and homogeneous enough to be probed by LIF.
Still, the large amount of He allows for the measurement of both
LIF pulses and spectra.
• the NRP is run on a CO2/H2O mixture with naked electrodes.
The removal of He dramatically influences the characteristics
of the discharge that becomes filamentary. In this configuration,
the effective quenching rate is so large that only LIF spectra can
be measured.
These three discharge configurations are conveniently chosen to
have different collisionality and used as testbench for LIF and CET–
LIF. Pictures are shown in Figure 15 to highlight the striking differ-
ences between the three discharge configurations. He is introduced
in the mixture to mitigate the strong quenching of both CO2 and
H2O on the OH excited state. It is worth remembering that the major
molecular species found in a CO2/H2O discharge have very large rate
coefficients, see Table 12. From a kinetic point of view, the benefits of
using He as gas bath are two:
• the rate coefficient for electronic quenching by He is about
4× 10−14 cm3 s−1 [22]. It is at least three orders of magnitude
lower that of the molecules present in the mixture. Consequently,
the effective quenching coefficient of the mixture is strongly de-
creased by the use of He. This is necessary to fulfil the condition
of Equation 31. In the end, if such condition is met, QA0, QA1
and R1→0 can be measured and therefore OH can be quantified;
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a b c 
Figure 15: Pictures of a) NRP–DBD in He/CO2/H2O with the dielectric cap
mounted on the ground electrode, b) NRP in He/CO2/H2O and
c) NRP in CO2/H2O. The camera exposure is set so as to capture
an entire burst.
• He has very fast RET coefficient, therefore it is an effective
medium to thermalize the rotational population, see Section 2.4.1.
Consequently, the use of He ensures rotational thermalization
of both A0 and A1. As a result, data obtained in condition of
complete thermalization can be unambiguously used for the in-
vestigation of the discharge.









O2 13.50± 0.27 24.15± 0.48 2.32± 0.07
H2O 65.6± 1.3 60.6± 2.2 4.81± 0.28
CO2 45.5± 1.1 61.4± 3.5 26.7± 0.7
CO 38.9± 0.6 40.1± 1.5 7.09± 0.11
Table 12: Rate coefficients of total quenching kQ0 and kQ1 of the two vi-
brational states A0 and A1, respectively, and vibrational relaxation
k1→0. Data relevant for a CO2/H20 discharge are taken from the
results of Chapter 2
The fact that He decreases the quenching rate of the mixture is of
paramount importance. Indeed, the effective quenching rate of the
mixture defines whether the condition of Equation 31 is met or not. If
the condition is met, LIF pulses can be measured and fitted to yield
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values ofQA0 andQA1. The effective quenching rates and vibrational



















where ntot is the total number density, the sum runs over the colli-





rate coefficients of each species and χi is the molar fraction of the
i–esim species.
For the case of pure CO2 at atmospheric pressure, the quenching
rate is calculated to be 1.5× 1010 s−1 by using values reported in Ta-
ble 12. Consequently, in those conditions, a LIF measurement based
on the analysis of the time–resolved signals requires the temporal
width of the laser pulse to be in the ps domain. To this aim, ps tun-
able lasers and fast detectors would have to be used. Conversely, if
QeffA1,Q
eff
A0 are slow enough as compared τ
−1
l , the 5–level model can
be fitted to the data. When the discharge is run on the He containing
mixtures, the partial pressure of CO2 is kept low enough to permit
the use of a laser with ns long pulses.
3.3.1 He/CO2/H2O discharges
The reactor is operated with the following gas mixture:
He + 4 Torr CO2 + 0.75 Torr H2O,
with the total pressure set to 760 Torr, He is by far the largest compo-
nent in the mixture.
Fluorescence spectra obtained with the discharge operated either
with and without the dielectric cap are shown in Figure 16. Both (0,0)
and (1,1) bands can be fitted by using thermalized rotational distribu-
tion at Tr = 330K. Spectra obtained with the naked electrodes (NRP
discharge) and with the ground electrode covered in Macor (NRP–
DBD discharge) cannot be distinguished. This suggests that the con-
spicuous He bath defines the shape of the spectra by assuring com-
plete rotational thermalization of both A0 and A1 states.
In addition to the fluorescence spectra, LIF time–resolved pulses
can be measured as well for both discharge configurations. Conse-
quently, the 5–level model presented in Chapter 2 can be fitted to LIF
spectra and pulses. Since the apparatus is calibrated, and the rate co-
efficients for CO2, CO and H2O are known, the concentration of OH
can be measured quantitatively.
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Figure 16: Fluorescence spectra obtained in the mixture He + 4 Torr
CO2 + 0.75 Torr H2O. Both the discharges are operated at
5.7mJpulse−1 Spectra are measured after the first voltage pulse
in the burst, see Figure 14. Rotational distribution can be fitted to
a Boltzmann distribution with Tr = 330K.
The temporal evolution of the OH concentration is reported in Fig-
ure 17 for both NRP and NRP–DBD discharges. The traces could be
fitted by using a double exponential function. At this stage of re-
search, there is no strong understanding of the mechanisms behind
this temporal decay. A more thorough investigation is planned to cast
light on the causes of such OH consumption – may they be related to
chemical reactions or fluid dynamics. Nevertheless, a preliminary fit
with a double exponential function allows at least to obtain the time
constant of the decay. These time constants will prove to be useful to
discriminate among the possible reactions involving OH and CO.
Time constants for the discharged operated either with or without
the dielectric cap are 14µs and 5µs, respectively. Therefore, the re-
moval of the dielectric cap changes the kinetics of the discharge.
The CO2 dissociation is indirectly measured from variations in the
band ratio, as compared to a case with pure CO2. More details about
this methodology will be given in the next Section 3.5. Dissociation
equal to 14% and 5% at 2µs and 200µs, respectively, are obtained
for the NRP–DBD discharge. Similarly, when operated without the
dielectric cap, the dissociation is about 10% at 2µs. Because of the
limited sensitivity of the diagnostics, see Figure 21, these values are
close to the detection limit and they should only be considered as
indicative.
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Figure 17: Temporal profiles of the OH concentration as measured at differ-
ent delays after a discharge burst. For both cases the energy of the
discharge is equal to 4.1mJpulse−1. The mixture is composed by
helium + 4 Torr CO2 + 0.75 Torr H2O at 760 Torr.
Having knowledge of the amount of CO present in the discharge
is of interest to describe the OH kinetics. In fact, the major reactions
involving OH, and relevant for this system, are:
OH+OH→ H2O+O k(300K) = 2.5× 10−12 cm3 s−1 (28)
OH+CO→ COOH k(300K) = 1.5× 10−12 cm3 s−1 (29)
OH+CO→ CO2 +H k(400K) = 1.57× 10−13 cm3 s−1 (30)
additional reactions involving atomic oxygen and hydrogen are at
least three orders of magnitude slower. Moreover, the CO2 dissocia-
tion after 2µs is about 14%. Consequently, the CO concentration is
of the order of 2× 1016 cm−3, compared to a OH concentration that
is about 20 times smaller, see Figure 17. It would therefore be the
reaction shown in Equation 29 that dominates. However, the corre-
sponding time constant for the OH decay would be 37µs, definitely
larger than the measured 14µs. This simple argument clearly does
not suffice in describing the complicated chemistry of OH. Neverthe-
less, it shows that the aforementioned set of reactions – involving the
major species in the discharge – are not sufficient to describe such a
fast decay. Given the small OH concentration, these preliminary re-
sults do not support an important role of OH in CO back reactions at
these experimental conditions.
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3.4 lif in condition of partial rotational thermal-
ization
The previous section showed the investigation of discharges with
CO2/H2O mixture diluted in He. That investigation is particularly
relevant for the experimental testing of models because the He ki-
netic is well known. Additionally, since both dissociation products
and OH can be quantified, general predictions about OH influence in
the CO2 dissociation can be tested [100]. However, the use of noble
gas mixtures is not appealing from an industrial point of view. Conse-
quently, in order to assess the performance of the NRP discharge for
an industrially relevant scenario, a pure CO2 – with small addition of
H2O – discharge has been investigated.
When the discharge is run without He as gas bath, QeffA0 and Q
eff
A1
are faster than τ−1l . Hence, LIF pulses do no yield any meaningful in-
formation about the physics of the system. However, LIF spectra are
still valuable. In fact, LIF spectra are time–integrated on the iCCD and
therefore no demanding time resolution is required in this case, nei-
ther concerning the laser nor the detector. At these conditions, CET–
LIF is applicable to measure the CO2 dissociation.
It is found that spectra measured either with or without the dis-
charge, but on a molecular mixture with the same composition, can
be described by very similar rotational distributions. Consequently, a
preliminary investigation on a gas cell is performed so as to simulate
the non–thermal conditions found in the discharge.
At this point, it is worth remembering that the CET–LIF method-
ology is based upon the calculation of the ratio between the popula-
tions of the A0 and A1 states. Such quantity is proportional to the
ratio between k1→0 and kQ0. It does not depend upon the total pres-
sure of the mixture, but only on its composition. For this reason, it
is possible to compare measurements performed in the cell at 8 Torr
with those performed in the discharge at 760 Torr. Moreover, this as-
set is extremely important when the methodology is applied to the
investigation of the CO temporal profile in the discharge. In fact, such
profile can be calculated although the temperature, and therefore the
local density, varies in time after the discharge event.
This section presents measurements performed in the quartz cell
with the goal of investigating:
• the effect that different collisional partners have in defining the
rotational distributions of A0 and A1;
• the effect of exciting different rotational states.
Figure 18 shows spectra obtained with 8 Torr of CO or CH4 as
collisional partners. In both cases the laser was tuned to the P1(4)
excitation line at 283.945nm. As highlighted by the histograms, the
rotational distribution of the A1 level is highly non–thermal. It has
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memory of the nascent population obtained after excitation of the
J ′ = 3.5 level. The population of the A1 state varies as a function of
the collisional partner, has already reported in [17]. By comparing the
effect of CH4 and CO in shaping the population of the A1, it can be
noticed that the former tends to populate J higher than the excited
one, while the latter does the vice versa.
Surprisingly enough, as a first approximation the Boltzmann distri-
bution suffices to describe the population of the A0 for both CH4 and
CO. However, the rotational temperatures of such distributions are
much higher than that of the gas: 600K for the case of CH4 and 1500K
for CO. Similar behaviour has been observed by Copeland with N2
as collisional partner [17]. Rotational equilibrium is not achieved be-
tween the the A0 state and the gas bath, for both collisional partners.
Additionally, it can be also noticed how the A0 state is much more
populated when CH4 is used as collisional partner. This can be ex-
plained by looking at the values of k1→0 and kQ0. Indeed, the ratio
k1→0/kQ0 is equal to 0.18 and 1.09 for CO and CH4, respectively.
Figure 19 shows details of the rotational distribution of OH A2Σ+
(ν ′ = 1) when CH4 is the collisional partner. Experimental and sim-
ulated spectra are displayed in Figure 19a. It is noticeable that the
experimental spectrum is a mix between a thermal one obtained at
300K and a nascent spectrum. This indicates that rotational relax-
ation occurs only partially during the average lifetime of the excited
state, i.e. kAR ' kQ1. The memory effect in the rotational population
can be appreciated by looking at Figure 19b. Such histogram shows
the difference between the rotational population used to describe the
experimental spectrum reported in Figure 19a and a thermal distri-
bution simulated at 300K. Rotational levels lower than the excited
one are underpopulated. Conversely, from the pumped J ′ = 3.5 level
further, rotational levels are overpopulated.
The possible J dependence of the vibrational energy transfer has
been investigated by exciting rotational levels from J = 0.5 to J =
4.5. CO is used as collisional partner and the two sample spectra
are shown in Figure 18a. By analysing the spectra it is possible to
conclude that the excitation of different rotational states:
• varies appreciably the non–thermal distribution of A1;
• does not influence the shape of the (0,0) – at this spectral reso-
lution;
• does not appreciably change the band ratio.
The fact that the A1 rotational distribution changes accordingly
with the excitation of different lines is expected. Given the fast QA1 –
QA1 in 8 Torr of CO is equal to 108 s−1 – the system has no time to
undergo complete relaxation to the thermal distribution. These spec-
tra can be considered as snapshots of a rotational distribution that
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(b) Spectrum obtained in 8 Torr of CO and about 0.1 Torr of H2O+H2O2.
Figure 18: Fluorescence spectra of OH after excitation of the P1(4) rotational
line at 283.465nm. Measurements are performed in a quartz cell
at Tgas ' 300K with no discharge. Simulations are performed by
using LIFBASE Spectroscopy Tool [55] with an experimental reso-
lution set to 0.2nm. Histograms show the rotational distributions
of both A0 and A1. The distribution of A0 can be described by a
Boltzmann distribution with Tr  Tgas. The distribution of A1 is
highly non–thermal and has memory of the excited line.
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(a) Spectra of the (1,1) vibrational band. Nascent spectrum is simulated in condition
of absent rotational relaxation. The thermal spectrum is simulated at 300K.

















Exp - Thermal (300 K)
(b) Difference between the population distribution used to fit the experimental spec-
trum and the thermal one.
Figure 19: Fluorescence spectra and population distribution to compare the
experimental results with simulations. The experimental data is
obtained in 8 Torr of CH4 and about 0.1 Torr of H2O+H2O2 at
300K in the cell. Both experimental and nascent spectra are ob-
tained after excitation of the P1(4) line.
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(b) Spectrum obtained after excitation of the P1(4) line at 283.463nm.
Figure 20: Fluorescence spectra obtained in 8 Torr of CO and about 0.1 Torr
of H2O+H2O2 by excitation of the P1(2) and P1(4) lines. Mea-
surements are performed in a quartz cell at Tgas ' 300K with
no discharge. Spectra are fitted by using spectroscopic data taken
from LIFBASE Spectroscopy Tool [55] with an experimental reso-
lution set to 0.2nm. Histograms show the rotational distributions
of both A0 and A1. The distribution of A0 can be described by a
Boltzmann–like distribution with Tr  Tgas. The distribution of
A1 is highly non–thermal and has memory of the excited line.
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is undergoing thermalization. Therefore, such spectra show features
characteristic of the nascent population. Conversely, with this exper-
imental resolution, the shape of the (0,0) band does not appear to
change appreciable when different rotational levels are excited.
At this stage of investigation, the following statements can be made:
i) QA0 = QA0(N ′). This has been experimentally verified in [16]
by selective line excitation of the A0 state;
ii) R1→0/QA0 does not change appreciably when different N ′ are
excited in A1;
iii) the A1 rotational distribution is non–thermal and has memory
of the excited N ′;
iv) the A0 rotational distribution looks Boltzmann–like, as a first
approximation, no matter which N ′ is excited in A1;
v) the rotational population of A0 extends beyond that of A1.
Chapter 2 showed how to solve the simplified system of equations
– valid after the excitation pulse has ceased to exist – to obtain the
populations of both the A0 and A1 states. It is to remember that the
simplified system of two equations is meaningful only provided laser
excitation and fluorescence decay can be separated in time. If that is
not the case, the system cannot be simplified and the full set of five
differential equations is to be solved. The boundary is defined by the
characteristic decay frequency of the laser pulse τ−1l – for this specific
laser equal to 1.7× 108 s−1 – and the quenching frequency due to the
collisional partner. Hence, collisional partner concentration should be
low enough to ensure
τ−1l  QA0,QA1. (31)
When applicable, the simplified system of two equations can be an-
alytically solved to obtain an expression for the time–integrated popu-
lations of the A0 and A1 states. These quantities, apart from constants
accounting for the collection efficiency of the system and the Einstein
emission coefficients, correspond to the area of the spectra measured
by the iCCD. Since in this case the condition of rotational thermaliza-
tion cannot be given for granted, each spectroscopic quantity should
now be regarded as J dependent. The population of a J level in the







Although the data reported in this section appears to be reliable,
this study should be considered as preliminary. In order to verify
the conclusions drawn upon this data, a more thorough investigation
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will be performed at a higher spectral resolution and for a larger set
of collisional partners.
3.5 monitoring co by cet-lif in a collisional envi-
ronment
The analysis of LIF spectra is based upon the theory highlighted in
Section 2.4.1. Upon their acquisition on the camera, spectra can be
fitted with a convenient rotational population and the band ratio can
be calculated. It is worth noting that the simplified system of two dif-
ferential equations is not applicable in this regime. Hence, it is not
possible to equate the band ratio with the ratio between R1→0 and
QA0. However, the band ratio is still function of the ratio between
Reff1→0 and Q
eff
A0 since these are the processes that populate and de-











In this regime the exact relation between the population ratio and
keff1→0 and k
eff
Q0 is not known. However, the the 5–level model can still
be numerically solved. The following procedure has been followed:
• a synthetic spectrum is fitted to the experimental one by multi-
plying each line for the specific Einstein emission coefficient and
the rotational population fraction. Line shapes take into account
pressure, Doppler and instrumental broadening. The rotational
distributions of the (0,0) band is imposed to be Boltzmann while
that of the (1,1) one is left unrestricted. Fixing one distribution
to be Boltzmann is necessary to deconvolve the signal in the
central region where the two bands overlap;
• the 5–level model is run with the synthetic spectra and the rate
coefficients measured in condition of complete thermalization.
The output is the gas composition and therefore the CO2 disso-
ciation.
By fitting the A0 and A1 populations to the experimental spectrum
it is possible to appreciate variation in the composition of the mixture,
provided ki1→0 and k
i
Q0 change among the different species. To this
end, it is worth investigating the case of CO2 dissociation.
For the specific case of a CO2/H2O mixture treated in a NRP dis-
charge, the following simplified reaction for CO2 dissociation [105] is
considered:
CO2 → CO+ 1
2
O2 (34)
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Consequently, after a discharge event, the collisional partners present
in the mixture are CO2, CO, O2 and H2O. For this specific mixture,
an expression for the ratio between keff1→0 and k
eff




























where χCO2 is the CO2 molar fraction of the initial mixture and α is
the dissociation rate defined from the following formula:
CO2 → (1−α)CO2 +αCO+O2α/2. (36)














Q0 in Equation 35 decreases as the dissociation in-
creases. It is calculated for two mixtures, either with or without H2O,
and plotted in Figure 21. The relation between the measured band
ratio and the dissociation α is monotonous. Therefore, the dissoci-
ation α can be unambiguously calculated from a measurement of
Reff1→0/Q
eff
A0, provided the rate of the collisional partners are known.
















Figure 21: Plots showing how keff1→0/k
eff
Q0, calculated by means of Equa-
tion 35, varies as a function of the CO2 dissociation. Two curves
are plotted for a mixture of pure CO2 and one containing 20% of
H2O, as to show the contribution of H2O in lowering the sensitiv-
ity of the diagnostics. The contribution of He to kQ0 and k1→0 is
neglected.
The main disadvantage of using this methodology is the low sen-
sitivity. In fact, the ratio Reff1→0/Q
eff
A0 changes slightly as a function of
the dissociation rate. Therefore, small variations in the dissociation
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are difficult to appreciate in the spectra. For example, when the disso-
ciation varies from 5% to 20% the variation in the band ratio changes
only by 10%. Hence, spectra need to be reliably measured and fitted
if small variations in α are to be measured.
3.5.1 CO2/H2O discharge
This section presents the CET–LIF study of a CO2 discharge with
the addition of 1% H2O. The discharge is operated at 735 Torr. At
this CO2 concentration, LIF pulses cannot be acquired since QA0,
QA1  τ−1l . Hence, the only observable is the fluorescence spec-
trum, from which, by applying Equation 35, it possible to calculate
the conversion.
Two sample spectra are shown in Figure 22 as measured at differ-
ent delay after the last pulse composing a discharge burst. The main
observable feature is the increase in the band ratio as the delay in-
creases. Because of Equation 37, the increase in the band ratio can be
directly related to an increase in the CO2 concentration.

















Delay = 10 s
Delay = 150 s
Figure 22: Fluorescence spectra in the CO2 NRP, at two delays after the dis-
charge burst. The mixture is CO2 + 1%H2O at 735 Torr. The en-
ergy of the discharge is equal to 2.9mJpulse−1. Spectra are ob-
tained after excitation of the Q2(3) line.
The procedure explained in the previous section, based upon the
use of the 5–level model in conjunction with the fit of the fluorescence
spectra, is applied to calculation of the conversion. Values are shown
in Figure 23. Measurements performed at few µs after the discharge
event show remarkable conversion of about 80%. A steady decay of
the conversion is observed, with final values close to 20% measured
at about 150µs.































Figure 23: CO2 conversion as measured by fitting LIF spectra and applying
Equation 35. The discharge is operated at 735 Torr on a mixture
containing CO2 and 1% H2O. Gas temperature is measured from
OH excitation spectra.
It is worth remembering that these values are obtained by using the
rate coefficients measured in condition of complete rotational ther-
malization. Consequently, the measurements might be affected by a
systematic error. Nevertheless, the obtained values are indicative of
the true ones from which they are not expected to vary by more than
few points in percentage. In fact, the band ratio calculated from a
non–thermal spectrum in pure CO2 and without the discharge, is very
similar to the ratio k1→0/kQA0 – where the two rate coefficients are
those measured in condition of complete thermalization. The same
(0,0) and (1,1) rotational distributions can be fitted to spectra mea-
sured either with or without discharge. This allows to compare ratios
obtained in the two conditions.
Moreover, the same rate coefficients were measured at room tem-
perature, while the temperature in the discharge is found to vary
from about 1200K to 2600K. Local density variations along the tempo-
ral decay do not influence the CO quantification because the k1→0/kQ0
ratio does not depend on pressure. Conversely, the temperature varia-
tion can be a source of error because both VET and Q scattering cross
sections vary with temperature. However, as shown in Section 2.8.3,
such cross sections should share the same temperature behaviour
[104], and therefore the k1→0/kQ0 ratio is expected to be constant
as function of temperature. The use of rate coefficients measured at
room temperature might introduce a systematic error when used at
higher temperatures, nonetheless. Additionally, it is worth noticing
that predicted curves, only partially verified by the experiments, are
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characterized by a flat region extending from 1200K to 2500K. This
indicates that the k1→0/kQ0 ratio should be constant in the range of
temperature relevant for the measurement, hence providing reliabil-
ity to the temporal profile.
An additional error might be introduced by the fact that, at this
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Figure 24: OH excitation spectra at different delays after the discharge burst.
The mixture is CO2 + 1%H2O at 735 Torr. The energy of the dis-
charge is equal to 2.9mJpulse−1.
Figure 23 shows that the relative amount of CO2 increases as the
delay increases, with a time scale that is compatible with gas fluid
dynamic. In fact, it is known that remixing of the gas treated by the
discharge with the untreated portion occurs [12]. Of course other
chemical routes including back reactions cannot be excluded. With
the limited information at our disposal it is not possible to be more
precise about the processes causing the CO loss.
Local gas temperature are measured by LIF excitation spectra as in
[22]. Spectra are obtained by resonant excitation of the R2(4), R2(9),
R1(11) and R21(11) lines. Sample spectra are displayed in Figure 24.
Measured temperatures range from about 2500K close to discharge
and to about 1400K at a delay of 150µs. Such a quick cooling is prob-
ably due to the gas expansion and recirculation described in [12].
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3.6 conclusions and outlook
The goal of this chapter was to present the application of LIF in a col-
lisional environment. Difficulties arise when the collisional partner
density is so high to strongly limit the measurement. In fact, high col-
lisional partner density directly reflects into fast quenching frequency.
Consequently, the quantum yield of the LIF process is strongly re-
duced.
Additionally, when quenching is faster than the characteristic de-
cay time of the laser pulse, the fluorescence time decay cannot be
measured. In these conditions, the only measurable quantity is the
fluorescence spectrum and the quantification of OH is not possible
anymore. However, the band ratio, as obtained from the fitting of
the fluorescence spectra, can still be successfully used to measure
variations in the stoichiometry of the mixture. In this case the focus
has moved from the target molecule to the surrounding – OH be-
comes a molecular probe. The application of LIF and CET–LIF has
been demonstrated in severe collisional environments represented by
the NRP.
When the mixture contains a conspicuous He concentration:
• rotational thermalization of the excited OH state is complete
since Rret  QA0,QA1. Hence, rate coefficients presented in
Chapter 2 and published in [61] can be safely used;
• the small molecular gas content keeps the quenching rate low,
such that τ−1l  QA0,QA1 and the fluorescence pulses can be
measured.
Two discharge configurations have been presented, either with or
without the use of a dielectric layer. In both cases the CO2 dissoci-
ation rate does not exceed 10%. However, the temporal evolution of
the OH concentration has been successfully obtained. Such results
are of major interest to test kinetic models for CO2 dissociation in the
presence of noble gas bath.
If on one hand the use of He allows the application of LIF as a
whole – with both quantification of the target molecule and of the
collisional partner molar fractions – on the other one it makes the
discharge less attractive from an industrial point of view. Therefore,
the NRP is also investigated for the processing of CO2 mixtures with
small addition of H2O. H2O is not only essential to produce OH itself,
but also serves as a hydrogen source for the direct synthesis of light
hydrocarbons. In this scenario of a fully molecular mixture, quench-
ing rates are so fast that the fluorescence pulse cannot be measured.
Hence, the quantum yield of the LIF process is unknown and OH
cannot be quantified. CET–LIF is then applied as an indirect measure-
ment of the collisional partners molar fractions. Results show remark-
able CO2 dissociation rate with maximum values of about 80% few
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µs after the discharge event. From a spectroscopic point of view, rota-
tional relaxation of the excited state is far from being complete, and
this has to be taken into account. In the light of the lacking rotational
relaxation at discharge working conditions, a survey on the analysis
of such non–thermal fluorescence spectra is given. In conclusion, in-
dications are found that the rate coefficients obtained in condition of
complete rotational thermalization as still applicable also to the study
of NRP. However, such a usage is not ideal and is the main source of
error in the measurement of the dissociation rate. Consequently, fu-
ture investigations will be performed at higher spectral resolution
with the goal of measuring rate coefficients when the condition of
rotational thermalization is not satisfied.
4
V I B R AT I O N A L N O N – E Q U I L I B R I U M
abstract
This chapter shows how vibrational non–equilibrium can activate en-
dothermic chemical reactions leading to efficient low–temperature
chemistry. A general discussion is provided on the concept of non–
equilibrium and few relevant examples are given.
Afterwards, attention is devoted to present the vibrational non–
equilibrium as occurring in low–temperature molecular plasmas. The-
oretical basis are given in the context of understanding what are
the conditions that make vibrational non–equilibrium dominant in
a molecular plasma. Finally, the cases of vibrational non–equilibrium




The non–equilibrium is a vibrant state, a state in which movements
and exchange of energy happen. It is the state of life and, being alive,
is then tantamount to being in non–equilibrium. The non–equilibrium
is everywhere and, every day, each living system struggles to keep it-
self out of equilibrium. When the forces keeping a system out of equi-
librium cease to exist, “the whole system fades away into a dead, inert
lump of matter. A permanent state is reached, in which no observ-
able events occur”, as Erwin Schrödinger writes in his book “What
is Life” [96]. The state of equilibrium – the state of maximum en-
tropy – is the state which every system gravitates around, to finally
fall into. But if this is the case, “how does the living organism avoid
decay?”, Schrödinger asks himself, ”the obvious answer is: by eating,
drinking, breathing [. . . ] and assimilating”. To keep a system out of
equilibrium, to prevent it to die, energy needs to flow.
The non–equilibrium is naturally everywhere and the living cell
is its most noticeable manifestation. Additionally, mankind has been
able to learn how to manipulate systems that can possibly deviate
from thermodynamic equilibrium. When energy is proficiently made
to flow through such a systems, unprecedented behaviours can be
triggered. One of such a systems is the laser.
For the scope of this thesis, especially the case of the CO2 laser is a
pertinent example. Laser systems intrinsically rely on non–equilibrium
distribution of energy among the levels involved in the lasing transi-
tion. In order for stimulated emission to occur, high energy levels
need to be overpopulated as compared to low energy ones. How-
ever, this requirement goes against what an equilibrium distribution
of molecules, as described by the Boltzmann distribution, would pre-
dict. Since a system naturally tends to reach equilibrium, effort is
needed in order to drive it out of equilibrium. In the case of the CO2
laser, this is accomplished by promoting energy flow from a system
where no inversion of population is observed, to the one where it is
required. Specifically, a mixture of CO2 and N2 (plus other compo-
nents not relevant for this discussion) serves the purpose. By using
an electric discharge, N2 is vibrationally excited and up to 50% [41]
of the population is moved to the first vibrational level, see Figure 25.
The excitation of N2 is very efficient because, by not having a per-
manent dipole moment, it cannot decay radiatively. The first vibra-
tional level of N2 (ν = 1) and that of the asymmetric stretch of CO2
(0001) have similar energies. Therefore, they are in resonance and en-
ergy can flow very efficiently between the two states. Consequently,
the energy loaded in the first vibrational state of N2 can be transferred
to CO2 by means of molecular collisions. Inversion of population of
the (0001) state of CO2 with respect to the (1000) and (0200) levels
is achieved, therefore enabling lasing transitions. This is a successful
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Figure 25: The CO2 laser level system with vibrational levels of CO2 and
N2 directly involved in the lasing transition. The first vibrational
level of N2 and the (0001) one of CO2 are excited by means of an
electric discharge.
example of how the vibrational non–equilibrium can promote char-
acteristics of great interest, both from a scientific and a technological
point of view.
4.2 enhancing chemical reactivity
As already introduced in Chapter 1, vibrational excitation is recog-
nized to play an important role in enhancing the reactivity of mole-
cules undergoing endothermic reactions. In a seminal paper, Polanyi
and Wong [80] have shown that, for the case of the simple reaction
A+BC→ AB+C, (38)
the reactant vibrational energy helps in surmounting a late barrier,
i.e. a barrier located in the product channel. On the contrary, trans-
lational energy helps in surmounting an early barrier, a barrier lo-
cated in the reactant channel. This can be understood on a physical
ground by noting that an early barrier is encountered while A and
BC are approaching each other, thus translational energy is required
to overcome it. Conversely, a late barrier is the barrier that must be
surmounted to detach C from B, hence requiring vibrational energy.
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The vibrationally adiabatic1 synthesis of NO is an example that
well suffices in showing how effective vibrational excitation can be.
The synthesis of nitrogen oxides in air plasma is a well known process
in plasma technology. The first attempt to produce nitrogen oxides
from air by using plasma was done by Birkeland and Eyde in 1900.
They developed thermal arc furnaces able to produce nitrogen oxides
with a yield of about 2% and with a very low energy efficiency of
about 4%. The reason for such a low performance in the thermal
synthesis of NO is the remarkable strength of the N2 triple bond,
10 eV . However, that bond can be very efficiently cleaved if nitrogen
molecules are vibrationally excited:
O(3P) +N∗2(
1Σ+g ,ν)→ NO(2Π) +N(4S) ∆H ' 3 eV mol−1. (39)
Equation 39 is followed by a secondary reaction
N+O2 → NO+O ∆H ' −1 eV mol−1, (40)
that closes the cycle providing the atomic oxygen consumed by Equa-
tion 39.
Vibrationally excited N2 molecules are obtained by collisions with
low energetic electrons in a low–temperature discharge. The chain re-
action composed by Equation 39 and Equation 40 is known as the Zel-
dovich mechanism. Synthesis of NO in non–equilibrium microwave
discharge has been obtained with efficiency of about 30% with NO
yield of about 80–90% [40].
Vibrational excitation can also substantially influence the way mol-
ecules interact with surfaces, i.e. with catalysts. Additionally, for the
case of polyatomic molecules – for which more than one mode of
vibration is present – excitation of different modes gives different re-
sults as well. For example, when CH4 is vibrationally excited by two
quanta of the asymmetric stretch, the sticking probability on Ni(100)
surface can be up to three orders of magnitude higher than that of
ground state molecules [25]. Moreover, symmetric stretch excitation
appears to be ten times more efficient than antisymmetric excitation.
Overpopulation of high vibrational levels is achieved in the pres-
ence of active pumping of low vibrational levels due to anharmonic-
ity of the potential. Reaction rates of vibrationally excited molecules
result to be greatly enhanced. Few remarkable examples are worth
mentioning. The cross section for the slightly endothermic reaction
K+HCl(ν = 0)→ KCl+H ∆H0 = +4 kJmol−1 (41)
1 Vibrationally adiabatic trajectories are those that follow the minimum energy path-
way through the multidimensional potential energy surface (PES) [98]. Within this
picture, trajectories of both vibrationally excited and not reactants will travel through
the point of minimum energy in the PES. Consequently, the decrease in the energy
barrier cannot exceed the reactant vibrational energy.
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for the case of vibrationally excited HCl(ν = 1) is ten times larger
than what would be obtained if the same amount of energy were
provided in form of translational excitation [72]. According to calcu-
lations on potential energy surfaces [80], the beneficial effect of vibra-
tional excitation is expected to increase as the reaction becomes more
endothermic. Indeed, the rate of the reaction
Br+HCl(ν = 0)→ HBr+Cl ∆H0 = 65.2 kJmol−1, (42)
increases by a factor 1011 at room temperature if HCl is excited into
ν = 2 vibrational level [5].
Similar arguments apply to the case of CO2. Efficient dissociation
of the CO2 molecule is expected to happen through excitation of the
asymmetric vibrational mode [29]. Substantial overpopulation of the
asymmetric mode up to ν = 9 has been demonstrated in CO2 laser
discharges [19]. Moreover, dissociation rates of up to 50% were mea-
sured if H2O was not added to the laser mixture [41]. From research
carried in the seventies and eighties on CO2 low–temperature plasma
[90][9][29][10], it has been speculated that vibrational excitation can
significantly enhance CO2 dissociation.
The proposed mechanism is not a single step one, but rather a
multi step process in which high levels of excitation in the asymmet-
ric mode are obtained through molecular collisions. Dissociation is
achieved by intersystem crossing from the electronic ground state to
3B2 electronic state at 5.1 eV , see Figure 26. Molecules can undergo
this transition as soon as they reach the 20th vibrational level of the
asymmetric mode, located at 5.1 eV .
A great body of research allegedly consider vibrational excitation
of CO2 non–thermal plasma the way to achieve high energy efficien-
cies. However, to date there is no experimental evidence that vibra-
tional excitation in CO2 leads to dissociation.
4.3 molecular vibrational non–equilibrium
Section 4.2 shows the extent by which vibrational excitation can change
the fate of endothermic reactions that would otherwise be very diffi-
cult to achieve in a thermal scenario. However, vibrational excitation
does not happen naturally and needs to be induced in the system.
In the context of enhancing the reactivity of stable molecules, this is
usually achieved by means of low–temperature plasmas.
This section reports on the mechanisms leading to vibrational non–
equilibrium. It starts with a definition of it with the aim of under-
standing how a system in non–equilibrium differs from one at the
thermodynamic equilibrium.
When a gas is in thermal equilibrium, the distribution of energy
within the accessible modes is described by the Boltzmann distribu-
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Figure 26: Schematic for electronic and vibrational energy levels of CO2 in-
volved in the efficient dissociation of CO2 by vibrational excita-
tion.














where N is the total number of molecules, gi is a statistical weight de-
scribing the degeneracy of the ith state, kb is the Boltzmann constant
and Tgas is the gas temperature. In the context of vibrational non–
equilibrium in low–temperature plasmas, two scenarios are possible:
1. the distribution of molecules over the accessible rotational and
vibrational states are described by the same Equation 43 with
two different temperatures Tr and Tv, respectively;
2. a unique Tv cannot be assigned to the distribution of vibrational
states and Equation 43 cannot be used to describe such a distri-
bution.
For the case where a unique Tv cannot be assigned to the distribu-
tion of vibrational states, an ad–hoc first level vibrational temperature
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Tv(0,1) [49][27] can still be used. It allows to describe the fractional dis-
tribution by using an alternative distribution function as, for example,
the Treanor distribution [110]; the use of which permits to interpret
the non–equilibrium character of the investigated gas.
The temperature is a quantity describing the average energy of
a physical system. Being associated to the Boltzmann distribution
of energy, it is meaningful only if the system is in thermodynamic
equilibrium. When this condition ceases to be true, a single temper-
ature does not suffices anymore in describing the energy content of
all the modes in the system. Consequently, in the presence of non–
equilibrium, the energy content of each mode is described by its spe-
cific temperature. In plasmas, these temperatures are: electron tem-
perature (Te), ion temperature (Ti), vibrational temperature (Tv), rota-
tional temperature (Tr) and gas temperature (Tgas).
It is common to assume the rotational mode to be in equilibrium
with the translational ones, Tr ≡ Tgas. This assumption is based on
the fact that rotational–translational relaxation is a very fast process.
Indeed, 100 to 101 collisions only, in a range of translational temper-
ature from 102 K to 104 K, are sufficient to equilibrate the rotational
distribution of N2 to the translational temperature of the mixture [75].
Moreover, ions are much heavier than electrons and therefore they re-
act slowly to the electric field present in the plasma. Hence, their
kinetic energy is much lower and their temperature is in equilibrium
with the gas one. In this work, the measured rotational temperature
will be continuously confused with the translational one.
Conversely, the equilibration of the vibrational distribution to the
translational temperature is slow and, for N2, typically occurs after
103 to 106 collisions for translational temperature from 103 K to 104 K
[75]. This is the reason why vibrational non–equilibrium is such a
common condition to obtain in molecular gases.
In order for the vibrational non–equilibrium to be dominant in the
plasma, the following hierarchy on characteristic temperatures has to
be verified:
Tgas ' Ti ' Tr  Tv < Te. (44)
A lot has been written on this subject and an in–depth discussion
on the theory and the modelling of vibrational non–equilibrium goes
beyond the scope of this thesis. Detailed theoretical treatment is given
in [11], additionally, extensive experimental investigation of the impli-
cations of such a non–equilibrium concept is given in [29].
As aforementioned, the concept of temperature is linked to the av-
erage energy of a physical system, in this case represented by an en-
semble of diatomic molecules. The higher the temperature the more
high energy levels are populated. The way these levels are spaced in
energy defines the distribution of molecules at a given temperature.
The energy state of a diatomic molecule can be described as the sum
of electronic, vibrational and rotational states; with energies of the
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order of 104 cm−1, 103 cm−1 and 100 cm−1, respectively. Given the
scope of this work, the treatment is restricted to vibrational levels of
a molecule in its electronic ground state.
The vibrational manifold is usually described by a second order














where Eν is the energy of the vibrational level ν, ωe is the fundamen-
tal vibrational frequency and χe is the second order anharmonicity
factor. The anharmonicity factor χe is much smaller than unity, χe 
1, and therefore the second term of RHS of Equation 45 becomes im-
portant only for large values of ν. Nevertheless, the anharmonicity of
the potential is essential for the vibrational non–equilibrium to take
place.
This can be understood by considering a vibration–vibration colli-
sion (VV) between a molecule in a state ν and one in a state ω, with
ν < ω, as shown in [86]. VV is an inelastic process that conserves
quanta [110], but not energy, within the vibrational manifold. Two
possible processes occurring during the collision of two molecules M
in the ν and ω vibrational states, respectively, are:
Mν +Mω →Mν−1 +Mω+1 ∆E = 2ωeχe(ν−ω+ 1), (46)
Mν +Mω →Mν+1 +Mω−1 ∆E = −2ωeχe(ν−ω+ 1). (47)
For the process described by Equation 46, the amount of energy ∆E < 1
is released from the vibrational manifold to the thermal bath in form
of molecular rotation and translation. Since rotations and translations
form together an energy continuum, there is no energy threshold for
this process that is always permitted. On the other hand, ∆E > 1 in
Equation 47, so energy needs to be provided by the thermal bath. In
this case, a well defined amount of energy needs to be absorbed by
the colliding molecules in order to overcome the energy barrier of the





of the molecules in the thermal bath has this amount
of energy. In the end, collisions such that high vibrational states are
populated at the expense of the lower ones are favoured. According





creasing the bias towards pumping of higher vibrational states. This
process is usually referred to as vibrational–vibrational up–pumping
(VV up–pumping) or vibrational ladder climbing.
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Such exponential temperature dependence would suggest extreme














where Nν is the number of molecules in the vibrational state ν, N0
the number of molecules in the vibrational ground state, kb is the
Boltzmann constant, E1 is the difference between the (vibrational)
energy of the first vibrational state and that of the ground state,
E1 = E(ν = 1) − E(ν = 0), similarly Eν = E(ν) − E(ν = 0), Tr is









where θ is a parameter, with the units of a temperature, proportional
to the energy difference between the ground and the first vibrational
level. In Equation 49, N0 and N1 are the populations of the ground
and first vibrational level, respectively. At this stage, due to deviation
from the Boltzmann distribution, the concept of temperature loses its
ability to represent the energy content of the system. A vibrational
temperature defined in this way should be regarded as a mere pa-
rameter useful to describe, with the help of a dedicated formula, the
occupancy of the vibrational states when the Boltzmann distribution
ceases to be applicable.
where nv ,i(r ,t) is the time- and space-dependent population
of vibrational level v of species i, r is the distance from the
laser beam axis, Di and l are the mass diffusion and heat
conduction coefficients, respectively, and r and cp are, re-
spectively, density and specific heat of the gas mixture at
constant pressure. The rest of the notation is the same as in
Refs. 4, 11, and 13: VVv ,i represents the species and v level-
dependent vibration–vibration energy transfer term; VTv ,i
represents the species and v level-dependent vibration–
translation relaxation term; SRDv represents the v level-
dependent CO spontaneous radiative decay ~infrared! term;
VEv ,i represents vibration–electronic coupling terms, princi-
pally the coupling between the X 1S and A 1P states of CO;
PLv ,i represents the laser absorption term; and HVR repre-
sents the term describing gas heating by vibrational relax-
ation ~both in V – T and in nonresonance V – V processes!.
Equations ~8! and ~9! are primarily coupled through the
strong temperature dependence of the V – T relaxation and
V – V transfer rates, as well as somewhat weaker temperature
dependence of the laser radiation absorption cross sections.
The explicit expressions for each of the terms in Eqs. ~8! and
~9! are given in Ref. 4.
With the exception of CO–CO V – V rates, for which
extensive state-specific experimental data have been previ-
ously obtained,5,11 V – V and V – T rates incorporated into
Eqs. ~8! and ~9! are based both on the results of semiclassical
close-coupled trajectory calculations15–18 by Billing et al.
and state-specific experiments, where available.19–21 Note
that the semiclassical V – V and V – T rates for O2–O2 and
O2–N2 used in the present paper17 are in good agreement
both with the experiments19–21 and with the fully quantum
calculations.22 The model also uses accurate Einstein coeffi-
cients for spontaneous emission for the CO infrared bands23
and assumes Gaussian intensity distribution of the CO exci-
tation laser with beam waist of 1 mm. The resulting system
of equations describing 40 vibrational levels of CO, N2, and
O2 is solved using a standard stiff partial differential equa-
tion solver.24 More detailed discussion of the model can be
found in Refs. 11 and 13. In the present paper, the vibra-
tional distribution functions inferred from the Raman spectra
are compared with the calculated vibrational level popula-
tions on the centerline of the laser beam. The validity of this
approach is justified by the previous modeling calculations13
which show that the change of the populations across the
Raman pump laser beam of ;0.1 mm diameter is very weak.
Figure 8 shows experimental and predicted vibrational
distribution functions inferred from the Raman spectra of
Fig. 4. The modeling predictions were performed assuming a
steady-state rotational/translational temperature of 500 K,
which, as discussed previously, is near the middle of the
range of temperatures inferred from the rotational Raman
spectra of Fig. 7 and previous IR emission spectra.11 Quali-
tatively, the general features of the steady-state CO and N2
vibrational energy distributions can be understood by com-
parison, on the one hand, of the rates of inter- and intraspe-
cies V – V exchange and, on the other hand, the rates of inter-
and intraspecies V – T relaxation. It is well known25 that in
the absence of significant concentrations of atoms and/or
polyatomic molecules, such as O, N, CO2, and H2O, the
overall rate of V – T and vibration-to-rotation (V – R) relax-
ation in diatomic gases such as CO and N2 is extremely slow.
In fact, the dominant vibrational energy relaxation mecha-
nism in this case is the nonresonant V – V exchange of Eqs.
~2! and ~5!. In addition, diffusion of vibrationally excited
molecules out of the laser beam path ~with characteristic
time tdiff;0.01– 0.1 s! and convection through the absorp-
tion cell ~with characteristic time tconv;1 s! are both far too
slow to be significant vibrational energy sinks. Therefore, as
illustrated in Fig. 8, a substantial fraction of the laser energy
initially deposited into the CO vibrational mode remains
stored in vibrations of CO and N2. Furthermore, from simple
detailed balance arguments ~see the discussion in Sec. I!, the
larger vibrational mode spacing of N2 ~2330 cm21) com-
pared to CO ~2143 cm21) results in preferential N2→CO
energy transfer by the V – V process of Eq. ~5!, which be-
comes exothermic in the reverse direction. The combined
effect is to establish, in the steady state, highly nonequilib-
rium VDFs for both diatomic species, but in which the aver-
age vibrational energy in CO strongly exceeds that of N2.
Quantitatively, it can be seen that for N2, the experimen-
tal and predicted distributions agree very well. In the case of
CO, while the experimental VDF agrees reasonably well
with the prediction ~within about 50%!, there is a rather con-
sistent disagreement among the highest observed levels.
While the cause of this disagreement is not completely un-
derstood, there are several possible sources of experimental
error. In particular, it should be noted that the individual
Q-branch CO bands in Fig. 4 are not completely resolved.
This can lead to uncertainty in the baseline, and some result-
ing uncertainty in the populations. This is aggravated by the
fact that for the highest vibrational levels, the dark current in
the ICCD camera was a substantial fraction of the total de-
tected signal. While the dark current is reasonably constant,
any background drift would lead to a not-insignificant error.
FIG. 8. Experimental ~symbols! and calculated ~solid lines! centerline VDFs
of N2 and CO corresponding to data of Fig. 4.
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Figure 27: Experimental (symbols) and calculated (solid lines) centerline
VDFs of N2 and CO. Reproduced from [49], with the permission
of AIP Publishing.
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The Treanor distribution is derived by considering vibrational to
translational relaxation (VT) negligible as compared to VV. Neglect-
ing VT processes leads to fairly low Tr, exponentially increasing the
population of high vibrational states, see Equation 48. However, VT
rates exponentially increases as a function of the vibrational quantum
number [11], even at low Tr, preventing the extreme overpopulation
predicted by the Treanor distribution to occur experimentally. More
realistic models, as the one developed by Gordiets and Mamedov [33],
include both VV and VT terms to describe the vibrational distribution
when VT rates are not negligible.
The introduction of VT rates usually leads to the appearance of
three different sections in the vibrational distribution function (VDF)
[106], see Figure 27 for an example. For low quanta, the VDF is very
similar to a Treanor distribution with a slope defined by the excitation
rate. The second part is usually referred to as the “Treanor plateau”
[85], a region where VV and VT rates balance stabilizing the vibra-
tional distribution. Finally, at high quanta, VT rates exceed VV ones
and fast decay of high vibrational levels is observed.
Vibrational energy transfer has been extensively investigated, both
theoretically and experimentally. Figure 27 shows vibrational distri-
bution in a N2/CO mixture. In this specific case energy is loaded
into the CO vibrational mode by optical pumping of its first two vi-
brational levels by means of a mid-IR CO laser. Subsequently, VV
up–pumping redistributes the energy among higher vibrational states
through molecular collisions.
4.4 vibrational excitation in low–temperature plas-
mas
Since any system naturally tends to equilibrate at a state of minimal en-
ergy, an equilibrium state, an active pumping mechanism is necessary
to maintain the system out of equilibrium. Two means of excitation
can be used to selectively load energy in the vibrational mode: opti-
cal pumping [49][113] and electron collisions [67]. The excitation by
electron collisions is typical of the realm of plasma.
Vibrational distribution functions are usually calculated by solving
a master equation – a differential equation including kinetic terms
of the competing processes. Extensive literature [86][106][11] is avail-
able on the subject. The goal of this section is to briefly present what
are the competing processes defining the extent of vibrational non–
equilibrium in a low–temperature plasma.
In the system represented by a low–temperature molecular plasma,
the equation describing the conservation of the population of each
vibrational state can be written as
dNv
dt
= VV + PUMP− VT − VE− SRD−CHM. (50)
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The RHS of Equation 50 includes all those processes that can change
the vibrational population of a diatomic molecule. VV represents all
the processes that change the vibrational distribution through molec-
ular collisions. It is worth noticing that the anharmonicity of the po-
tential, see Equation 45, is essential for this specific process to take
place. Indeed, if the vibrational mode were harmonic, the associated
quantum states would be equally spaced in energy. Consequently, the
processes described in Equation 46 and Equation 47 had the same
probability of occurring and no preferential population of high vibra-
tional states would be observed. The PUMP term is a source of vibra-
tionally excited molecules, in this case obtained by electron impact.
VT and VE describes the loss of energy from the vibrational mode
to translational and electronic ones, respectively. SRD represents the
change of vibrational state by means of spontaneous radiative emis-
sion – accessible by molecules that have a permanent dipole moment.
CHM include the losses of vibrational energy through chemical reac-
tions, especially important when vibrational kinetics is exploited to
enhance chemical reactivity, as for the case of CO2 dissociation.
It is known that low energetic electrons, obtained at low E/N, are
efficient at selectively couple energy into molecular vibrations [11].
Additionally, energy deposition into the vibrational mode occurs pref-
erentially through low vibrational quanta. Plasma becomes then an
effective medium of vibrational excitation provided the electron tem-
perature (Te) is on the right range where the cross section of electron–
vibration transition is maximum. On this regard, microwave plasma
are known to be suitable to establish the right conditions for vibra-
tional excitation: Te = 1 eV to 2 eV [29]. The reason relies on the pos-
sibility of sustaining a plasma, in steady state, in a radio frequency
cavity. Not having to apply voltage to any electrode permits the pla-
sma to exist even at very low values of electric field. Conversely, in
the case of dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs), the discharge is oper-
ated in a completely different regime. The presence of electrodes and
associated dielectric coatings requires pulsed operation. Ultimately,
the discharge characteristics is ruled by the Paschen’s law, and high
electric fields need to be applied to initiate ionization.
In order for vibrational non–equilibrium to become dominant, it
is necessary to maximize the energy loading in the desired vibra-
tional mode and minimize at the same time the de-excitation pro-
cesses. On this regard, the VT term in Equation 50 plays an important
role. VT relaxation rates increases linearly with pressure – due to a
linear increase in the collision frequency – and exponentially with gas
temperature, see Figure 28. Such an exponential behaviour was first
described by Landau and Teller [48] by modelling the relaxation of
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harmonic oscillators by collisions with atoms [70]. They obtained the










which describes the VT relaxation rate of the first vibrational level
of a diatomic molecule as a function of gas temperature. Rapid de-
crease in the number of collisions necessary to establish vibrational
equilibrium in an ensemble of classical oscillators was also described
by Parker [75].Eur. Phys. J. D (2016) 70: 251 Page 15 of 37
Fig. 17. Recombination probability and nascent N2 VDF
for the Ealey-Rideal N+N recombination on silica surface at
1000 K, with 0.055 eV kinetic energy of the impinging atom
(from [80]. c©1991 Elsevier).
Radiative cascade after excitation of an electronic state
(EV process) can be another important source of high v
levels population. In the H2 case (important for the design
of H− sources):
e + H2(X, v) → e + H∗2(B,C) → e + H2(X,w) + hν (26)
where the B1Σ+g and C
1Πu states are excited by electron
impact, and radiative decay on w > v levels occur with
large probability (see [81] for a complete set of vibrational
state-speciﬁc cross sections of H2).
5.1.2 VT and VV relaxation
Vibration-to-translation (VT) relaxation includes all col-
lision processes in which one or more vibrational quanta
are lost in favour of kinetic energy:
M2(v) + M2 →M2(w) + M2 + ΔεT (VTm)
M2(v) + M →M2(w) + M2 + ΔεT (VTa) (27)
where the collision partner is the molecule itself (VTm)
or the parent atom (VTa). The treatment of multicompo-
nent gases is straightforward. Rate coeﬃcients can be cal-
culated with various approximate methods, starting from
the Landau-Teller formula (see [2]) to more complex ones
for which we address the reader to Chapter 3 of [77] by
Billing and to Chapters 3 and 8 of [36]. In general, VT pro-
cesses are quite slow for low v levels, one-quantum losses
(v−w = 1) are faster than multi-quantum ones, and show
a strong dependence on the vibrational quantum num-
ber and on gas temperature. As an example we show in
Figures 18 and 19 current data on VTm and VTa rate
coeﬃcients for N2 molecule.
The VV transfer process is schematized as:
M2(v) + M2(w)  M(v′) + M(w′) + Δεnm. (28)
Fig. 18. Rate coeﬃcients for one-quantum de-excitations in
N2(v)-N2 collisions by VTm [82] (blue), and quasi-resonant
VV (red) as function of v for gas temperature from 200 to
1000 K [83]. The data shown are obtained by ﬁtting formu-
las [84] and are normalized to the whole vibrational ladder [85].
Fig. 19. Rate coeﬃcients for one-quantum de-excitations in
N2-N collisions by VTa (blue) and dissociation (red) as func-
tion of v for gas temperature from 200 to 1000 K. QCT cal-
culations [86] ﬁtted by interpolation formula reported in [87].
VV transfers conserve the number of vibrational quanta,
are faster than VT losses at low v values, and show a
milder dependence on the vibrational level and on gas
temperature. Again one-quantum processes are faster than
multi-quantum ones, so we restrict our brief discussion to
this simpler case. Numerical calculations of vibrational ki-
netics normally include also multi-quantum transfers. An
example of VV rate coeﬃcients as a function of v and gas
temperature is shown in Figure 18.
VV transfers have a peculiarity capable of inducing a
strong non-equilibrium in the VDF. Due to anharmonic-
ity, VV processes have a non-zero energy defect, with the
exception of the resonant transition – with w′ = v and
w = v′ = v− 1. For quasi-resonant VV processes we get a
positive energy balance:
M2(v) + M2(v)  M(v − 1) + M(v + 1) + 2~ωχe (29)
Figure 28: Rate coefficients for one–quantum de–excitation in N2(ν)–N2 by
VT [7], in blue, and quasi–resonant VV, in red, as function of
vibratio al quanta for different gas temperat re from 200K to
1000K [57]. The data is obt ined y fitting formulas [32] and is
normalized to the whole vibrational ladder [4]. Reproduced with
permission from [106].
In the end, the successful establishment of vibrational non equilib-
rium is defined by two counteracting processes:
• energy has to be efficiently loaded into the vibrational mode by
collision with low energetic electrons. This can be achieved and
controlled by tuning E/N;
• gas temperature and pressure negatively influence the build–up
of vibrational non-equilibrium by increasing VT transfer rates.
Given this scenario, it is then clear that the right combination of Te, Tv
and Tr is essential for the non–equilibrium to be established. Specif-
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ically, if the following hierarchy of the characteristic temperatures is
met
Tr  Tv ' 2× 103 K < Te = (1to3)× 104 K, (52)
the non–equilibrium is maximum and the vibrationally excited mol-
ecules will undergo chemical reactions with high energy efficiency
[28].
Extensive literature is available on the study of vibrational non–
equilibrium in low–pressure plasma, where suitable conditions can
be more easily met. However, in the context of the electrification of the
chemical industry, low–pressure reactors are not as attractive as high–
pressure ones, because they require the use of costly vacuum systems.
This is the reason why a great body of research is now investigating
non–equilibrium processes in high–pressure discharges [89][8][35].
4.4.1 CO2 and N2 non–equilibrium plasmas
Energy coupling efficiency of vibrational excitation by electron col-
lisions for CO2 and N2 are shown in Figure 29. These graphs are
obtained by using the Bolsig2 software and the IST-Lisbon database
from LXCat3 [3]. They show the fraction of energy coupled to the vi-
brational modes normalized to the energy absorbed by the electrons.
Since the CO2 vibrational structure is much more complicated than
the N2 one, CO2 is expected to behave differently when excited by
electron collisions. Indeed, by looking at Figure 29 it is possible to
appreciate the differences between the vibrational excitation patterns
of the two molecules.
For N2, almost 100% of the electron energy from 100 Td to 101 Td
is coupled to the first vibrational level. In the region from 101 Td to
102 Td higher vibrational levels starts to be populated at the expense
of the fundamental one. Overall, the energy carried by the electrons
is almost entirely transferred to the single mode of vibration in the
range of E/N from 100 Td to 102 Td.
Conversely, the situation is fairly different for CO2. Being a linear
triatomic (number of atoms N = 3) molecule, CO2 possesses 3N - 5 =
4 normal modes of vibration. They can be divided in symmetric and
antisymmetric modes. The symmetric ones can be further dived in
symmetric stretch (ν100) and two degenerate bending modes (0ν20).
The antisymmetric mode is called antisymmetric stretch (00ν3).
When a molecule has more than one mode of vibration, it can hap-
pen that levels belonging to two different modes have almost the
same energy. They are described as to be in accidental degeneracy. In
CO2, this occurs for the (020) and (100) levels (CO2 Fermi resonance),
and for higher orders as well. Consequently, populations of the sym-
metric stretch and of the bending mode equilibrate very fast. For this
2 To be found online at: https://www.bolsig.laplace.univ-tlse.fr/
3 To be found online at: https://fr.lxcat.net/data/set_specB.php
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Figure 29: Fraction of electron energy transferred to different vibrational ex-
citation channels in pure CO2 an pure N2, as a function of the
reduced electric field (E/n). They are calculated from the corre-
sponding cross sections of the electron impact reactions from the
IST-Lisbon database on LXCat [3] by using the Bolsig solver for
DC field.
reason, only two temperature are necessary to describe the distribu-
tion of energy within the CO2 vibrational system: T12 for symmetric
stretch and bending mode and T3 for the asymmetric stretch.
A comparison of CO2 and N2 behaviours for low values of E/N
shown in Figure 29 highlights the physical characteristics of the two
plasmas. In the case of CO2, most of the energy is coupled to the
bending mode for values of E/N lower than 101 Td. This is detrimen-
tal for the establishment of vibrational non–equilibrium. The reason
is the fine energy spacing of the bending mode that results in fast
energy transfer to the translational mode via VT relaxation. Hence,
T12 ' Tgas. Therefore, it happens to be very challenging to vibrational
excite CO2 without increasing the gas temperature.
In the context of enhancing CO2 dissociation through vibrational
excitation, energy loading into the asymmetric stretch is preferred
over the others because:
• it has the highest cross section for excitation through electron
collisions in the range of reduced electric field (E/N) from 10 Td
to 100 Td [100];
• VT rates are the lowest due to its large energy spacing [47].
The only region where electron collisions can be efficient in driv-
ing non–equilibrium is for values of E/N from 101 Td to 102 Td. In
this region, an appreciable amount of energy can be loaded into the
asymmetric stretch that, thanks to the low VT rate, can drive the VV
up–pumping.
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abstract
In the context of utilising electrical energy for chemical conversion,
this chapter shows the investigation of vibrational activation of N2
molecules in a flowing microwave plasma. As presented in Chapter 4,
the characteristic quantities defining the degree of vibrational non–
equilibrium are the rotational (Tr) and vibrational (Tv(0,1)) tempera-
tures. Consequently, those are the primary targets of this investiga-
tion. Measurements are performed by means of Raman scattering in
order to measure such temperatures together with the energy distri-
bution over the vibrational states.
Firstly, a brief introduction about the theory of Raman scattering is
provided, with special attention devoted to the role that Tr and Tv(0,1)
have in shaping the spectra. Afterwards, the experimental setup is
presented before going into details of the experimental investigation.
Since microwave plasmas are spatially inhomogeneous, a spatially
resolved study is required. Hence, the plasma is mapped both radi-
ally and axially. Maximum values of Tr = 3500K and Tv(0,1) = 7000K
are observed in the radial centre of the plasma with the discharge op-
erated at 50mbar. The ratio Tr/Tv(0,1) is then chosen as a good param-
eter to visualize the degree of non–equilibrium. Values of Tr/Tv(0,1)
as high as four are measured in the low pressure discharge.
Additionally, a detailed quantification of the local energy content
is made to cast light on the distribution of internal energy of N2. To
this end, rotational–translational and vibrational energy densities are
defined and calculated in order to make a comparison with the en-
ergy delivered by the source. Ultimately, measurements performed
downstream of the plasma display the ability of the microwave flow-
ing reactor to deliver up to 48% of the specific energy input (SEI) into
internal degrees of freedom of the gas molecules. If the calculation
is contended to vibrational energy only, it is found that the loading
efficiency is equal to 23%.
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5.1 introduction
Among the existing plasma reactors, microwave ones are attractive
for modular chemical plants in view of their low inertia, low invest-
ment cost and high energy density. Additionally, they are suitable to
sustain plasma with low reduced electric fields and, for this reason,
they are expected to be efficient sources of excitation of the vibrational
modes of molecular gases [89]. Moreover, plasma reactors can be di-
rectly powered with electricity from renewable energy sources mak-
ing them suitable for the processing of stable molecules in the context
of a circular economy. Some key chemical industrial processes where
microwave plasmas can be used are the production of nitrogen based
fertilisers (for example NH4NO3) by nitrogen fixation [15], methane
conversion [92][50] and CO2 dissociation for the synthesis of synthetic
fuels [89][35][8].
Since microwave plasmas are, in principle, capable to selectively
load energy into molecular vibrations, they are gaining attention for
plasma–chemistry applications. Especially vibrational excitation is rec-
ognised to enhance chemical reactivity of stable molecules like N2.
Favourable conditions are expected to be achieved in microwave pla-
sma if free electrons driven by the electric field transfer energy prefer-
entially into vibrational degrees of freedom of N2 molecules. This is
particularly achievable for microwave discharges since these are char-
acterised by a relatively low ionisation degree ranging from 10−5 to
10−4 and, since the vibration–to–vibration energy transfer rate (kVV )
is larger than the electron impact dissociation rate (keD) [11], the dis-
sociation can predominantly proceed via vibrational excitation rather
than by electron impact dissociative excitation [9].
For the case of endothermic reactions, vibrational excitation is con-
sidered to be essential to obtain the intermediate state that leads to
product formation [31]. Consequently, vibrational energy of reactants
becomes the control knob for endothermic reactions as that energy
is required to overcome the energy barrier and assist in achieving
high energy efficiency [28]. However, the detailed understanding on
how to make vibrational excitation dominant in the reactor and to
achieve the maximum possible energy efficiency is still lacking, pre-
venting microwave plasma technology to penetrate into the chemical
industry.
A proficient knowledge of the thermodynamic state of the process
gas is indispensable to master the loading of vibrational energy. Ulti-
mately, experimental evidence of the desired deviation from thermal
equilibrium has to be quantified by measuring markers like tempera-
tures and distribution of molecules over the accessible states.
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This section deals with the basics of the theory underlying the Raman
process. The vast majority of the information found in this chapter is
adapted from the books of Long [53], and Herzberg [37][36]. The goal
of this section is not to mirror that vast mole of information, to which
the reader is invited to refer to for a more detailed treatment, but
rather summarize the key concepts considered to be necessary for
the understanding of the following sections.
Special attention is devoted to the influence of experimental param-
eters of interest for this study, like temperature and vibrational distri-
bution, in defining the shape of a Raman spectrum. Calculations are
made by using available spectroscopic data as to provide a model to
fit to the measured spectra.
5.2.1 The Raman Effect
Raman scattering is an inelastic process in which the incident and
scattered radiation have different energies. The energy shift is due
to the interaction with molecules whose polarizability is modified by
the electric field of the incident radiation. Hence, in order for Raman
to occur the basic selection rule requires a change in the polarizability
during the molecular vibration, or rotation, probed by the laser.
Figure 30: Coordinate system showing the configuration at which the Ra-
man signal is detected. The incoming laser beam propagates
along the z axis. It is monochromatic and linearly polarized on
the xˆy plane. Scattered light is detected on the ˆzy plane, on the
direction x. No polarizing elements are employed and both po-
larizations are then detected.
The interaction of the incoming laser photons with the probed mol-
ecule is usually described via a virtual state. A virtual state is a state
with a well defined energy, that can take any value, but that is not
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associated with any physical state of the molecule. Therefore, no res-
onant absorption of energy occurs upon interaction with this state,
that can be regarded as a state that allows transitions other than res-
onant absorption to occur. Such a interaction with a virtual state is
called virtual absorption.
Upon interaction with the molecules, the resulting scattered light
can either gain or loose a discrete amount of energy proportional to
the change in the vibrational (ν) and/or rotational (J) quantum num-
ber induced in the non–resonant Raman transition. In this work, ro–
vibrational Raman is used only, so the following discussion is limited
to transitions characterized by a change in the vibrational quantum
number, ∆ν 6= 0.
The intensity of the scattered radiation is not homogeneous over
the solid angle. It is function of the angles, azimuthal and longitudi-
nal, at which it is detected. By referring to Figure 30, it is advanta-
geous to collect the scattered radiation in the zˆy plane where 1) the
cross section is the largest and 2) there is the least chance of collect-
ing stray light. The geometrical configuration depicted in Figure 30
is the one used in this work. Hence, the following discussion on the
intensity of the Raman signal is contended to this specific geometrical
configuration.
5.2.2 Ro–vibrational Raman in linear molecules
For the particular case displayed in Figure 30, the intensity of a rotational–




















where, i labels S, Q, and O branches, N is the local number den-
sity of molecules and νl is the wavenumber of the incoming laser
radiation.
S, Q and O are the branches that form a rotational–vibrational Ra-
man spectra. They are characterized by the same ∆ν = ±1, but differ-
ent ∆J. Explicitly, O (∆J = +2), Q (∆J = 0) and S (∆J = −2).
|∆ν(ν, J)| is the Raman shift induced in the transition. For S, Q and
O branches it is equal to1
|∆ν(ν, J)|S ' νvib(ν) + 6B ′ + (5B ′ −B ′′)J+ (B ′ −B ′′)J2, (54)
|∆ν(ν, J)|Q ' νvib(ν) + (B ′ −B ′′)J(J+ 1), (55)
|∆ν(ν, J)|O ' νvib(ν) + 2B ′ − (3B ′ −B ′′)J+ (B ′ −B ′′)J2, (56)
1 Neglecting higher order terms for the rotational constant D, since DB ' 10−6, for the
cases of CO and N2.
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where νvib is the wavenumber of the considered vibration, B ′ and B ′′
are the rotational constants of the upper and lower state, respectively.
The ± sign in the quartic term of Equation 53 discerns between
Stokes (-) and anti–Stokes (+) bands. Specifically, the Stokes (anti–
Stokes) band consists of the amount of light that is red (blue) shifted
with respect to the incoming radiation. Their intensities depend on 1)
the gas temperatures – that defines the distribution of molecules over
the vibrational mode – and 2) on the wavenumber of the incoming ra-
diation. As shown in Equation 53, there is a fourth power dependence
on the wavenumber of the incoming radiation. This dependence is
considerable, and short–wavelength lasers should be considered if
signal intensity is an issue. The ratio between Stokes and anti–Stokes
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From Equation 57 it is clear how, especially at low gas temperature,
it is more convenient to look at the more intense Stokes band. For
this very reason, all the data reported in this thesis has been obtained
by measuring Stokes bands. However, the ratio decreases exponen-
tially with temperature and, for temperature of the order of 103 K it












From now on, the discussion will be restricted to Stokes rotational–
vibrational Raman only.
In Equation 53, Φ(ν ′, J) is a factor including the two invariants
of the vibrational transition polarizability tensor, α and γ, and the
Placzek–Teller coefficients. For S, Q and O branches it is equal to












These are the factor including the (ν+ 1) dependence of the Raman
cross section on the vibrational quantum number since
α2,γ2 ∝ (ν+ 1).
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Due to anisotropy of the molecular polarizability tensor, for the
common case of incoming linearly polarized radiation, the scattered








for linear diatomic molecules. The depolarization is due to the invari-
ant γ of the vibrational transition polarizability tensor only. It is worth
noting how it is the Q branch only to have a dependence on α, see
Equation 58, Equation 59 and Equation 60. Moreover, by looking at
Table 13, α  γ. Consequently, Q branches are slightly depolarized.
On the contrary, because of the missing dependence on α, S and O
branches are depolarized by a 3/4 factor.
Molecule α γ αe Be
[m4kg−1(4pi0)−2] [m4kg−1(4pi0)−2] [cm−1] [cm−1]
N2 2.62× 10−14[112] 4.23× 10−14[112] 0.017318[71] 1.99824[71]
Table 13: Spectroscopic constants used for the simulation of rotational–
vibrational Raman.
Equation 58, Equation 59 and Equation 60 are applicable when scat-
tered light with both polarizations is collected, as it is the case of this
work. For a more detailed discussion on depolarization dependence
of Φ(ν, J) the reader is advised to refer to chapters 5 and 6 of [53].
For the sake of using Equation 53 to fit experimental spectra, spec-
troscopic constants reported in Table 13 are used to calculate νvib
and B as














5.2.3 Ro–vibrational Raman in linear molecules
Figure 31 shows simulations obtained after convolution of Equation 53
with a Gaussian function, as to mimic the experimental function of a
spectrometer.
Spectra show S, Q, and O branches for the fundamental transition
(νf = 1)← (νi = 0) of N2 at gas temperature equal to 5000K. S and O
branches are a about two orders of magnitude less intense than the Q
branch. Moreover, their profile is much broader so as to form a broad
band signal, easy to be confused with a background in the presence
of experimental noise. For those reasons, experimental spectra are fit-
ted by using Q branches only. Simulations reported in Figure 31 show,
for the sake of clarity, contributions coming from one transition only.
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(a) Low resolution simulation of O, Q and S branches. The
resolution is set to 6 cm−1.
(b) High resolution simulation of the Q branch. The resolu-
tion is set to 0.1 cm−1.
Figure 31: Simulation of the rotational–vibrational Stokes Raman spectrum
for the transition (νf = 1) ← (νi = 0) of N2 at gas temperature
equal to 5000K.
Experimentally, all the rotational–vibrational states are probed simul-
taneously, giving rise to more complex spectra. Major experimental
parameters influencing the shape of such spectra are rotational tem-
perature and the distribution of molecules over the vibration mani-
fold. The higher the rotational temperature the broader the Q branch
peaks – since more rotational states are populated and the Q branch
broadens by the exponential factor in Equation 55. Notice that, due to
anharmonicity of the potential, Equation 63 holds, and the broaden-
ing appears although ∆J = 0. Conversely, the same does not occur in
the case of Cabannes lines [66], for which ∆ν = ∆J = 0, contributing
to the Rayleigh scattering.
Figure 32 shows simulations for two relevant vibrational distribu-
tions with the aim of highlighting the primary effect of the vibrational
distribution in defining a Raman spectrum. An experimental vibra-
tional distribution, measured in a low pressure plasma, is used in
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(a) Q branches obtained with a vibrational population equal
to
N(0 to 3) = (1., 0.2, 0.04, 0.006)
The resolution is set to 6 cm−1.
(b) Q branches obtained with vibrational population de-
fined by a Boltzmann distribution at 500K. The resolu-
tion is set to 6 cm−1.
Figure 32: Simulation of the rotational–vibrational Stokes Raman spectrum
with contribution of up to 4 vibrational levels of N2 at gas tem-
perature equal to 500K.
Figure 32b to present a typical spectrum obtained in a N2 microwave
discharge. For comparison, Figure 32a is obtained by assuming ther-
mal population of the vibrational states at Tv = Tr = Tgas = 500K.
Although obtained at the same Tgas, the difference between the two
showcases is striking: vibrational states for which ν > 1 are mildly
populated when the system is in vibrational equilibrium. Selective
excitation of the vibrational mode is essential to obtain relevant pop-
ulation of high vibrational states. The conditions for which the vibra-
tional distribution can be so strongly decoupled from Tgas have been
thoroughly discussed in Chapter 4.
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5.3 experimental setup and design considerations
The chief parts of the experimental setup are shown in Figure 34; they
include 1) a microwave source, 2) a flowing reactor and 3) the laser
scattering diagnostics.
5.3.1 The plasma reactor
Continuous wave microwave radiation is delivered by a cavity mag-
netron (2.45GHz, power adjustable between 20W and 1.6 kW). The
microwave source is directly connected to a water cooled circulator
that is used to absorb the reflected power in order to prevent damage
of the source. The emitted microwave radiation is coupled to a rect-
angular WR–340 waveguide via a three stub tuner ensuring perfect
matching to the plasma load. Reflected radiation is measured on the
circulator by means of a diode. All the experiments are performed by
manually controlling the power delivered by the magnetron and ad-
justing the three stub tuner to minimize the reflected power. In such
conditions, about 100% of the power delivered by the magnetron is
supposed to be absorbed by the plasma. The magnetron has been cal-
ibrated by measuring the delivered power by means of a calibrated
probe connected to a spectrum analyzer. Results indicate that its fig-
ure is linear over the entire range of operation, see Figure 33.
















y = -35.8978 + 5.1764x + 0.0016x2
Figure 33: Magnetron calibration. Delivered power is measured by means of
a calibrated probe connected to a spectrum analyzer. Values on
the abscissa correspond to the read–out of the control knob.
The flowing reactor is composed by a quartz tube (30mm diameter
and 400mm length) inserted perpendicularly to the waveguide. Such
a significant length is necessary to position the downstream glass–to–
metal connectors far away from the plasma. This is required to avoid
over heating of the o–rings present in the glass–to–metal connectors.
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Additional air cooling is used when the reactor is operated at high
input power.
The waveguide is short circuited with a sliding short such that a
standing wave is sustained in the resulting cavity. The sliding short
is positioned at a quarter wavelength distance from the centre of the
tube in order to maximize the TE10 guided mode at the centre of
the tube. A hole of 1” in diameter has been drilled in the centre of
the movable plunger to allow for scattering light to be collected. The
section of waveguide where the quartz tube is inserted is shielded by
means of a Faraday cage with the goal of blocking any microwave
leak and containing the broken pieces of glass in the unlikely event
of failure.
Figure 34: Schematic of the Raman scattering installed at a flowing mi-
crowave plasma reactor. The vacuum vessel is composed by two
metallic pipes, two bellows, two glass–to–metal connectors con-
nected to one quartz tube. Process gas is injected by means of
two tangential injection nozzles connected to the upstream glass–
to–metal connector. Exhaust gas is evacuated downstream by a ro-
tary oil pump. The plasma is sustained in the quartz tube by pro-
viding microwave radiation through a rectangular WR-340 wave-
guide. The reactor is secured to the waveguide by means of four
metallic poles. The use of flexible bellows allows the reactor and
the microwave components, highlighted by the dashed red con-
tour, to slide with respect to the rest of the setup. Axial optical
access is provided by the two Brewster windows. A hole in the
sliding short (not shown in the picture) permits scattered light to
be collected and finally coupled to the spectrometer via a linear
fiber bundle.
Process gas is injected 10 cm upstream of the waveguide by using
two tangential injection nozzles (bore of 2mm) to create rotation in
the flow. The presence of a swirl flow and a localized energy depo-
sition work synergistically to stabilize the plasma in the centre of
the quartz tube. This allow a large amount of energy, that in turn
increases the gas temperature, to be deposited in the molecular gas
without deteriorating the quartz tube. As it will be shown in the fu-
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ture sections, gas temperatures as high as 7000 K are found in the
plasma core, with a jacket of colder gas, less than 1000 K, shielding
the quartz tube. The reactor is typically operated with flows in the
range from 1 slm to 10 slm and, by adjusting the effective pumping
speed, pressures in the range from 10mbar to 800mbar are obtained.
The vacuum vessel is closed on its axis by input and output Brew-
ster windows that permit the laser to be shined axially thorough the
plasma. Such windows are placed as far as possible (about 1.5m)
from the probed region to reduce their contribution to stray light. Ad-
ditionally, two stainless steel baffles are installed in vacuum to further
suppress stray light.
The reactor is built in such a way that radial scans at any axial po-
sition are possible to obtain a 2D map of the plasma. The microwave
source is then mounted on a linear stage such that it can be translated
with respect to the probe laser. The glass–to–metal connectors are con-
nected to the metallic waveguide by means of four metallic poles. As
a result, the quartz tube, that is hold in place by the two glass-to–
metal connectors, will move with the microwave source as one piece.
The glass–to–metal connectors are connected to the two metallic arms
by means of two flexible bellows. In the end, it is possible to move
the plasma with respect to the laser beam without changing the pla-
sma characteristics. In fact, the quartz tube does not move inside the
waveguide. Axial scanning is more easily achievable because of using
optical fibres to collect the scattered light. Optical fibres and collec-
tion lens are mounted on a ruler that is free to slide on the optical
table parallel to the beam axis.
5.3.2 The diagnostics apparatus
A frequency doubled (λ = 532nm) Nd:YAG (Continuum Powerlite
DLS 8000) laser operated at 4W, 10Hz is used to probe the plasma.
The beam is guided by a set of dialectic mirrors (EKSMA 052-5306)
and then mildly focused with an f = 2m lens in the centre of the
waveguide, see Figure 34. According to the laser’s datasheet the beam
full divergence is equal to 0.45mrad. By recalling that the product
between the image radius and the ray incident angle is a invariant for
a system of lenses, the beam waist at the focal point can be calculated
as h2 = 2θ1f, where θ1 is the half divergence of the beam and f is the
focal length. For this specific case the beam waist is equal to 900µm.
This value represent the spatial (radial) resolution of the apparatus.
The beam is shined axially in the reactor. Before encountering the
plasma it travels thorough the two metallic apertures for stray light
suppression. In the end, it exits the reactor through the exit Brewster
window to be reflected by a mirror on a beam dump. The laser beam
is polarized perpendicularly to the optical plane and so the scattered
light has to be collected on the optical plane. In order to minimize
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stray light, it is collected at 90° with respect to the laser beam axis.
An achromatic doublet (f = 100mm) is used to project a 1:1 image
onto a linear fibre bundle. A substantial amount of scattered light
is not coupled to the fibers since their diameter is about half of the
beam waist. A further improvement on this side would be to expand
the beam before the focusing lens such that its divergence decreases
inversely with the magnification factor, therefore decreasing the beam
waist. Such a fibre bundle is composed by 27 × 400µm fibres linearly
arranged.
The fibre bundle illuminates an in–home built Littrow spectrom-
eter characterized by (f = 1m, dispersion of 0.85nmmm−1, f# = 10)
equipped with an iCCD. Another advantage of using fiber coupling is
the possibility of avoiding the use of a input slit in the spectrometer. If
on one hand this prevent any easy variation of the slit function, since
it is fixed by the diameter of the fibers, on the other one it permits to
build a more minimal spectrometer. In fact, no additional lenses are
needed to couple the collected light to the spectrometer, provided the
light is collected at the right f# by the collection lens.
Spectra are imaged on a PI-MAX4 emICCD equipped with a square
512× 24µm electronically cooled CCD. This allows 27 fibers to be si-
multaneously imaged on the CCD, therefore covering an axial range
of about 12mm. This relatively large axial covering allows one to ei-
ther directly obtain an axial profile of the spectral information or, as
in this case, bin the signals coming from all the fibres in order to
increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR). Given the linear dispersion
of the spectrometer (0.85nmmm−1) the field of view is as large as
10nm. This is sufficient to simultaneously detect up to eight vibra-
tional bands in the case of N2.
Rayleigh scattering constitutes the strongest source of scattered
light. As compared to Raman, it is about three orders of magnitude
more intense and it is found at the laser wavelength – no energy shift
is induced in the Rayleigh process. For this reason, a long pass filter
with cut–off wavelength of 550nm (ThorLabs FGL550) is placed in
front of the collection fibres to block scattered light at the laser wave-
length. More sophisticated techniques would have to be implemented
if rotational Raman scattering [46], or Thomson scattering [64], were
the signals to measure.
The diagnostics is calibrated by varying the N2 pressure in the re-
actor kept at room temperature. The expected linear behaviour as
function of the number density is obtained, see Figure 35.
5.4 experimental procedure and data analysis
Experiments have been performed on the plasma in steady state con-
ditions, stable for a period of time much larger than that needed for
spectra acquisition, and with the laser operated in freerun mode. In
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Figure 35: Calibration curve obtained by varying the (N2) pressure in the
reactor, kept at room temperature. The laser is operated at full
power (4W), the image intensifier at 90% of its maximum gain
and 3000 accumulations are acuired for each spectra.
this configuration, the camera is triggered by the laser. Images are ac-
quired with the camera in accumulation mode with the CCD always
active and multiple scattering events being impressed on it. Working
in accumulation mode limits the camera readout noise to the mini-
mum.
From Equation 53 it can be noticed how the profile of a Raman
Q branch is a function of the rotational temperature (Tr) and of the
rotational constants (Bνi) of the two vibrational levels involved in
the scattering process. Note that Tr is considered to be constant re-
gardless of the vibrational state. The instrumental broadening of the
spectrometer (Gaussian, FWHM = 6.5 cm−1) is determined by fitting
a spectrum measured in neutral N2 at room temperature.
Synthetic spectra are calculated by using Equation 53 for each de-
tected peak. The fitting parameters are then the heights of the in-
dividual Q branches and the rotational temperature. Q branches, as
calculated by using Equation 53 with the fitted heights and Tr, are
integrated to obtain a value proportional to the population of each
vibrational level and to the collection efficiency of the apparatus. The










where N0 and Nν are the populations of the ground and of a generic
vibrational level, respectively, and the integrals are calculated over
the fitted Q branches. In the formula, the (ν+ 1) factor corrects for
the dependence of the Raman scattering cross section on the vibra-
tional quantum number, as contained within the polarizability γνi in
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(a) Spectrum obtained in a 50mbar, 130W N2 plasma. Fit-
ted Tr = 550K.
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(b) Spectrum obtained in a 800mbar, 330W N2 plasma. Fit-
ted Tr = 7000K.
Figure 36: Fit of vibrational Raman spectra measured at different reactor
conditions. The effect of Tr is evident with Raman Q branches
that broadens as Tr increases. The thin solid blue line is the ex-
perimental data the fit of which is reported as a dashed black line.
Individual fitted Q branches, the sum of which gives the total fit,
are depicted in colored solid lines.
Equation 53. In conclusion, the fit outcomes are 1) the rotational tem-
perature Tr and 2) the relative (to ground state) populations of the
vibrational levels. An example of experimental and fitted spectra is
shown in Figure 36.
5.5 assessing the vibrational non–equilibrium
This section presents the results obtained on the investigation of vi-
brational non–equilibrium in a N2 microwave flowing reactor.
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5.5.1 Investigated plasma
The investigation is carried out to study the effect of processing pa-
rameters, like pressure (P), flow (Φ) and input power (Q), on the
extent by which the vibrational non–equilibrium is found in the mi-
crowave plasma.
P Φ Q SEI
[mbar] [slm] [W] [eV molecule−1]
17 7.8 130 0.22
50 7.8 130 0.22
50 10 130 0.17
800 7.8 330 0.56
Table 14: Experimental conditions for the investigated plasma. Pressure is
measured at the pump’s mouth by means of a Edwards ASG21000
vacuum gauge.
(a) Picture of a N2 discharge operated at 50mbar
(b) Picture of a CO2 discharge operated at 600mbar
Figure 37: Pictures of the microwave plasma operated at low, 50mbar, and
high, 600mbar, pressure. The two pictures illustrate the plasma
when different process gases are used; similar effect would be
obtained when pressure only is changed.
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Parameters shown in Table 14 are chosen so as to cover all the
regimes; namely high and low collisional rates, high and low energy
density. Parameters for the first and second measurements are se-
lected to keep the specific energy input (SEI) constant at 0.22 eV mol−1.
At this relatively low pressure the non–equilibrium is expected to
be the highest, as collisionality linearly decreases with pressure. For
a pressure of 50mbar, a value low enough to see a noticeble non–
equilibrium behaviour and high enough for the diagnostics to yield
data with good SNR, two different mesurements are performed to in-
vestigate the effect of lowering the SEI to 0.17 eV mol−1. Finally, the
last aims to show a high pressure case that could be sustained with a
higher SEI = 0.56 eV mol−1.
Pressure changes the plasma appearance in a remarkable way, see
Figure 37. At the lower pressures, the plasma is observed as diffuse,
filling a large portion of the discharge tube. Conversely, when the
reactor is operated at high pressure, the plasma is more confined in
the centre of the tube – where the microwave standing wave is at its
maximum. Both regimes were observed in CO2 microwave plasmas
[35] also.
5.5.2 Radial measurements
In this section, we firstly present the radial profiles of Tr and Tv(0,1)
as measured from the ro–vibrational spectra. The ratio Tv(0,1)/Tr is
then chosen as indicator of the vibrational non–equilibrium and ra-
dial profiles are calculated.
Afterwards, the investigation of energy loading into rotational, trans-
lational and vibrational modes of the molecules is presented. Con-
cerning the vibrational mode, the occupancy of each vibrational level
is inferred from the spectra. Subsequently, the anharmonic oscillator
formula is used to calculate the energy stored in the vibrational mode.
Finally, the measured energy densities are compared to the SEI to esti-
mate the energy loading efficiency of the microwave flowing reactor.
Radial profile of Tr are reported in Figure 38. Tr is the outcome of
fitting a set of Q branches, singularly described by Equation 53, to
the measured spectra. It is obtained from the slope of the vibrational
bands, as included within the exponential factor in Equation 53. Tr
is assumed to be constant among different vibrational levels and the
variation of the rotational constant B as a function of ν is included in
the fit.
Tr as defined by Equation 53 describes the distribution of energy
among the rotational levels. Such a temperature is conceptually dif-
ferent from the gas temperature Tgas, that is associated to the en-
ergy of translations. However, the two temperatures can generally
be considered in equilibrium. The reason is the very fast rotational–
translational relaxation. It increases with pressures, as the number of
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Figure 38: Radial profiles of rotational temperature Tr. Tr is calculated from
the slope of the ro–vibrational Q branches fitted by using Equa-
tion 53.
collisions increases, and with Tgas, since such an inelastic process is
favoured by high energy collisions. For the specific case of N2, 100 to
101 collisions, in a range of Tgas from 102 K to 104 K, are sufficient to
equilibrate the rotational distribution to the translational temperature
[75]. Tr gradually declines from the centre to the wall for all the three
measurements. Curves for the low pressure measurements show val-
ues that are about half of those of the high pressure data uniformly
in all positions.
When vibrational levels are in Boltzmann equilibrium with each
other, a single vibrational temperature suffices to describe the popu-
lation density of all the vibrational levels. Conversely, if some active
vibrational pumping mechanism is at play, for example energy trans-
fer via electron collisions or vibrational energy transfer within the vi-
brational manifold, a single temperature does not suffice to describe
the vibrational energy distribution. Although that is the case, a single
temperature can still be useful to describe the energy distribution in
the vibrational mode. Since microwave plasmas can be out of equilib-
rium, and regardless that up to 8 vibrational levels are measured, the
definition of Equation 49 is nevertheless used for the calculation of
the vibrational temperature Tv(0,1).
The larger Tr the more rotational levels are populated. As a result,
the measured Q branches broaden according to Equation 55. High
Tr found in the core of the plasma acts by increasing the overlap of
the vibrational bands and by decreasing the signal to noise ratio. For
this reason, experimental errors generally increase for measurements
taken in the central region of the reactor. However, with the devel-
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Figure 39: Radial profiles of vibrational temperature Tv(01). Is is calculated
from the relative populations of the ground and first vibrational
levels by using Equation 49.
oped diagnostics, Tr spanning over more than an order of magnitude,
from 500K to 7000K, and up to 8 vibrational levels, at pressures from
17mbar to 800mbar, could be successfully measured.
Similarly, vibrational temperature profiles are reported in Figure 39.
From this figure it can be seen that values for the high pressure mea-
surement increase steadily from the edge to the centre. Conversely, a
different trend is observed for the low pressure measurements where
Tv(0,1) is almost flat from 0mm to 6mm.
A metric is introduced to summarize the non–equilibrium between
Tv(01) and Tr. The departure from equilibrium is investigated in terms
of the ratio Tv(01)/Tr. Radial profiles shown in Figure 40 have a dif-
ferent behaviour for the high power high pressure plasma condition
and two low power low pressure ones. In the former, Tv(01)/Tr is al-
ways close to unity, identifying a thermal regime, for the entire range.
Conversely, in the two other cases it is always larger than unity, in-
creasing from 2 to 4 from the centre towards the edge of the plasma.
A Tv(01)/Tr = 4 is considered to be a conservative threshold for a sig-
nificant influence of the vibrational excitation [110]. Indeed, measure-
ments reported in Figure 40 are very close to satisfy this requirement
for the two low pressure cases. Consequently, a strong indication is
found that vibrational non–equilibrium can be sustained – with sig-
nificant influence of the vibrational excitation – close to the wall of the
microwave flowing reactor, provided favourable plasma conditions.
By comparing Tr and Tv(0,1) profiles in Figure 38 and Figure 39, re-
spectively, it can be noticed that similar Tv(01) values are obtained for
both low and high pressure plasma, while Tr values are much higher
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Figure 40: Radial profiles of Tv(01)/Tr, the chosen indicator of vibrational
non–equilibrium.
at high pressure. This suggests that pressure is not the bottleneck for
the microwave source to excite molecular vibrations. However, large
VT rates at high pressure remarkably increase Tr. As a result, strong
vibrational non–equilibrium can be found at sufficiently low pressure
only, for values of Tr lower than about 103 K.
5.5.3 Axial measurements
Radial profiles showed in the previous Section 5.5.2 are good for un-
derstanding the behaviour of the plasma as the source of molecu-
lar excitation, but no information is provided concerning what hap-
pens after the gas leaves the active region. In the light of possible
industrial implementation of the investigated plasma source, it is of
a paramount importance to understand what are the dynamics in the
downstream. The region in the effluents close to the waveguide is ac-
tually where the activated gas is more likely to interact with other
substances, e.g. catalysts or additional molecular gas. For this rea-
son, radial measurements are extended downstream to obtain axial
profiles with the reactor operated as follows: 50mbar, 10 slm and
120W.
Figure 41 displays an axial profile with measurements taken in the
radial centre of the tube. Up to three vibrational levels are shown
in Figure 41 for a considerable distance of 160mm. This is expected
because at this gas temperature, 500K, and pressure, 50mbar, VT
energy transfer rates from ν = 1→ ν = 0 is very low of the order
of 10−5 s−1 [7] while the residence time of a given molecule is only
6× 10−2 s (assuming plug flow at 10 slm in a pipe with diameter of
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Figure 41: Axial position is measured as relative to the waveguide’s plate
facing the effluents and every point is the result of binning over
a laser chord of 15mm in length. Measurements are taken in the
radial centre of the quartz tube. Up to four vibrational levels are
detected in the first region close to the waveguide to then reduce
to two as we move further downstream. Values are normalized to
N0, not shown in the graph.
300mm and length 160mm. As compared to the number of vibra-
tional levels detected in the core of the plasma, see Figure 43, few are
now detected. This observation suggests strong gas mixing to be at
play.

























Figure 42: Axial profiles of vibrational and rotational temperatures as the
reactor is operated as follows: 50mbar, 10 slm and 120W. Axial
position is measured as relative to the waveguide’s plate facing
the effluents and every point is the result of binning over a laser
chord of 15mm in length.
Figure 42 shows the axial variation of Tr and Tv(0,1). A closer look
to it reveals a two step behaviour in the Tv(0,1) axial profile, with a
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steep decrease of approximately 20Kmm−1 from 20 to 70mm fol-
lowed by a (within experimental sensitivity) constant profile extend-
ing till 160mm. This effect can be explained by the fact that VT relax-
ation rate exponentially increases with gas temperature as predicted
by the Landau–Teller formula [48], see Chapter 4.
Decay profiles of Tr and Tv(0,1) are alike, because gas mixing sim-
ilarly cools down both distributions. It is interesting to notice how
a region with favourable conditions is formed in the downstream
where the vibrational temperature remains constant at about 1800K
while and the rotational temperature shows much smaller values of
about 400K – displaying a strong decoupling between vibrational and
rotational dynamics.
5.5.4 Local energy efficiency
In order to quantify the efficiency by which the plasma loads energy
into molecular vibrations, a detailed investigation that compares, lo-
cally and globally, the amount of energy stored in vibration with re-
spect to the SEI, is needed. Data reported in Figure 40 is suitable to
display the local degree of non–equilibrium, but it does not suffice to
the quantification of the energy efficiency. From now on, we do not re-
strict ourselves on the relative populations of the first two vibrational
levels only, but we go further by taking now into account also energy
contribution for higher vibrational states.
In Figure 43, relative populations of up to ν = 7 vibrational level
are reported for a set of radial positions at three different plasma
conditions. The information presented in this plot will be extensively
used in the following to calculate Tv(0,1) and energy distribution. Nev-
ertheless, the spatial character of a plasma can already be appreci-
ated. In the constricted mode case the slope of the distribution varies
more gently from the edge to the centre, showing a gentle increase of
the vibrational temperature. Conversely, lines obtained in the range
0mm to 6mm are clustered together in the low pressure measure-
ments, which means they have a similar Tv(0,1), and only two lines in
the 8mm to 10mm region are clearly distinguishable from the others.
This displays a larger region with a homogeneous vibrational temper-
ature typical of a diffused plasma.
Population distributions obtained on the edges of low pressure mi-
crowave discharges goes even beyond what a Treanor distribution
would predict by using the measured rotational and vibrational tem-
perature (see dashed lines on Figure 43). This is most probably due to
the presence of an electron pumping mechanism with a wide range
of energy that simultaneously excites multiple vibrational states. In
Figure 43(c) the data shows underpopulated high vibrational levels
in the centre of the discharge as compared to the Treanor distribution
calculated in that position; this can be attributed to dissociation.



























Figure 43: Plots of relative populations of the vibrational mode for three
plasma conditions: panel (a) is for the the 17mbar plasma, (b)
50mbar and (c) 800mbar. Each line represents a measurement
taken at a different radial position, measured from the centre of
the quartz tube (inner diameter = 27mm). Dashed lines indicate
Treanor distributions calculated at +10mm and at +0mm by us-
ing the measured Tr and Tv(0,1).
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In the following a quantification of the efficiency by which the mi-
crowave flowing reactor is able to transfer energy to the molecular
gas is presented. For this purpose, the average energy present in vi-
brational and rotational–translational modes is firstly quantified. Af-
terwards, the average energy is corrected for the local number density
at every radial position in the plasma. This allows to define an effec-
tive energy density that, when compared with the SEI, yields infor-
mation on the vibrational and rotational–translational energy loading
efficiencies.
The fractional vibrational energy is calculated as
Ev = nν · E(ν), (65)
where nν = Nν∑
iNi
is the fraction of molecules present in the vibra-
tional state ν and E(ν) is the energy of the vibrational state ν calcu-
lated with a third order approximation of the anharmonic oscillator
formula. Figure 44 displays the radial profile of the fractional vibra-
tional energy. From this picture it is now clear the extend by which
energy is present in vibrational levels higher than ν = 1.






















Figure 44: Fractional vibrational energy measured at different radial posi-
tions within the microwave plasma operate at: 50mbar, 7.8 slm,
130W, SEI = 0.22 eV molecule−1. From left to right different lines
compose a radial scan from the edge toward the centre.
Graphs as the one shown in Figure 44 are obtained for every pla-
sma setting and the distribution of the fractional vibrational energy is
presented as a function of radial position. Although Figure 43 shows
that relative populations decrease by order of magnitudes, the energy
content of each vibrational level increases steadily as predicted by en-
ergy spacing of the anharmonic oscillator. As a result, the energy
stored in high vibrational states appears not to be negligible. This
can be appreciated by calculating the contribution of high vibrational
states to the total vibrational energy. Since vibrational distributions
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do not follow a Treanor distribution, it has to be quantified from the











In equilibrium conditions the average energy is the sum of rota-
tional, translational and vibrational degrees, and each degree of free-
dom contributes 12kbT . However, in non–equilibrium conditions there
is no unique temperature for all modes. Moreover, a unique vibra-
tional temperature could not be assigned to any of the vibrational
distributions measured. Hence we adopt the following procedure to
calculate the average energy deposited by the plasma. The average
deposited vibrational energy is directly obtained from the Raman





Ei(r) − Ev(Trt), (66)
where Ei(r) (i is over all measured vibrational states) is calculated
by using Equation 65 for each radial position r. The vibrational en-
ergy Ev(Trt) of a gas in thermal equilibrium at room temperature
Trt = 293K is subtracted from the measured vibrational energy to ac-
count for the vibrational energy of the gas at room temperature. This
allows to directly quantify the energy deposited by the plasma.




kb(Tr(r) − Trt), (67)
calculated from the equipartition theorem, with three modes of trans-
lation and two modes of rotation accounting for the 52 factor, by using
the measured local rotational temperature Tr(r).
The quantities 〈Ev(r)〉 and 〈Er,t(r)〉 represent the average energy
per molecule deposited by the plasma; they are not suitable, in this
form, for a comparison with the SEI as no information on the local
number density is included. In order to include that information, the
local number density is retrieved from the intensity of the vibrational
Raman spectra which varies linearly with the number density, see
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Figure 45: Normalized density profiles as calculated from the intensity of
the Raman spectra by using Equation 68.
where the area (Aν) of each vibrational band is divided by (ν + 1)
to take into account the ν dependence of the scattering cross section.





are shown in Figure 45. It is worth pointing out that to obtain a mea-
sure for number density this method is insensitive to gas temperature
variation. This is because the contributions of all vibrational levels,
normalised by the corresponding cross sections (see Equation 64), are
included in the calculation without making any assumption on the
vibrational distribution. If rotational Raman (∆ν = 0) is used, such a
calculation becomes intractable as rotational transitions from several
vibrational levels add to the measured intensity at almost the same
Raman shift. A similar argument can be extended to Rayleigh mea-
surements [65] [26], since light scattered from different vibrational
states would eventually contribute to the same peak [39], or even for
vibrational Raman when multiple modes are present like in CO2 [117]
[108]. Therefore, in contrast to these other techniques, vibrational Ra-
man in N2 requires no a–priori assumption about the vibrational dis-
tribution to calculate local number density.
With the aim of calculating a power balance, the local number
density ρ (see Equation 69) is used to weight the local energy–per–
molecule. The effective deposited energy densities are then calculated
as:
Uv(r) = 〈Ev(r)〉 · ρ(r) (70)
Ur,t(r) = 〈Er,t(r)〉 · ρ(r). (71)













































Figure 46: Vibrational and rotational deposited energy densities (see Equa-
tion 70 and Equation 71) measured for (a) 17mbar, 7.8 slm,
130W, (b) 50mbar, 7.8 slm, 130W, (c) 800mbar, 7.8 slm, 330W
plasma.
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Results are shown in Figure 46. For the two low pressure plasmas
(17mbar and 50mbar) the deposited vibrational is larger than the
rotational–translational one, for every radial position. Additionally, it
is definitely higher than what would be found in a gas at thermal
thermal equilibrium with a temperature equal to the local Tr. For
comparison, 〈Er,t〉 = 2.5〈Ev〉 for N2 in thermal equilibrium – pro-
vided kTr > E1, where E1 is the energy of the ν = 1 vibrational state.
An opposite trend is found for the high pressure plasma. The two
deposited energy densities are similar in the central region. Close to
the reactor walls, the vibrational energy density is smaller than the
rotational–translational one.
Although the radial profiles shown in Figure 46 provide informa-
tion on the radial distribution of energy within the plasma, it does
not provide the complete picture, as energy deposition from the pla-
sma occurs over a length much longer than what the laser probes.
Consequently, the local measurement presented here cannot account
for all the deposited energy, For a complete analysis additional pro-
cesses like ionisation, dissociation, energy loss via the quartz tube
and radiation should be taken into account.
5.5.5 Overall energy efficiency
In contrast to measurements performed inside the waveguide, the
downstream measurements should account for all the energy absorbed
by the gas. Therefore, they can be more reliably used to quantify the
energy efficiency of the microwave reactor to the internal energy of
the effluents, since in this case molecules in the scattering volume
have already passed throughout the entire waveguide.



















Figure 47: Radial profiles of vibrational and rotational excess energies (see
Equation 66 and Equation 67) measured 25mm after the wave-
guide for 50mbar, 10 slm and 120W.
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Figure 47 shows the radial energy distribution of the gas right after
having passed throughout the microwave discharge. A striking differ-
ence between this profile and that measured in the waveguide for a
similar plasma condition, see Figure 46(b), is the location of its maxi-
mum. In the former, the maxima of both Uv and Ur,t are found in the
centre of the tube while in the latter they are found on the edge. This
effect may suggest that strong gas mixing is occurring, redistribut-
ing energy (and molecules) along a cross section of the quartz tube.















By averaging radially the values for Uv and Ur,t it is possible to
compare such quantities with the SEI. Two assumptions are made that
both the energy deposition profile and the molecules’ axial velocity





so 48% of the SEI is deposited in the molecular gas as internal energy.




it is found that 23% of the SEI is deposited in the vibrational mode.
These values have been calculated by extrapolating the measured tem-
peratures and density to the reactor walls – experimental data is avail-
able till r = 10mm while the inner radius of the tube is R = 13.5mm.
5.6 conclusions and outlook
Vibrational Raman scattering has been implemented as a diagnostic
which simultaneously measures number density of reactants, rota-
tional and vibrational temperatures to investigate the nonequilibrium
character of the N2 microwave plasmas.
High values of Tv(0,1)/Tr are found on the edges of the plasma in
the case of low pressure low input power where Tv(0,1) equilibration
rate is slower than Tr one. Conversely, at high pressure the plasma ap-
pears to be close to thermal equilibrium, showing values of Tv(0,1)/Tr
close to unity. Additionally, a careful analysis of the local energy den-
sity is carried out for vibrational (Uv) and rotational–translational
(Ur,t) loaded energies. The presence of two distinct regions is ob-
served in the low pressure case where the core of the plasma is char-
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acterised by a lower energy density, due to the relatively low number
density, while most of the energy added by the microwave plasma is
confined in the outer shell close to the reactor walls. At low pressure
Uv is always higher than what it would be if the gas was found in
thermal equilibrium at the measured rotational temperature. More-
over, Uv > Ur,t for the lowest investigated pressure. Conversely, the
analysis of the energy distribution for the case of the high pressure
plasma displays its quasi thermal character, confirming the results
obtained by using Tv(0,1)/Tr.
The reactor is also investigated in the downstream where the gas
has completely passed through the microwave discharge assuring
a complete energy deposition. Radial measurements now show an
opposite trend compared to what obtained in the centre of the dis-
charge: most of the energy is now located in the centre of the tube.
This finding suggests that strong gas mixing is at play by effectively
redistributing energy and particles over the entire tube cross sec-
tion, which is likely the result of vortex flow dynamics. Calculations
show that right after the waveguide 48% of the SEI is deposited in
the molecular gas as rotational, translational and vibrational energy.
Concerning vibrational energy only, it is found that 23% of the SEI
is stored in the vibrational mode, displaying the ability of the mi-
crowave flow reactor to load electric energy in N2 vibrations.
This investigation of energy loading efficiency into the internal
modes of N2 in the microwave flowing reactor paves the way for a
set of future studies. Especially the indication that the effluents retain
a relevant amount of SEI into the vibrational mode, at Tr ' 500K,
suggests the feasibility of vibrationally enhanced chemical reactions,
with possible application of catalytic materials. For example, such an
apparatus can be used to evaluate the the synthesis of NO or CO
when O2 or CO2 are admixtured to the effluents, with the microwave
flowing reactor used as a source of vibrationally excited N2. More-
over, the applicability of the diagnostics is not limit to N2 only, but
can be extended to any gas that shows Raman activity. Specifically,
the processing of other gases of interest, like CO2 or CH4, can be
studied with in situ spatially resolved measurements of temperatures
and product formation, to evaluate the extent by which vibrational
nonequilibrium influences such a complex processes.

6
S U M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
This thesis deals with the study of two promising plasma reactors for
the electrification of the chemical industry: a NRP discharge for CO2
dissociation and a microwave discharge for the vibrational activation
of N2. The deployment of laser diagnostics specifically designed for
the investigation of those two plasma reactors represented a chief
part of the whole thesis. Especially the case of LIF has been studied
in detail because of its dependence upon interaction with collisional
partners – and molecular plasmas are characterized by strong colli-
sionality indeed.
The work is divided in two large parts with the NRP discharge in-
vestigated by LIF and the microwave discharge by Raman scattering.
The common thread connecting these two studies is the in–situ inves-
tigation, performed by means of laser diagnostics, to reveal peculiar
characteristics of each reactor. By using LIF, the temporal evolution of
the absolute concentrations of OH and CO has been obtained. With
Raman scattering, the degree of vibrational non–equilibrium has been
mapped in the N2 microwave discharge. Since the two studies are in-
dependent, conclusions are organized in the following two sections.
6.1 measurements of oh by lif in a nrp discharge
for co2 dissociation
In order to use LIF for quantitative measurements, the quantum yield
of the process needs to be known. Hence, detailed knowledge of the
rate coefficients of the collisional partners present in the mixture is re-
quired. More specifically, this is necessary because both the intensity
and the spectral feature of the fluorescence signal are modified by two
concurring processes: electronic quenching (Q) and vibrational en-
ergy transfer (VET). On this regards, the measurements of Q and VET
for a set of collisional partners commonly found in plasma–chemistry
environments are reported in this thesis.
The investigation has been performed by resonant excitation of the
OH A2Σ+ (v ′ = 1) state. Consequently, Q of both the A0 and A1
states, and VET between these two, were simultaneously obtained
for each collisional partner. A novel data analysis method, working
on the fluorescence pulse – where the contributions of A0 and A1
are not distinguished – and on the fluorescence spectrum, has been
reported.
The obtained results have been carefully compared with the data
already present in the literature. The comparison was made to high-
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light the differences arising when the condition of rotational thermal-
ization is satisfied, or not. Special attention has been devoted to this
aspect since it is known that both Q and VET vary for different ro-
tational levels. In conclusion, the obtained dataset is consistent with
literature data, when it is present. Additionally, the knowledge on en-
ergy transfer rates of OH has been updated and extended, especially
to VET and quenching of the A1 state.
The measurements of collisional energy transfer rates on OH was
not performed for its own sake, but it is rather propaedeutic to the
quantification of OH in collisional environments. Such rate coeffi-
cients were then used for the quantification of OH in a NRP discharge
for CO2 dissociation.
The application of LIF to the study of a NRP discharge for CO2
dissociation is definitely a challenging task. Fast and steep tempera-
ture and density variations define an environment extremely differ-
ent from the gas cell where, by carefully controlling pressure, tem-
perature and collider concentration, the collisional rate coefficients
have been measured. Nevertheless, such knowledge obtained in a
controlled environment is still valuable for real life applications.
Difficulties mainly arise from having to work with a pure molec-
ular mixture that inevitably interferes with the measurement of LIF
pulses, because of the very strong quenching. On one hand, molecular
gases usually have a quenching rate coefficient much larger than the
rotational energy transfer coefficient, kQ0,Q1  kRET, therefore pre-
cluding rotational thermalization of the excited state. Additionally,
experimental conditions for which the quenching frequency is larger
than the characteristic decay frequency of the laser pulse can be eas-
ily obtained. In these situations, the measurement of the LIF pulses
cannot be used for the quantification of the target molecule. Hence,
the discharge was operated in three different conditions of increasing
complexity so as to demonstrate the use of LIF in such demanding
collisional environments.
Firstly, the molecular mixture was diluted with helium – to de-
crease the effective quenching rate of the mixture – to measure both
LIF pulses and spectra from which OH concentration could be mea-
sured quantitatively. Two different discharges, either with or without
the use of a dielectric layer, have been tested on the same mixture, He
+ 4 Torr CO2 + 0.75 Torr H2O at 760 Torr. Obtained results showed
relatively small concentration of OH, of the order of 1014 cm−3, two
orders of magnitude smaller than the local CO concentration. The
small concentration of OH, in conjunction with its temporal decay,
too fast to be associated to the reaction OH+CO → CO2 +H, does
not suggest a big role of OH in the CO back–reaction at these experi-
mental conditions.
Complementary to the investigation of the CO2/H2O mixture di-
luted with helium, a NRP discharge in a CO2 + 1% H2O mixture
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at 100mbar has also been investigated as an industrially relevant
reactor. In this case, quenching frequencies are too large and OH can-
not be quantified. But every cloud has a silver lining, and when LIF
ceases to be applicable a novel methodology named Collisional En-
ergy Transfer LIF (CET–LIF) can be applied to study the composition
of the gas mixture. Although sharing the same excitation–detection
scheme, CET–LIF profoundly differs from LIF: CET–LIF uses the tar-
get molecule as a probe to obtain information about the composition
of the mixture. Following this idea, CO2 dissociation has been mea-
sured in a time resolved manner. Remarkable dissociation up to 80%
was measured at short delay after the discharge event, to decrease
steadily to a value of about 20%. Although the mechanisms behind
such a temporal decay are not clear at this stage of research, the very
high dissociation measured close to the discharge event indicates the
potential of the NRP discharge.
6.2 vibrational non-equilibrium in n2 microwave
discharge
The work on the microwave discharge has been performed during my
internship in the Non–equilibrium Fuel Conversion group headed by
dr. ir. Gerard van Rooij, at DIFFER (Eindhoven, the Netherlands). A
Raman scattering setup has been developed for the study of vibra-
tional non–equilibrium in a N2 microwave discharge.
As introduced in Chapter 4, vibrational energy is required to acti-
vate endothermic reactions. As described by Polanyi’s laws, when re-
actants are vibrationally excited, that energy can be used to lower the
energy barrier of the reaction. Consequently, reaction rates increase
exponentially. In this context where vibrational energy is considered
to be essential for the activation of endothermic reactions, it is natural
to seek for reactors able to enhance such effect. Among the available
plasma reactors, microwave discharges are expected to be particularly
efficient in selectively loading energy in the vibrational mode.
A microwave flowing reactor has been investigated by means of
Raman scattering. Specifically, radial profiles of vibrational and ro-
tational temperatures were obtained. The reactor was operated at
different pressures and input power to highlight the effect of such
process parameters. In the low pressure regimes, with pressure lower
than 50mbar, rotational temperatures as high as 2000K were mea-
sured in the centre of the plasma. The radial profiles then shows a
decay down to about 500K close to the reactor walls. At the same
reactor conditions, vibrational temperature is generally higher for ev-
ery radial position. The ratio between the two temperatures is cho-
sen as good parameter to appreciate the degree of vibrational non–
equilibrium. When calculated as function of the radial position, such
ratio increases from about two, when measured in the centre of the
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plasma, to about four close to the reactor walls. Conversely, when the
reactor is operated at 800mbar, very high rotational temperatures of
about 7000K are measured in the centre of the plasma. Additionally,
the temperature ratio is close to unity at every radial position, indi-
cating the thermal behaviour of the discharge.
The investigation of vibrational non–equilibrium was further ex-
tended to the calculation of the energy present in the rotational–
translational and vibrational modes. A density profile was obtained
from the same Raman spectra and used normalize the local energy
density to the local number density. Ultimately, radial energy density
profiles has been compared to the SEI to calculate the efficiency by
which energy is loaded in the molecular gas. When such procedure
is performed right outside the waveguide – so as to assure complete
energy deposition from the plasma – it is found that about 35% of the
SEI is specifically loaded in the vibrational mode, while if rotational
and translational energies are added to the calculation the efficiency
rises to 60%.
This study casts light on the potential that microwave discharges
posses when vibrational excitation is desired. Since the discharge is
run with pure N2, the activated N2 molecules are not exploited to syn-
thesize any valuable compound. However, once the thermodynamic
characteristics of the reactor are known, future studies can follow up
with focus on vibrationally enhanced chemistry. For example, such an
apparatus can be used to evaluate the synthesis of NO or CO when
O2 or CO2 are added to the effluents, with the microwave flowing
reactor used as a source of vibrationally excited N2. Moreover, the
applicability of the diagnostics is not limit to N2 only, but can be
extended to any gas that shows Raman activity. Specifically, the pro-
cessing of other gases of interest, like CO2 or CH4, can be studied
with in–situ spatially resolved measurements of temperatures and
product concentration, to evaluate the extent by which vibrational
non–equilibrium influences such a complex processes.
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